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Mesh-based immersed approaches shine in a variety of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) applications such
as, e.g., simulations where the solid undergoes large displacements or rotations, particulate flow problems,
and scenarios where the topology of the region occupied by the fluid varies in time. In this thesis, a new
mesh-based immersed approach is proposed which is based on the use of different types of splines as basis
functions. This approach is put forth for modeling and simulating different types of biological cells in blood
flow at small scales.
The specific contributions of this thesis are outlined as follows. Firstly, a hybrid variational-collocation
immersed technique using nonuniform rational B-splines (NURBS) is presented. Newtonian viscous in-
compressible fluids and nonlinear hyperelastic incompressible solids are considered. Our formulation boils
down to three coupled equations which are the linear momentum balance equation, the mass conservation
equation, and the kinematic equation that relates the Lagrangian displacement with the Eulerian velocity.
The latter is discretized in strong form using isogeometric collocation and the other two equations are dis-
cretized using the variational multiscale (VMS) paradigm. As usual in immersed FSI approaches, we define
a background mesh on the whole computational domain and a Lagrangian mesh tailored to the region oc-
cupied by each solid. Besides of using NURBS for creating these meshes, the data transfer between the
background mesh and the Lagrangian meshes is carried out using NURBS functions in such a way that no
interpolation or projection is needed, thus avoiding the errors associated with these procedures. Regarding
the time discretization, the generalized-α method is used which leads to a fully-implicit and second-order
accurate method. The methodology is validated in two- and three-dimensional settings comparing the ter-
minal velocity of free-falling bulky solids obtained in our simulations with its theoretical value. Secondly,
we extend our algorithms in order to use analysis-suitable T-splines (ASTS) as basis functions instead of
NURBS. This required to develop isogeometric collocation methods for ASTS which was an open problem.
The data transfer between meshes changes significantly from NURBS to ASTS due to the fact that their
geometrical mappings are local to patches and elements, respectively. ASTS possess two main advantages
with respect to NURBS: (1) ASTS support local h-refinement and (2) ASTS are unstructured. The ASTS-
based method is validated solving again the aforementioned benchmark problems and showing the potential
of ASTS to decrease the amount of elements needed, thus enhancing the efficiency of the method. Thirdly,
capsules, modeled as solid-shell NURBS elements, are proposed as numerical proxies for representing red
blood cells (RBCs). The dynamics of capsules are able to reproduce the main motions and shapes observed
in experiments with RBCs in both shear and parabolic flows. Hemorheological properties as the Fåhræus
and Fåhræus-Lindqvist effects are captured in our simulations. In order to obtain the aforementioned results,
it is essential to adequately satisfy the incompressibility constraint close to the fluid-solid interface, which
is an arduous task in immersed approaches for fluid-structure interaction. Finally, compound capsules are
presented as numerical proxies for cells with nucleus such as, e.g., white blood cells (WBCs) and circulat-
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ing tumor cells (CTCs). The dynamics of hyperelastic compound capsules in shear flow are studied in both
two- and three-dimensional settings. Moreover, we simulate how CTCs manage to pass through channel
narrowings, which is an interesting characteristic of CTCs since it is used in experiments to sort CTCs from
blood samples.
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In the last decades, the development of modeling and simulation methodologies for fluid-structure interac-
tion (FSI) problems has attracted enormous attention in the community of computational mechanics. An
accurate, geometrically flexible, robust, and efficient computational method is crucial when it comes to
solve challenging FSI problems, which are present in biomedical engineering [15, 16], aerospace engineer-
ing [116, 117], civil engineering [86, 118, 98, 45], marine engineering [130, 127], and wind energy [12, 13]
to name a few. Up to now, there is no computational FSI method that can be considered the best choice
(or even a reasonable choice) for all kinds of FSI problems. Therefore, different types of FSI methods have
been developed to deal with FSI applications with distinct characteristics.
Mesh-based FSI methods can be classified in two main groups, namely, boundary-fitted and immersed
approaches. In boundary-fitted approaches, an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) mesh is tailored to the
region occupied by the fluid and a Lagrangian mesh is tailored to the region occupied by the solid, these
two meshes usually match at the fluid-solid interface so that the imposition of kinematic conditions can be
performed exactly. The ALE mesh needs to be updated in each time step solving a boundary-value problem
where the applied Dirichlet conditions are the displacements of the solid at the interface. As the solids
moves, the quality of the ALE mesh will decrease and eventually reach a point where remeshing is needed,
i.e., all or part of the ALE mesh needs to be re-discretized in space. For a thorough explanation of boundary-
fitted methods and application examples to real-world problems, the interested reader is remitted to [17]. In
immersed approaches, a background mesh spans the whole computational domain and a Lagrangian mesh is
tailored to the region occupied by the solid. Therefore, the need for updating or remeshing a mesh tailored
to the fluid region has disappeared. However, we get this advantage at the expense of assuming that the
pressure field is continuous at the fluid-solid interface and this is specially troublesome when very thin
solids are considered [67].
The motion of the solid is the key factor in order to decide whether to use a boundary-fitted or an
immersed approach. If we utilize a boundary-fitted method in an application where the solid undergoes
large translations or rotations during the simulation, the ALE mesh will become highly distorted each few
time steps, thus compromising the accuracy of the solution. Remeshing can be used to counteract this issue,
but, besides of its high computational cost, projections of the velocity and pressure fields are needed between
the old and new ALE meshes, which are known to introduce inaccuracies specially when the fluid and solid
densities are similar. The aforementioned difficulties are amplified when several solids are considered and
these solids move throughout the computational domain, e.g., in particulate flow problems [52]. Moreover,
in applications where the topology of the region occupied by the fluid is going to change along the simulation
due to contact between different solids, applying a boundary-fitted approach is still an open problem. In all
the above-mentioned situations, immersed approaches emerge as a suitable alternative to boundary-fitted
methods since the Lagrangian mesh of each solid can move freely on top of the background mesh.
The two main aims of this thesis are to develop mesh-based immersed FSI methods using splines
and apply them to cell-scale blood flow, which is one of the particulate flows that has recently gained
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more attention due to its connection with different diseases as cancer [77]. Spline blending functions such
as, e.g., NURBS [106] and T-splines [113] were brought from the CAD community to the computational
mechanics community in [63] and [10], respectively. Their higher-order interelement continuity, pointwise
nonnegativity, and geometrical flexibility have led to important advancements in both fluid [2, 11] and solid
[38, 81] mechanics. Therefore, the application of splines to mesh-based immersed FSI seems a promising
way to improve the accuracy, robustness, and geometrical flexibility of existent mesh-based immersed FSI
methods.
This thesis extends the current state of the art in mesh-based immersed FSI methods by presenting the
next developments which are outlined as follows:
1. A NURBS-based immersed approach for fluid-structure interaction. We present a hybrid variational-
collocation, immersed, and fully-implicit formulation for fluid-structure interaction. The technique
deals with viscous incompressible fluids and nonlinear hyperelastic solids. NURBS-based isogeo-
metric analysis is employed for the spatial discretization and the generalized-α method is used for
time discretization. The data transfer between the background mesh and the Lagrangian meshes is
carried out using the NURBS functions as well, which avoids the use of the so-called discretized delta
functions often employed in immersed FSI methods. We validate our approach comparing our nu-
merical solutions with theoretical data for free-falling rigid bodies in both two- and three-dimensional
settings. See Section 4 and Appendix A for details.
2. Isogeometric collocation based on analysis-suitable T-splines of arbitrary degree. In order to
extend our immersed FSI approach to T-splines, we had to first develop isogeometric collocation us-
ing analysis-suitable T-splines of arbitrary degree as basis functions, which was an open problem.
Analysis-suitable T-splines (ASTS) enable to perform local h-refinement while maintaining both the
cost of only one point evaluation per degree of freedom and the convergence rates of NURBS-based
isogeometric collocation. Moreover, ASTS are able to create highly nonuniform meshes without
introducing elements with high aspect ratios, which prevents numerical instabilities that arise in prob-
lems with reduced regularity when Neumann boundary conditions are imposed in strong form and
elements with high aspect ratio are used. See Section 5 and Appendix B for details.
3. An ASTS-based immersed approach for fluid-structure interaction. We expand our mesh-based
immersed FSI approach to T-splines and validate our numerical results achieving excellent agreement
with theoretical data. T-splines possess two main advantages against NURBS, namely, they support
local h-refinement and they are unstructured. These properties have the potential of enhancing the
efficiency and flexibility of NURBS-based space discretizations. See Section 6 and Appendix C for
details.
4. Capsules and compound capsules as cell mimics in flow. We perform simulations in both shear
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and parabolic flows with capsules in order to reproduce the main motions and shapes that red blood
cells (RBCs) acquire in these flows together with various rheological properties of blood at small
scales. Moreover, we present the concept of compound capsule as a numerical proxy of cells with
nucleus such as, e.g., white blood cells (WBCs) and circulating tumor cells (CTCs). We perform
simulations of hyperelastic compound capsules in shear flow in order to study their dynamics in both
two- and three-dimensional settings. Finally, we show the capability of CTCs to go through a channel
narrowing, this property is currently used to sort CTCs from blood samples [134]. See Section 7 and
Appendix D for details.
The structure of this thesis is as follows. The background information regarding mesh-based immersed
approaches for fluid-structure interaction, isogeometric analysis, and microscale blood flow is summarized
in Section 2. The research objectives of this thesis are stated in Section 3. Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7 expand on
the four contributions mentioned above. The idea of these sections is to describe concisely the goals of each
contribution, provide both representative results and conclusions, and refer to the published papers attached
as appendices for the details. In each of these sections the most significant contributions are highlighted
at the end, as well as future research directions emerging from the work performed. Section 8 reports on
collaborations in other research developments that have not been connected with our immersed FSI methods




2.1 Mesh-based immersed approaches for fluid-structure interaction
In the 1970s, mesh-based immersed methods for fluid-structure interaction were introduced by Peskin [95,
96]. Peskin defined a uniform, Eulerian, background mesh using finite differences. Then, he embedded
fiber networks as a simplified way to represent solids that are completely submerged in the fluid. The data
transfer between the fiber network and the background mesh was carried out using a discretized Dirac delta
function with C1 continuity. This data transfer is divided in two processes: (1) distributing forces coming
from the fiber network in the background mesh and (2) interpolating Lagrangian velocities from Eulerian
velocities so as to update the fiber network positions. The background mesh is used to compute the Navier-
Stokes equations with a forcing function so as to satisfy linear momentum balance and the fiber network
is used to both update the position of the solid and orginally compute the interaction forces before they
are distributed to the background mesh using the discretized Delta functions. Peskin’s method is called
Immersed boundary (IB) method and it is an explicit method in time. The IB method has been used to
simulate different problems of biomechanics such as, e.g., prosthetic cardiac valves [93], wave propagation
in cochlea [23], biofilm processes [42], and swimming motions of marine warms [46].
In 2004, Liu and his coworkers expanded the IB method by developing a new approach called immersed
finite element method (IFEM) [131], which was validated performing simulations of free-falling rigid bodies
and comparing the terminal velocity with the theoretical solution. IFEM uses the finite element method
[135, 62] for both the representation of the deformable solid and the background mesh. This enables a more
reliable representation of bulky solids, taking into account both its volume and its mass. IFEM kept using
discretized delta functions for transfering data between meshes, but the discretized delta functions were
enhanced so as to handle nonuniform background meshes. Regarding the time integration, IFEM is still
an explicit method. IFEM has been applied to solve various problems in biomechanics such as, e.g., stent
deployment [51], cell-scale blood flow [91, 90], cell migration and cell-substrate adhesion [89]. However, it
is important to note that in various of the aforementioned applications, e.g., in [91, 90], the finite elements
are no longer used for the Lagrangian meshes since the authors mention that they are not able to handle the
large strains of RBCs, the meshfree reproducing kernel particle method is used for representing the solid
instead [88, 87]. In [58], the authors proposed an algorithm inspired in IFEM with two main improvements:
(1) a semi-implicit time integration algorithm is proposed and (2) projections between meshes are performed
to transfer data between meshes instead of using discretized Dirac delta functions. As in [131], the method
is validated solving the same type of benchmark problems involving rigid bulky solids.
In 2015, a new mesh-based immersed approach was derived in [67], which uses the augmented La-
grangian framework developed in [14] as starting point and models the solids using Kirchhoff-Love shell
theory. In this method, a fluid and structure subproblems are solved, which are coupled with a combination
of Lagrange multipliers and penalty forces in order to weakly enforce the kinematic constraint of velocity
continuity at the fluid-solid interface. This method has been validated in various benchmark problems by
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comparing the results with those of boundary-fitted approaches and applied in simulating a tri-leaflet bio-
prosthetic heart valve over the complete cardiac cycle. In combination with boundary-fitted approaches to
model artery walls, this approach have led to one of the most realistic in silico simulations of heart valves
[60, 61].
2.2 Isogeometric analysis
Isogeometric analysis (IGA) was introduced in [63] and thoroughly explained in [37]. IGA was presented
with the aim of reusing a computer aided design (CAD) model directly in finite element analysis (FEA),
thus simplifying the tedious communication process between design and analysis. One of the main steps
in this communication process is to build an analysis-suitable mesh from the CAD geometry. For real-
world designs, building this mesh usually needs a high number of manual interactions and the final mesh
is just an approximation of the geometry embedded in the CAD file, which may lead to important errors
in the analysis process. The above-explained issue is mostly due to the fact that CAD and FEA programs
use different types of basis functions in order to represent the geometries; namely, nonuniform rational B-
splines (NURBS) [106, 97] and Lagrange polynomials [135, 62] are the most widespread basis functions in
CAD and FEA, respectively. IGA proposes to use basis functions coming from CAD to both represent the
geometry and the solution fields in FEA using the isoparametric concept. This idea brings closer a potential
seamless integration of CAD and FEA, but a second challenge needs to be addressed. Up to now, CAD
programs represent objects through surface parameterization instead of volume parameterization. This is an
important issue since most applications in analysis require volume parameterizations. Therefore, algorithms
to create analysis-suitable spline parameterizations of volumes from surface spline parameterizations in a
automatic way are needed. To the best of our knowledge, this is still an open problem, but initial work in this
direction has been carried out in [132, 133, 128, 84, 85]. However, there are certain fields in FEA that work
with either curve or surface representations such as, e.g., beams and shells. For these fields, several novel
spline-based computational methods have been developed in the last years [104, 72, 74, 73, 20, 21, 75, 33].
A key difference between Lagrange polynomials and NURBS is that Lagrange polynomials have C0
inter-element continuity for all degrees, but NURBS are able to obtain up to Cp−1 inter-element continuity
where p is the degree of the approximation space. This higher inter-element continuity of NURBS have
led to important benefits in a large variety of analysis fields where CAD programs are not necessarily used
such as, e.g., fourth-order and sixth-order partial differential equations can be solved in primal form [54,
27, 124, 41, 82], the strong form of partial differential equations can be collocated in a straightforward
manner [4, 108, 3, 56, 71, 40, 72, 55], enhanced robustness in solid mechanics can be achieved compared to
Lagrange polynomials [81], improved accuracy per degree of freedom in fluid mehcanics [2], among others.
The major limitation of NURBS is that they do not possess local refinement capabilities, thus com-
promising the efficiency of NURBS-based computational methods. In order to overcome this limitation,
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T-splines, a generalization of NURBS presented in CAD in [113], where brought to FEA in [10]. T-splines
support local h-refinement, but its original definition could lead to blending functions linearly dependent
[28] and polynomial partition of unity was not guaranteed. In [80], the subset of analysis-suitable T-splines
(ASTS) was defined for cubics and extended to arbitrary degree in [19]. ASTS enable to perform local h-
refinement while maintaining all the important mathematical and geometrical properties of NURBS. ASTS
have recently been applied to various fields in computational mechanics such as, e.g., dynamic brittle frac-
ture [24], cohesive zone modeling [121], gradient damage models [122], large deformation frictionless
contact [43], acoustics [114], and boundary-fitted fluid-structure interaction [14].
2.3 Cell-scale blood flow
The main constituents of blood are:
• Blood Plasma. The blood plasma is an aqueous solution containing numerous chemical species, from
ions, mainly Na+, K+, Ca2+, and Cl−, to macromolecules, ranging up to 500-kilodalton molecular
weight. Mechanically, it behaves as a Newtonian incompressible fluid whose average density and
dynamic viscosity are 1.025 g/cm3 and 1.2 mPa s, respectively [70].
• Red blood cells (RBCs). RBCs carry oxygen from the lungs to the tissues and carbon dioxide from
the tissues to the lungs. In mammals, RBCs are non-nucleated cells, namely, they are composed by
a lipid bilayer membrane with an attached spectrin network called cytoskeleton which encapsulates
a concentrated hemoglobin solution. In a quiescent fluid, healthy RBCs exhibit biconcave shapes.
With respect to its mechanical behavior, the lipid bilayer and the cytoskeleton give bending and shear
resistance to the cells, respectively. The concentrated hemoglobin solution behaves as a Newtonian
incompressible fluid. Under physiological conditions, both the RBC volume and external area are
nearly constant. In arteries and veins, the concentration of RBCs acquires a nearly constant value
which average is 45%. However, in microcirculation, the concentration of RBCs varies strongly
between different vessels due to the so-called plasma skimming effect [78].
• White blood cells (WBCs). WBCs are part of the immune system. WBCs are formed by a membrane,
a nucleus, organelles, and fibers suspended in a viscous cytosol [119]. There are various classes of
WBCs with different functions and sizes. Regarding its mechanics, the nucleus is significantly stiffer
than the rest of the cell. When WBCs are activated, e.g., in the presence of an antigen, their shape and
mechanical properties change significantly. In average, WBCs occupy ∼ 1/600 of total cell volume.
• Platelets. Platelets are non-nucleated disk-shaped cell fragments that are mainly involved in blood
coagulation. Platelets possess a membrane and fibers forming a three-dimensional cytoskeleton.
Platelets express numerous surface receptors and adhesion molecules that mediate platelet-platelet
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interactions as well as interactions with endothelium and plasma components. Activated platelets
change their shape, cytoskeletal structure, and mechanical properties [57]. In average, platelets oc-
cupy around 1/800 of total cell volume.
Blood flow in microcirculation is usually treated as a fluid-structure interaction problem since blood
cells need to be taken into account explicitly in order to give answer to a large variety of open questions in
hemodynamics. Just to give an example, the behavior of an individual red blood cell (RBC) under simple
flow conditions such as, e.g., shear or parabolic flows, has been a popular research topic in the last decades
in the experimental [48, 9, 100, 125], numerical [6, 103, 102, 39, 99, 94], and analytical [69, 105, 92] com-
munities. RBCs undergo a rich variety of motions in shear flow such as, e.g., the tank-treading (TT) and
the tumbling (TU) motions that were firstly observed in experiments in [109, 53]. The reproduction of these
motions has been one of the main tests in order to develop computational models of RBCs in flow. RBCs
outnumber the rest of blood cells and play a main role in blood rheology. Moreover, they do not get activated
by biochemical triggers as WBCs and platelets which simplifies their modeling. The two more widespread
continuum-based models of RBCs are vesicles [1] and capsules [101]. Vesicles consider the bending resis-
tance of the lipid bilayer membrane which can be directly controlled through a parameter called bending
rigidity, but they neglect the shear resistance of the cytoskeleton. Capsules consider both bending and shear
resistances, but both types of resistances are usually controlled through the same parameter, namely, the
shear modulus.
The models of other types of blood cells, e.g., white blood cells (WBCs) are less advanced than those
for RBCs, but they are receiving more attention in the last years. The main difference between a WBC and
a RBC is that a WBC has a nucleus. Recently in [120], a model was presented that aims at taking into
account the effect of the nucleus in the dynamics of the cell. A rigid inclusion is considered as the nucleus
of the WBC, and the membrane is modeled as a vesicle. This new model is called compound vesicle
and the authors start elucidating its dynamics in shear flow performing two-dimensional simulations. In
principle, this new model could be applied to other nucleated cells as circulating tumor cells (CTCs). CTCs
are cancerous cells that leave the primary tumor, get into the circulatory system through a process called
intravasion and are able to live in this new environment. Over time, some of these cells may leave the
circulatory system, access a new organ and possibly originate a secondary tumor. These steps are essential
in the so-called metastatic cascade. Understanding the dynamics of CTCs in microcirculation could help
to develop therapies to stop cancer spreading as well as designing devices that isolate CTCs from a blood
sample for diagnosis [77].
3 Research objectives
The objectives of this thesis may be classified in three categories:
• Development and validation of novel numerical methods. The goal is to devise NURBS-based and
ASTS-based immersed approaches for fluid-structure interaction. These approaches should take ad-
vantage of the higher inter-element continuity of spline basis functions in order to enhance the accu-
racy and robustness with respect to related mesh-based immersed approaches as the immersed finite
element method [131]. Furthermore, the use of spline basis functions would enable to exactly rep-
resent geometries that often appear in fluid-structure interaction problems such as, e.g., conic curves
and quadric surfaces. The new methods must be validated solving classical benchmark problems with
available theoretical solutions.
• Application to biomechanics. The goal is to study the dynamics of different types of blood cells in
microscale blood flow. Different authors have reported that Lagrangian polynomials are not able to
handle the large deformations of red blood cells in shear and parabolic flows [90, 91], and alternatives
approaches as particle-based methods are proposed in instead [88, 87]. The enhanced robustness of
solid-shell NURBS elements is invoked to overcome this issue. In order to evaluate the performance
of solid-shell NURBS elements, the simulation results should be compared with RBC experiments.
Moreover, we aim at capturing the dynamics of cells with nucleus such as, e.g. white blood cells
and circulating tumor cells and compare our results with the little available data for this type of cells.
Finally, examples in non-trivial geometries should be considered in order to illustrate the geometrical
flexibility of our immersed approaches.
• Implementation of the proposed algorithms. Most of the mesh-based immersed approaches for fluid-
structure interaction in the literature have only been implemented in serial codes. In this thesis, the
goal is to go one step beyond and perform a parallel implementation of our algorithms.
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4 A hybrid variational-collocation immersed approach
for fluid-structure interaction using NURBS
Let us begin summarizing our immersed formulation for a FSI problem at the continuous level. Let d = {2, 3}
be the number of spatial dimensions. Let Ω ft and Ω
s
t ⊂ Rd be two open sets that represent the time-dependent
domains occupied by a viscous incompressible fluid and a hyperelastic incompressible solid, respectively,
with Γ ft and Γ
s





t ∩ Ωst ). Let Ω ⊂ Rd be an open set that represents the domain occupied by both the fluid and
the solid, that is, Ω = Ω ft ∪Ωst , we assume Ω to be time-independent for both simplicity considerations
and since it holds true in all the simulations presented in this thesis. Let Γ be the boundary of Ω. Let
v : Ω× (0,T ) 7→ Rd, p : Ω× (0,T ) 7→ R, and u : Ωs0× (0,T ) 7→ Rd denote the Eulerian velocity, the Eulerian
pressure, and the Lagrangian displacement, respectively, where (0,T ) is the time interval of interest and Ωs0
is a reference configuration of Ωst . Let X ∈ Ωs0, x ∈ Ω, and ϕ : Ωs0 × (0,T ) 7→ Ωst be a material point, a
spatial point, and the mapping ϕ(X, t) = X + u(X, t), respectively.
The three equations that define our problem are the linear momentum balance equation, the mass conser-






+ v · ∇xv
)
= ∇x · σ f + ρ f g + F in Ω × (0,T ) , (1)
∇x · v = 0 in Ω × (0,T ) , (2)
∂u
∂t
= v in Ωst × (0,T ) , (3)
with
F =
0, x ∈ Ω
f
t(
ρ f − ρs
) (
∂v




σs − σ f
)
, x ∈ Ωst
, (4)
σ f = −pI + 2µ∇symx v , (5)
σs = −pI + FSFT/J , (6)
where ρ f and ρs are the fluid and solid densities, respectively, σ f and σs are the fluid and solid Cauchy
stress tensors, respectively, g is an external body force acting on the system, I denotes the identity tensor in
Rd×d, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ∇symx (·) is the symmetric gradient operator given by ∇symx v =
(∇xv +∇xvT )/2, F : Ωs0 × (0,T ) 7→ Rd×d is the deformation gradient given by F = ∇Xϕ = I +∇Xu, S is the
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor of the considered hyperelastic incompressible material, and J = det(F)
is the Jacobian determinant which is exactly 1 at the continuous level since the solid is incompressible.
We must impose suitable boundary and initial conditions to the above equations in order to obtain a
well-posed FSI problem. In order to impose boundary conditions, we divide the boundary Γ in two non-
overlapping sets Bs = Γ ∩ Γst and B f = Γ ∩ Γ ft , which verify that Γ = Bs ∪ B f and ∅ = Bs ∩ B f . It is
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important to note that Bs , Γst since at least part of the solid is embedded in the fluid. On the interface ΓIt ,
two boundary conditions are imposed, namely, the no-slip boundary condition and the stress compatibility
between the fluid and solid Cauchy stress tensors. The no-slip boundary condition is enforce through Eq. (3)
and the stress compatibility condition will be enforced in the variational form of (1). On B f , we assume the
standard split in Dirichlet boundary conditions on B fD and Neumann boundary conditions on B fN such that
B f = B fD ∪ B fN and B fD ∩ B fN = ∅. On Bs, we consider only homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Finally, regarding initial conditions, the initial position of the solid, the Lagrangian displacement and the
Eulerian velocity must be specified.
Let us continue summarizing our discretization procedure. We first discretized in space using a hy-
brid variational-collocation technique. The linear momentum balance and mass conservation equations
are discretized in weak form (the weak form of these two equations is detailed in Appendix A) using the
variational multiscale (VMS) paradigm [64, 65, 11]. However, the kinematic equation between the Eule-
rian velocity and the Lagrangian displacement is discretized in strong form using isogeometric collocation
[4, 32, 108, 56].
The basic idea behind VMS is to split the velocity and the pressure into two components, namely,
v = v˜ + v′ and p = p˜ + p′, where v˜ and p˜ are finite-dimensional coarse-scale components while v′ and p′
are infinite-dimensional fine-scale components. Thanks to the stabilized VMS technique that circumvents
the Babuˇska-Brezzi stability considerations for saddle points problems [5, 26], the same scalar discrete
space can be used to represent the weighting and trial functions for p˜ and each Cartesian component of v˜.
Therefore, let us consider a set of NURBS basis functions {NEDA (x)}nEDA=1 defined over the physical domain Ω

















where wh and qh are the weighting functions for the velocity and the pressure, respectively. Following [11],
the fine-scale velocity and pressure are expressed in terms of their coarse-scale counterparts as




+ vh · ∇xvh + ∇xph − ν∆xvh − g
)
, (9)






+ vh · Gvh + CIν2G : G
)− 12
, (11)
τC = (τMtrG)−1 . (12)
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, x(ξ) is the geometrical mapping, ν = µ/ρ f is the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid, and CI is a positive constant equal to 36 in our simulations [37].
Let us now consider a set of NURBS basis functions {NLDB (X)}nLDB=1 defined over the reference domain
Ωs0, the scalar discrete space spanned by these basis functions will be used to represent the trial functions





With respect to the collocations points used to solve Eq. (3), the set of Greville points {τi}nLDi=1 defined in [4]
is our choice.
We will use the isoparametric concept in order to build both the Eulerian mesh in Ω and the Lagrangian
mesh in Ωs0. The Lagrangian mesh is pushed forward to physical space using the discrete mapping ϕ
h(X, t).
The final semi-discrete formulation of our variational-collocation immersed method can be stated as:
Find vh, ph, and uh such that, for all wh and qh defined as in Eq. (8) and all {τi}nLDi=1 ,
BEDMS
(










= 0 , (14)
∂uh
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Analytical terminal velocity, rigid case
Average cylinder velocity, Eulerian mesh with 200x300 elements
Average cylinder velocity, Eulerian mesh with 150x225 elements
Average cylinder velocity, Eulerian mesh with 100x150 elements
(b) Relative area change
Figure 1: Free falling cylinder. a) Geometrical description of the problem and boundary conditions applied. The inset shows a
zoom in of the Lagrangian mesh. The lengths are in centimeters. b) Exact terminal velocity (black line) and time evolution of the
average cylinder velocity obtained from the computations (red, blue and green lines). All computations were performed using a





















































where p˜ and p′ have been redefined as pressure divided by the fluid density ρ f as in [11], and h is the
prescribed traction vector.
We complete the discretization procedure by applying the Generalized-α method [66] in order to ap-
proximate the first order time derivatives that appear in Eqs. (14) and (15) as detailed in Section 3.2 of
Appendix A. The implementation algorithm is explained in Section 3.3 of Appendix A.
We start validating the above-explained methodology solving the benchmark problem considered in
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Figure 2: (Color online) Contour plot of the pressure (subtracting the hydrostatic component) along with the spatial discretizations.
The Eulerian mesh is composed of 200×300 elements and the Lagrangian mesh has 11×48 elements. In all cases, we used quadratic
basis functions. Note that the elements of the Lagrangian mesh (white lines) are even bigger than the elements of the Eulerian mesh
(black lines), and, yet, the solution is very accurate as shown in Fig. 1 b).
[58]. In order to perform the numerical simulations included in this Section and in Appendix A, we have
developed a serial code on top of the PetIGA framework [36, 22, 123], which adds NURBS discretization
capabilities and integration of forms to the scientific library PETSc [8, 7].
The above-mentioned benchmark problem consists of a rigid cylinder of infinite length and radius a
which is embedded in a channel of infinite length, infinite height, and width 2L. The cylinder is denser
than the surrounding fluid and is initially at rest. Then, the cylinder will fall due to the action of gravity.
The cylinder will increase its velocity until the drag force, which augments with the value of the velocity,
plus the buoyancy counterbalance the downward gravity force. After that, the cylinder will keep moving
downwards with constant velocity. This velocity is known as terminal or settling velocity (vT ).
Under the assumption of creeping flow, the terminal velocity may be approximated by the expression
vT =
(


















where g is the Euclidean norm of the gravity acceleration g.
When the assumption of creeping flow is reasonable, i.e., when the Reynolds number Re = 2aρ f vT/µ <<
1, Eq. (19) and our numerical solution should be in agreement and as Re gets close to 1 or higher, they are
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expected to give different results since we do not assume creeping flow in our methodology. Moreover, we
set a high enough shear modulus in our simulations so that the strains of our cylinder are negligible. We















where µs is the shear modulus of the considered solid and C = FFT is the Cauchy-Green deformation
tensor. Note that following [131], we have included the compressible part of the stored energy functional
to derive S. Consistently with what was reported in [131], we found that disregarding the dilatational part
of the stored energy function produced non-negligible errors in the incompressibility constraint close to the
fluid-solid interface. Therefore, following [131] we consider the last term of Eq. (20) as a penalty term in
order to keep J close enough to one near the interface. In this context, κs should be interpreted as a penalty
parameter to be adjusted in simulations (we have used values of κs on the order of magnitude of µs/10)
Our two-dimensional setting and the boundary conditions applied are drawn in Fig. 1 a). The physical
parameters that intervene in this benchmark problem are: gravity acceleration g = 981 cm/s2, dynamic
viscosity µ = 5 dyn/cm2, fluid density ρ f = 1 g/cm3, solid density ρs = 1.25 g/cm3, and shear modulus
µs = 33550 g/(cm s2). Regarding the spatial discretization, we use quadratic NURBS elements for both the
Eulerian an Lagrangian meshes. Regarding the time discretization, the time step was set to ∆t = 0.001 s. Fig.
1 b) shows how we get closer to the theoretical value of vT as we refine the Eulerian mesh. Fig. 2 plots the
pressure field minus its hydrostatic component close to the solid. In this case, the pressure does not undergo
sudden variations close to the fluid-solid interface. This suggests that the assumption of continuous pressure
at the fluid-solid interface, which is inevitable in immersed approaches, is not going to have a significant
impact on the accuracy of the solution. However, this changes when thin solids are considered as can be
seen in the last example shown in Appendix A. We will address this issue in more detail in Section 7 and
Appendix D. Fig. 3 shows the two vortices that appear close to the cylinder. We validate the methodology
in a three-dimensional setting and study the robustness of our algorithm in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of Appendix
A, respectively.
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Figure 3: (Color online) Velocity magnitude along with the streamlines at time t = 0.35 s for the free-falling cylinder example.
The plot clearly shows two large vortices close to the cylinder, which is the expected laminar-flow solution. The Eulerian mesh
is composed of 200 × 300 elements and the Lagrangian mesh has 11 × 48 elements. At the scale of the plot, the solution looks
symmetric as expected.
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Contributions
The most significant contributions of this work, which has been published as a research paper in [29],
are:
1. A novel hybrid variational-collocation immersed approach using NURBS is presented and validated
using classical benchmark problems.
2. The formulation is fully-implicit which implies updating the positions of the solids in each nonlinear
iteration of each time step.
3. The data transfer between meshes is carried out without using interpolation or projection procedures,
thus avoiding the errors associated with these procedures.
4. The higher inter-element continuity of NURBS functions enables to handle larger distortions of the
Lagrangian meshes in our immersed approach, thus enhancing the robustness of the algorithm. These
results are consistent with previous works in structural mechanics [81].
Open lines for research
The main open ideas derived from this work are:
1. Generalizing the algorithms in order to use splines spaces with local h-refinement capabilities such
as, e.g., ASTS [19] and hierarchical B-splines [126, 107].
2. Studying in detail the implications of the poor approximation properties of the pressure field in im-
mersed approaches for fluid-structure interaction.
3. Developing a MPI implementation of the proposed algorithms, which is a non-standard problem since
the Lagragian meshes move freely on top of the background mesh and data transfer is needed between
these meshes.
4. Applying the methodology to cell-scale blood flow.
5 Analysis-suitable T-splines as a basis for isogeomet-
ric collocation
In [113], T-splines were introduced in the CAD community as a generalization of NURBS. T-splines were
developed to overcome the main drawbacks of NURBS in design such as, for example, the high amount
of superfluous control points needed to represent complex geometries [111] and the difficulty to create
watertight surfaces in general cases [112]. The mathematical study of T-splines has been an active field in the
last years. As a consequence of this study, the subset of ASTS was defined, first for cubics [80, 110, 79] and
then for arbitrary degree [19, 18, 25]. ASTS are a subset of T-splines that satisfies the following important
mathematical properties:
(1) Linear independence of the blending functions.
(2) Polynomial partition of unity of the blending functions.
(3) Local h-refinement is available.
(4) Optimal convergence rates in analysis under h-refinement.
(5) Each blending function is pointwise non-negativity.
(6) Affine covariance.
(7) Convex hull property.
(8) Dual compatibility [18].
(9) Forward and backward compatible with NURBS.
In other words, ASTS of arbitrary degree maintain all the important mathematical and geometrical
properties of NURBS and possess local h-refinement capabilities.
The construction of ASTS of arbitrary degree and our algorithms in order to collocate both second-
order and fourth-order PDEs in strong form are detailed in Appendix B. In these algorithms, Greville points
are used as collocation points.
In Section 4 of Appendix B, we start analyzing the convergence rates of the proposed algorithms.
For that, second-order elliptic problems with smooth and rough solution fields are considered. Firstly, we
consider a reaction-diffusion boundary-value problem
− ∆u + u = f in Ω, (21)
u = 0 on Γ. (22)
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Figure 4: a) Second-order problem with smooth solution. Numerical solution on three different meshes using p = 4. b) L2 norm of
the relative error between the numerical and analytical solutions. c) H1 seminorm of the relative error between the numerical and
analytical solutions.
The computational domain Ω is a quarter of annulus situated in the positive quadrant of the Cartesian
coordinate system. The inner radius Ri is equal to 1.0 and the outer radius Ro is equal to 4.0. As in [108],
we manufacture the source term f such that the exact solution to the problem is
u(x, y) = Θ(x, y)2[%(x, y)2 − 1][%(x, y)2 − 16]sin(x), (23)
where %(x, y) =
√
x2 + y2 and Θ(x, y) = arctan(y/x) are the polar coordinates. We solve this problem using
quadratic, cubic, quartic, and quintic ASTS. We start considering a NURBS patch with 6 × 9 elements that
represents the domain Ω exactly. Then, we perform quad-tree refinement using three levels of refinement in
each mesh as it is illustrated in Fig. 4 a). We choose this type of h-refinement to be able to compare with
the data in [108]. Fig. 4 a) also shows the numerical solutions for various quartic ASTS meshes. Fig. 4
b) and c) plot the convergence rates of the L2 norm and the H1 seminorm of the relative error between the
numerical and analytical solutions, respectively. The plots show the evolution of the errors with respect to
the square root of the total number of degrees of freedom (N). The data suggest that the rates of convergence
are of the type O(p) for even orders and O(p− 1) for odd degrees, where p is the order of our ASTS discrete
space. These convergence rates are consistent with those obtained with both NURBS [4] and hierarchical
NURBS [108] when Greville points are used as collocation points.
























Quadratics p=2, uniform meshes
Quadratics p=2, locally refined meshes
Cubics p=3, uniform meshes





























Quartics p=4, uniform meshes
Quartics p=4, locally refined meshes
Quintics p=5, uniform meshes






Figure 5: a) Second-order problem with rough solution. Numerical solution on three different meshes using p = 2. b) H1 seminorm
of the relative error between the numerical and analytical solutions using globally and locally h-refined quadratic and cubic meshes.
c) H1 seminorm of the relative error between the numerical and analytical solutions using globally and locally h-refined quartic
and quintic meshes.
Secondly, we consider a problem governed by the Laplace equation on a L-shaped domain
∆u = 0 in Ω, (24)
u = uΓ on ΓD, (25)
∇u · n = hΓ on ΓN . (26)
where Ω = [−1, 1]2\ ([0, 1] × [−1, 0]), ΓD is composed by the re-entrant boundaries, and ΓN = Γ\ΓD [see
Fig. 5 a)]. A solution is manufactured so as to create a singularity in the re-entrant corner. As expected, this
singularity harms the convergence rates when uniform h-refinement is utilized as can be seen in Fig. 5 b) and
c). Nevertheless, if we perform local h-refinement as shown in Fig. 5 a), we are able to significantly improve
the convergence rates as shown in Fig. 5 b) and c), namely, O(0.6) is approximately the convergence rate
for all p. In Appendix B, another two second-order problems characterized by the presence of sharp layers
and spikes are solved.
Finally, we consider a simply supported Kirchhoff plate with a point load applied in its center, which
mechanical response is governed by a fourth-order partial differential equation. The radius of the plate is














p=5, locally refined meshes
(b) Convergence study
Figure 6: a) Initial NURBS mesh (left) and final quintic ASTS mesh with five levels of refinement (right) along with the correspond-
ing computed deflection fields. Quintics meshes are used. b) Convergence of the numerical deflection at the center of the plate
using quintic ASTS. We start with a uniform NURBS mesh and introduce a level of refinement in each new mesh. N denotes the
square root of the total number of degrees of freedom.
r = 1 and the point load applied is P = 1. The PDE and boundary conditions that we must collocate in this
case are the following
∆2w = Υ in Ω, (27)
w = 0 on Γ, (28)
ϑ∆w + (1 − ϑ)n · (∇∇w)n = 0 on Γ. (29)
where w is the deflection of the plate, ϑ is the Poisson ratio assumed to be 0.3, n is the unit outward normal
to the plate, and Υ is load per unit surface equivalent to the point load P whose discretization is explained
in detail in Appendix B.
We reproduce the geometry of the plate exactly using quintic ASTS meshes. We start with a uniform
NURBS mesh and perform local h-refinement in several levels in order to enhance the resolution near the
center of the plate. Fig. 6 a) shows the coarsest and finest meshes along with the corresponding computed
deflection fields. For each mesh, we compute the deflection under the load wh0 and study how it gets closer to
its known exact value wex0 as we introduce more refinement levels as can be seen in 6 b), namely, the relative
error of the numerical solution with respect to the exact solution for the mesh with five levels of refinement
is 0.06%.
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Contributions
The most significant contributions of this work, which has been published as a research paper in [32],
are:
1. Isogeometric collocation methods for analysis-suitable T-splines of arbitrary degree are presented,
which use Greville points as collocation points.
2. The proposed algorithms maintain the cost of only one point evaluation per degree of freedom typical
of standard NURBS-based collocation and enable to perform local h-refinement, thus enhancing the
efficiency of the method. Note that other spline spaces with local h-refinement capabilities, e.g.,
hierarchical NURBS are not able to maintain the cost of only one point evaluation per degree of
freedom when they are used as a basis for isogeometric collocation.
3. ASTS are able to easily make highly nonuniform meshes without having elements with high aspect
ratios. This is particularly interesting in isogeometric collocation since instabilities may arise when
Neumann boundary conditions are imposed in strong form and elements with high aspect ratio are
present, this situation can be easily avoid with the use of ASTS.
Open lines for research
The main open ideas derived from this work are:
1. The algorithms of this work could be used for a different set of collocation points instead of Greville
points. Recently, the variational collocation paradigm was introduced using NURBS as a basis in
[55]. There, a new set of collocation points is defined, the so-called Cauchy-Galerkin points, which
outperform Greville points for odd degrees raising the convergence rate to p instead of p − 1. The
generalization of Cauchy-Galerkin points to spline spaces with local h-refinement capabilities seems
a promising idea.
2. Kirchhoff-Love shells is one of the applications that has benefited more from the arrival of isoge-
ometric analysis. However, the current formulations of isogeometric Kirchhoff-Love shells use the
Galerkin method to discretize the fourth-order PDE that governs this problem. Developing colloca-
tion methods for such a PDE is an appealing direction for future research and ASTS seem the proper
basis functions to use due to its important geometrical properties for creating surface representations
and its local h-refinement capabilities to enhance the efficiency in analysis.
3. Developing analysis-suitable volumetric T-splines in order to solve problems in three-dimensional
settings using isogeometric collocation.

6 An ASTS-based immersed approach for fluid-structure
interaction
In this Section and in Appendix B, we extend our immersed algorithms in order to handle ASTS and show
its superior efficiency due to their local h-refinement capabilities. Let us start emphasizing on a topic quite
specific of immersed approaches for fluid-structure interaction, which in addition varies substantially for
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The computation of the operator BLD in Eq. (30) is not standard. We use Gaussian quadrature rules defined
on the parametrization of the Lagrangian mesh. However, the integrands have functions such as, e.g., vh,
wh, and their first derivatives, which are defined on the background mesh instead of the Lagrangian mesh.
Therefore, for a certain Gauss point with parametric coordinates ξLDG in the Lagrangian mesh, we first need
to compute its physical location xG using the geometrical mapping of the Lagrangian mesh, i.e, ϕh and
then invert the geometrical mapping of the background mesh in order to obtain the parametric coordinates
25
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Table 1: Background meshes used for the free falling cylinder in a channel.
Background mesh Refinement Smallest element size Total number of Be´zier elements
ASTS1 Three levels of refinement 0.1 1162
NURBS1 Uniform 0.1 3200
ASTS2 Four levels of refinement 0.05 3868
NURBS2 Uniform 0.05 12800
ASTS3 Five levels of refinement 0.025 14428
NURBS3 Uniform 0.025 51200
ξEDG associated with the physical point xG in the background mesh. Once we know ξ
ED
G , we can evaluate
functions that are defined on the background mesh using standard procedures of finite elements. Note that
an analogous situation occurs when we try to evaluate Eq. (31) at a certain collocation point.
When Be´zier extraction is used, which is the case of our ASTS-based implementation, the geometrical
mappings are local to elements as in the classical finite element method. Therefore, if we want to compute
ξEDG from xG, we must first find out the Be´zier element in which xG is located. In other words, we must find








G ) , (35)
where Nel is the global number of Be´zier elements, ne is the number of ASTS basis functions with support
on the element e, Nea is the a-th rational ASTS basis function over the element e, and Q
e
a is the a-th control
point over the element e. Eq. (35) is a d × d nonlinear system that we solved using the Newton-Raphson
algorithm. It is important to check that the solution ξEDG satisfies that ξ
ED
G ∈  since Eq. (35) may have
roots outside the parent element. Solving Eq. (35) for all Be´zier elements would computationally be quite
expensive. Fortunately, this is only needed in the first nonlinear iteration of the first time step. In all others
nonlinear iterations and time steps, we proceed as follows. For a certain point ξLDG , we store the Be´zier
element in which its physical counterpart fell at the previous nonlinear iteration. When we need to find the
Be´zier element in which it falls in the current nonlinear iteration, we first try only in the Be´zier element
that hosted the point in the previous nonlinear iteration and if that element does not find the parametric
point ξEDG , we try with the neighbor elements. In our NURBS-based implementation, we do not use Be´zier
extraction, i.e., we work directly with NURBS patches. This simplifies to invert the geometrical mapping
of the background mesh since this mapping is no longer local to elements, but patches. Besides of that,
various common NURBS geometrical mappings such as, e.g., rectangles and parallelograms can be inverted
analytically which avoids solving Eq. (35) using the Newton-Raphson algorithm.
The above-explained integration process used for BLD and LLD is suboptimal since the functions that
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(a) Unstructured T-mesh (b) Detail of the T-mesh (c) Be´zier mesh
Figure 7: (Color online) T-mesh and Be´zier mesh of a circle. (a) T-mesh with four extraordinary points which avoids the presence
of degenerated points in the parameterization. (b) Zoom-in of the T-mesh close to one of the extraordinary points. The color code
in the edges of the T-mesh defines the knot interval configuration. All edges have a knot interval of 1 associated, except those
colored in red which have associated a zero-length knot interval. (c) Be´zier mesh in physical space. The basis functions are C∞
everywhere, except at the boundaries of the Be´zier elements, where the continuity is reduced. The continuity across black Be´zier-
element boundaries is C2. Dark blue lines represent element boundaries of C1 continuity due to the presence of extraordinary
points. Green and light-blue lines represent element boundaries of C0 continuity due to the presence of extraordinary points and
our choice to obtain exact geometry, respectively.
are defined on the background mesh may have lines of reduced continuity in the interior of the integration
regions which are the elements of the Lagrangian mesh. However, the higher inter-element continuity of
spline functions is used in order to alleviate this issue, e.g., an Eulerian mesh constructed with cubic splines
is needed in order to avoid having functions with C0-continuous lines in the interior of the integration
regions.
We validate our ASTS-based technique solving a benchmark problem that we solved in Section 4 and
Appendix A using NURBS, namely, the free falling cylinder in a channel. For performing all the simulations
involving ASTS of this Section and Appendix C, a serial code was directly developed on top of the scientific
library PETSc [8, 7] without using PetIGA [36]. All the data structures used in PetIGA, as the so-called
DA’s PETSc structures, rely heavily on the assumption that the mesh has a tensor product structure, this is
no longer the case in ASTS and hence PetIGA is not suitable for ASTS-based isogeometric analysis.
ASTS and NURBS, unlike Lagrange piecewise polynomials, can represent a circle exactly. Moreover,
the unstructured nature of ASTS enables to exactly represent the circle without the need to introduce singular
points in the parameterization. We note that this is not possible using single-patch NURBS. The same cubic
Lagrangian mesh is used in all simulations which is plotted in Fig. 7 along with its associated T-mesh.
Three ASTS Eulerian meshes and three NURBS Eulerian meshes are considered; these meshes are detailed
in Table 1. Note that the size of the elements in the uniform NURBS meshes is always picked equal to the
size of the smallest elements in a ASTS mesh. This is done to compare local h-refinement against global
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Theoretical terminal velocity, rigid case
ASTS1 mesh, 1162 elements
ASTS2 mesh, 3868 elements
ASTS3 mesh, 14428 elements
NURBS1 mesh, 3200 elements
NURBS2 mesh, 12800 elements
NURBS3 mesh, 51200 elements
(c) Terminal velocity
Figure 8: (Color online) (a) Eulerian and Lagrangian meshes along with a color plot of the vertical velocity. The Eulerian mesh
is locally h-refined where the flow is most complex. T-junctions permitted us to reduce by 68% the number of Be´zier elements with
respect to a uniform mesh that achieves the same accuracy. (b) Zoom in of the inset area in the left panel. (c) Time evolution of the
average cylinder velocity for each Eulerian mesh compared against the theoretical terminal velocity (red line). The Lagrangian
mesh is the same in all simulations and it is composed of 156 Be´zier elements and 209 control points. Excellent agreement is
obtained with respect to the theoretical terminal velocity when enough spatial resolution is used.
h-refinement. All the Eulerian meshes are C2-continuous.
Fig. 8 a) draws the ASTS Eulerian mesh with five levels of refinement, the Lagrangian mesh, and the
vertical velocity at time t = 0.75s. Fig. 8 b) represents a zoom in of the rectangle indicated in Fig. 8 a) in
order to show the different levels of refinement. Fig. 8 c) shows how the numerical solution gets closer to the
theoretical value of the terminal velocity as we increase the spatial resolution for both ASTS and NURBS
meshes. The globally and locally h-refined meshes with the same element size give essentially the same
solution which shows the potential of ASTS to enhance the efficiency of the algorithm. The relative error
for the meshes ASTS3 and NURBS3 is below 0.2%, which seems to be similar to the error in the theoretical
solution given the number of digits employed in the constants in Eq. (19). Note that the mesh ASTS3
has 68% less Be´zier elements than the mesh NURBS3 which shows the importance of using T-junctions.
Finally, we would like to mention that only twenty Be´zier elements are behind the solid for the meshes
ASTS1 and NURBS1 which is clearly not enough to give a good solution.
In Section 4.2 of Appendix C, we also consider an example involving a partially immersed solid.
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Contributions
The most significant contributions of this work, which has been published as a research paper in [31],
are:
1. We generalize our algorithms so as to handle ASTS.
2. We discuss how to alleviate the issue of suboptimal quadrature rules that arises in immersed ap-
proaches by increasing the inter-element continuity of the background mesh.
3. The use of T-junctions enables to perform local h-refinement where higher spatial resolution is needed,
which usually happens close to the fluid-solid interface.
4. The presence of singular points is avoided by introducing extraordinary points.
Open lines for research
The main open ideas derived from this work are:
1. Creating ASTS background meshes that are locally h-refined in an adaptive way as the solid moves.
This would highly enhance the efficiency of immersed approaches. Up to now, the adaptivity of ASTS
has not been studied and remains and open problem.
2. Developing analysis-suitable volumetric T-splines in order to solve problems in three-dimensional
settings.

7 Capsules and compound capsules as cell mimics
In this Section and in Appendix D, we consider capsules as our numerical proxies for RBCs. A capsule is
composed by a very thin membrane with a fluid inside. The membrane aims at representing both the bending
resistance of the lipid bilayer and the shear resistance of the cytoskeleton. The fluid inside represents the
hemoglobin solution which behaves as a Newtonian fluid assumed to have the same viscosity than blood
plasma for simplicity.
As mentioned in Sections 1 and 4, immersed approaches consider continuous pressure at the fluid-
solid interface. Nevertheless, the exact solution to the FSI problem may have discontinuous pressure at
the interface. This leads to discrete pressure spaces with poor approximation properties at the interface.
Since the pressure is the Lagrange multiplier responsible for imposing the incompressibility constraint, this
may originate a lack of local mass conservation near the interface for practical levels of refinement. This
issue becomes particularly problematic when very thin solids are considered, which is the case for all the
examples considered in this Section and in Appendix D.
The penalty term considered in Eq. (20) becomes ineffective for the problems considered in this Section,
at least for the values of the penalty parameters κs that enable us to converge the problem. Therefore, we
consider an alternative strategy. As in the works [67, 60, 61], we change the stabilization parameters defined
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τC = (τMtrG)−1 . (37)
The scalar function sh(x, t) is a dimensionless scaling factor introduced to both locally weaken the
influence of the poorly approximated pressure gradient in Eq. (9) and locally enhance the penalization
of volume change due to the inverse relation between τM and τC . sh(x, t) is a function that belongs to




A (x), namely, we set the control
variables associated with basis functions that intersect the interface to the same value sI >> 1 and the
rest of control variables are set to 1. In order to find a suitable value of sI , we measure the relative area
change (rA) of a two-dimensional elliptic capsule in shear flow for different values of sI . The geometrical
description and boundary conditions are defined in Fig. 9 a). The prescribed boundary conditions lead to
a shear rate γ˙ = 70 s−1, which is within the range found in microcirculation [47]. The remaining physical
parameters are taken as follows: fluid viscosity µ = 0.012 g/(cms), solid density ρs = 1.025 g/cm3,
fluid density ρ f = 1.1 g/cm3, shear modulus of the membrane µsm = 7500 dyn/cm
2, membrane thickness
h = 0.0000005 cm, and g = (0, 0). For the selected parameters, the capsule is supposed to undergo a tank-
treading motion, i.e., the capsule membrane is supposed to adopt a nearly constant orientation with the flow
direction and rotate around the interior fluid.
Regarding the spatial discretization, an Eulerian mesh with 256 × 128 cubic NURBS elements is used
as background mesh. NURBS shape functions of second order or higher, unlike Lagrange polynomials, are
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(b) Relative area change
Figure 9: Parameter sweep of sI so as to make sure that the incompressibility constraint is adequately enforced close to the fluid-
solid interface. a) Geometrical description of the considered problem along with the boundary conditions applied. b) Relative area
change of an elliptic capsule under shear flow at t = 1.0 s with ∆t = 0.0005 s.
able to represent a hollow ellipse exactly, namely, we use a Lagrangian mesh with 1×208 quadratic NURBS
elements to discretize the capsule. Regarding the time discretization, the time step used in the simulation is
∆t = 0.0005 s. For these simulations an all the others included in this Section and in Appendix D, we have
developed a MPI implementation of our NURBS-based immersed approach on top of PetIGA [36].
For high values of sI , the capsule acquires a nearly constant inclination angle at time t = 0.15 s and
the membrane particles have already given more than three complete turns in its TT motion at time t = 1 s.
Fig. 9 b) shows the value of rA for different values of sI at time t = 1 s. As expected, the spurious area
change decreases as we rise the dimensionless parameter sI . Consistently with [67], we find that high errors
in the incompressibility constraint may even alter the qualitative character of numerical solutions, namely,
for sI ≤ 105, the capsule no longer undergoes a classical TT motion. Therefore, as a first step, it is highly
recommended to check how well the incompressibility constraint is being satisfied whenever an immersed
FSI approach is used.
After a thorough mesh independence study detailed in Appendix D, we consider capsules with different
swelling degrees (∆m) and embed them in the shear flow defined in Fig. 9 a). In our two-dimensional setting,
∆m is defined as the ratio of the area enclosed by the membrane (Ae) to the area of a circle with the membrane
perimeter (Pc), that is, ∆m = 4piAe/P2c . In order to create capsules with different swelling degrees, the long
axis of the capsule is modified and the remaining geometrical and mechanical parameters of the capsule are
maintained the same; namely, we consider the next values for the long axis of the capsules: 0.0002 cm,
0.0004 cm, 0.0006 cm, 0.0008 cm, 0.0010 cm, and 0.0011 cm. In these simulations, sI was set to 1010. The
two main physical quantities that characterize a TT motion are the inclination angle of the membrane with
the flow direction (θ) and the average frecuency of the TT motion (ωTT ), which are plotted for the different
















































(c) |vh| (d) |vh − vshear |
Figure 10: Capsules with different shapes under pure shear flow. (a) Variation of the inclination angle of a capsule as a function
of the swelling degree. (b) Vartiation of the tank-treading frecuency of a capsule as a function of the swelling degree. (c) Velocity
magnitude along with the flow streamlines at time t = 0.5 s for the capsule with initial biconcave shape. The white line represents
the capsule and the black lines denote the streamlines. There is a vortex whose center is located at the center of gravity of the
capsule. (d) Perturbations introduced by the biconcave capsule with respect to the shear component at time t = 0.5 s.
capsules in Figs. 10 a) and b), respectively. In agreement with [68], both θ and ωTT increase with the value
of the swelling degree. Additionally, the biconcave shape that RBCs exhibit in a quiescent fluid [115] is
considered as initial shape for a capsule. The obtained θ and ωTT for the biconcave shape are also plotted in
Figs. 10 a) and b), respectively. Figs. 10 a) and b) suggest that the swelling degree keeps characterizing quite
accurately the behavior of capsules in the nonlinear regime independently of their initial shape. Fig. 10 c)
shows the velocity magnitude (|vh|) along with the streamlines for the initially biconcave-shaped capsule at
time t = 0.5 s. Note how the streamlines near the boundary of the capsule are parallel to the membrane due
to its tank-treading motion. Fig. 10 d) draws the velocity field obtained from our FSI simulation subtracting
the shear component, i.e., |vh − vshear | with the aim of showing how the capsule alters the flow conditions.
In Appendix D, the dynamics and rheology of capsules in parabolic flow are studied, finding good
























(c) Streamlines colored by |vh| (d) Vz
Figure 11: A compound capsule exhibits a TU motion in a three-dimensional setting. (a) Geometrical description of the problem
along with Dirichlet boundary conditions applied on the two shaded faces of the cube, periodic boundary conditions are applied in
the other four faces of the cube. The shaded plane, i.e., the plane y = 0 is used to plot the z component of the velocity in Fig. 11
d). (b) Time evolution of the inclination angle. (c) Streamlines colored by the velocity magnitude at time t = 0.23 s. A transparent
membrane is plotted in order to see the streamlines and the inclusion inside of it. The boundary of Ω is represented by black lines.
(d) Velocity in z direction on the plane indicated in Fig. 11 a) at time t = 0.23 s along with the streamlines.
agreement with RBC experiments.
In this Section and in Appendix D, we present compound capsules as a numerical proxy for cells with
nucleus such as, e.g. white blood cells and circulating tumor cells. The membrane is modeled as a capsule
and the nucleus is modeled as a deformable solid. The cytosol behaves as a Newtonian fluid assumed to have
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Figure 12: (Color online) Circulating tumor cell in a channel narrowing. Problem description of our two-dimensional setting.
the same viscosity than blood plasma for simplicity. As in [120], the organelles and fibers are neglected.
In Appendix D, the dynamics of a compound capsule in shear flow are studied in a two-dimensional
setting. The behavior of our compound capsule is consistent with the results of [120], namely, as the size of
the nucleus gets bigger for a certain membrane, both the inclination angle and the TT frecuency of the TT
motion undergone by the compound capsule decrease.
Additionally, we consider a compound capsule in a three-dimensional setting under shear flow. The
computational domain and boundary conditions are described in Fig. 11 a). The membrane is a hollow
ellipsoid with semiaxes a = 0.0003 cm, b = 0.0002 cm, and c = 0.0002 cm. The inclusion is a sphere
with a radius r = 0.0001 cm. The compound capsule is placed at the center of the domain with initial
orientation indicated in Fig. 11 a). The remaining physical parameters are taken as follows: fluid viscosity
µ = 0.012 g/(cms), solid density ρs = 1.025 g/cm3, fluid density ρ f = 1.1 g/cm3, shear modulus of the
membrane µsm = 7500 dyn/cm
2, membrane thickness h = 0.0000005 cm, shear modulus of the inclusion
µsi = 40 dyn/cm
2, and g = (0, 0). Regarding the spatial discretization, an Eulerian mesh with 262144
quadratic NURBS elements is used to represent the cube. Unlike Lagrange polynomials, NURBS functions
of second order are able to represent exactly both a hollow ellipsoid and a bulky sphere, namely, we use
meshes with 3072 and 7168 quadratic NURBS elements, respectively. In this computation, sI was set to
109. In this simulation, both the membrane and the inclusion perform a tumbling motion, i.e., they rotate
as a whole around their center of gravity. The main physical quantity that characterizes a TU motion is its
average frequency (ωTU). In this case, both he membrane and the inclusion have the same TU frequency,
namely, ωTU = 4.68 s−1. In Fig. 11 b), we show how the inclination angle varies in time. Fig. 11 c)
displays the streamlines colored by the velocity magnitude in both a diagonal plane of the cube and close
to the compound capsule at time t = 0.23 s. Fig. 11 d) shows the z component of the velocity field on the
plane indicated in Fig. 11 a), this component is responsible for the TU motion of the membrane.
Finally, a circulating tumor cell, which is a cell with nucleus as WBCs, is forced to pass through a
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(a) t = 0.1 s (b) t = 0.3 s
(c) t = 0.4375 s (d) t = 0.5 s
(e) t = 0.625 s (f) t = 1.075 s
Figure 13: Snapshots of the velocity magnitude along with the streamlines for a CTC passing through a tube narrowing. Both
the highest flow velocity and deformation of the membrane appear when the CTC is leaving the narrowing. Recirculation regions
appear when the CTC is both entering and leaving the narrowing as shown in a) and e), respectively.
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channel narrowing. The CTC is modeled using a compound capsule. The membrane is a hollow circle with
radius rm = 0.0005 cm and thickness h = 0.0000005 cm. The inclusion is a circle of radius ri = 0.00012 cm.
The computational domain Ω is depicted in Fig. 12 along with the boundary conditions applied. The flow
is driven by the pressure gradient g = (1666.66 dyn/cm3, 0 dyn/cm3). The remaining physical parameters
are the following: fluid viscosity µ = 0.012 g/(cms), solid density ρs = 1.025 g/cm3, fluid density ρ f =
1.1 g/cm3, shear modulus of the membrane µsm = 7500 dyn/cm
2, and shear modulus of the inclusion
µsi = 40 dyn/cm
2. A background mesh with 384 × 192 cubic NURBS elements is used to represent the
channel. Lagrangian meshes with 1×832 and 40×192 quadratic NURBS elements are used to represent the
membrane and the inclusion, respectively. The time step used in the simulation is ∆t = 0.00025 s. In this
simulation, sI was set to 109. Fig. 13 plots the velocity magnitude along with the streamlines at different
time steps, these snapshots describe how the CTC deforms in order to go through the channel narrowing.
Both the highest strains of the cell and the highest velocity of the flow appear when the CTC is leaving
the narrowing as can be seen in Fig. 13 d). The CTC creates two recirculation regions when it is entering
the narrowing as shown in Fig. 13 a). In an analogous way, recirculation regions appear as well when the
CTC is leaving the narrowing as shown in Fig. 13 e). Due to the symmetry of this FSI simulation, the
membrane does not undergo TT motion in any moment since a TT motion is only possible in an asymmetric
FSI simulation. In Fig. 13 f), the CTC has already given a complete turn to the computational domain and
as a consequence of the periodic boundary conditions, it is about to enter in the narrowing again.
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Contributions
The most significant contributions of this work, which are about to be submitted as a research paper in
[30], are:
1. Capsules, modeled as solid-shell NURBS elements, are proposed as a cell mimic for red blood cells.
The dynamics of these capsules are able to reproduce the main motions and shapes that red blood
cells exhibit in both shear and parabolic flows provided that the incompressibility constraint near the
fluid-solid interface is adequately satisfied.
2. The interaction of red blood cells in parabolic flows is studied. Rheological properties of microscale
blood flow such as, e.g., Fåhræus and Fåhræus-Lindqvist effects are captured in our numerical exper-
iments.
3. Hyperelastic compound capsules are presented as a numerical proxy for cells with nucleus. We study
their dynamics in shear flow and find analogous behavior to that found for compound vesicles in
[120]. Moreover, we consider the dynamics of an ellipsoidal compound capsule in a three-dimensional
setting which describes a tumbling motion.
4. The ability of CTCs to go through a channel’s narrowing is analyzed, this property of CTCs is at-
tracting a remarkable attention in the experimental community since it can be used to sort CTCs from
blood samples [134].
Open lines for research
The main open ideas derived from this work are:
1. Studying the interactions of red blood cells with cells with nucleus. Both white blood cells and
circulating tumor cells are known to undergo margination in parabolic flows, i.e., they tend to go
toward the wall of the vessel. Simulating this phenomenon in order to elucidate how margination
is affected by other parameters such as, e.g., hematocrit, mean shear rate, and vessel diameter is an
interesting topic.
2. Most immersed approaches applied to microcirculation neglect the inertial terms as an initial step to
develop the method due to the low Reynolds numbers found in this field, this is the case of immersed
approaches based on boundary integral formulations. However, recent experiments conclude that
the inertial effects have an important role in microcirculation, particularly when the vessel is curved
[59, 129]. We hope to address this type of problems in the near future.
3. Although we have focused on WBCs and CTCs, hyperelastic compound capsules may also be used
to predict the behavior of composite core-shell microparticles, which can in turn shed light into the
mechanical behaviour of analagous biomaterials, such as liposomes [76].
8 Collaborations in other works
1. Arbitrary-degree T-splines for isogeometric analysis of fully-nonlinear Kirchhoff-Love shells [33].
Note that the ability of creating analysis-suitable T-splines surfaces of arbitrary-degree, which was
developed in this work, is closely linked to some of the open research lines indicated in Section 7,
namely, the use of vesicles that needs a smooth surface representation of cells in order to evaluate its
curvature.
2. Hybrid-degree weighted T-splines and their application in isogeometric analysis [83]. This work gives
initial steps so as to obtain splines with both local h- and p-refinement.
3. Analysis suitable T-splines of arbitrary degree as a basis for variational collocation [34]. With respect
to the work published in [32] where Greville points were used as collocation points, the new set of
collocation points introduced in this work is able to raise the convergence rate from p − 1 to p when
p is odd.
4. A variational collocation approach for Kirchhoff-Love shells [35]. In this work, the fourth-order





This Section summarizes the main contributions and research ideas of this thesis. We have developed mesh-
based immersed approaches for fluid-structure interaction with the following characteristics:
• Both the fluid and the solid are assumed to be incompressible, which is a case of special interest
in various problems of biomechanics [50]. Besides of that, we work with Newtonian viscous fluids
and nonlinear hyperelastic solids. Nevertheless, other material models for the solid could be easily
considered since the algorithms developed in this thesis are largely independent of the particular
material used for the solid.
• The three unknows of our formulation are the Eulerian velocity, the Eulerian pressure, and the La-
grangian displacement. These three unknows are associated with the linear momentum balance equa-
tion, the mass conservation equation and the kinematic equation that relates the Lagrangian displace-
ment with the Eulerian velocity, respectively. The first two equations are solved using a variational
multiscale technique and the latter is solved using isogeometric collocation, which leads to a hybrid
variational-collocation approach.
• Regarding spatial discretization, a background mesh is defined in the whole computational domain
and a Lagrangian mesh is tailored to the region occupied by each solid. These meshes are initially
built using NURBS, which can be used in two- and three-dimensional settings, but do not support
local h-refinement. Then, the algorithms are generalized in order to use ASTS as basis functions,
which support local h-refinement, but are only defined in two-dimensional settings and for surface
representations up to now. Regarding the time discretization and coupling strategy, we use a block-
iterative technique based on the generalized-α method, thus obtaining a fully-implicit and second-
order accurate method. We validate our methodology comparing the computed terminal velocity of a
free-falling bulky rigid solid with its theoretical value, excellent agreement is found if the meshes are
fine enough.
• The data transfer between the background mesh and the Lagrangian meshes is performed without
introducing discretized delta functions. The basis functions of the meshes are used to do so. Moreover,
we proceed in such a way that no projection is needed, thus eliminating the errors associated with this
procedure.
• Lagrange polynomials, which are the standard basis functions in the finite element method, have C0
inter-element continuity for all degrees. In contrast, NURBS and ASTS are capable of getting Cp−1
inter-element continuity, which has at least two important advantages in our immersed approaches.
Firstly, the higher inter-element continuity of the Lagrangian meshes enable us to deal with larger
strains in these meshes, thus enhancing the robustness of the overall algorithm. Secondly, the higher
inter-element continuity of the background mesh alleviates the issue of suboptimal quadrature rules
that appears in immersed FSI methods.
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• We emphasize on the importance of adequately satisfying the incompressibility constraint close to the
fluid-solid interface. We believe this issue deserves further attention in the community of immersed
approaches for fluid-structure interaction since it may lead to a glaring error in simulations.
• Our NURBS-based code was developed on top of the PetIGA framework [36, 22, 123], which adds
the NURBS discretization capabilities and integration of forms to the scientific library PETSc [8, 7].
As an initial step, a serial code was done in order to validate the formulation. Then, the code was
extended in order to perform MPI computations. This last step is quite challenging due to the fact
that there are several Lagrangian meshes moving freely on top of the background mesh and these
meshes need to communicate with each other. PetIGA has proven to be highly efficient in [36] and
is able to maintain the high continuity of the basis functions between processors. However, all the
data structures used to assemble the system are developed for meshes with tensor product structure.
Therefore, if the mesh does not have a tensor product structure as in the case of ASTS, PetIGA does
not offer any support to the user. As a consequence, for the ASTS simulations presented in this thesis,
a serial code was developed directly on top of PETSc without using PetIGA.
The spline-based approaches proposed in this thesis can be applied to a large variety of interesting FSI
problems in biomechanics and other fields. Here, we have focused on cell-scale blood flow. The main
simulation results are the following:
• Hyperelastic capsules, modeled as solid-shell NURBS elements, are used as our cell mimic for red
blood cells. As long as the incompressibility constraint is properly enforced near the fluid-solid in-
terface, the dynamics of capsules are able to reproduce the main motions and shapes observed in
experiments with red blood cells in both shear and parabolic flows. Moreover, the qualitative behav-
ior of various rheological properties of red blood cells in parabolic flow is captured in our simulations.
• Models for cells with nucleus such as, e.g., white blood cells and circulating tumor cells, are currently
much less advanced than those for red blood cells. In this thesis, we present hyperelastic compound
capsules for modeling this type of cells. The dynamics of compound capsules in shear flow are studied
in a two-dimensional setting. In order to analyze the influence of the nucleus, we consider compound
capsules with different inclusion size and same membrane. Consistently with the results for compound
vesicles [120], as the size of the inclusion increases, the inclination angle and TT frecuency of the
TT motion undergone by the compound capsules decrease. Additionally, taking advantage of the
geometrical flexibility of our immersed approaches, we study how a circulating tumor cell manages
to pass through channel narrowings. The simulation reveals that the highest deformation of the CTC
and the highest velocity of the flow appear when the CTC is about to leave the narrowing.
The work accomplished in this thesis leaves various open research lines for the future. We proceed to
summarize the following lines:
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• There are various appealing phenomena such as, e.g., margination of cells with nucleus in parabolic
flows and sorting of cells with nucleus from blood samples, which involve the interaction of red blood
cells with either white blood cells or circulating tumor cells. In some of these phenomena, inertial
effects play a main role [59, 129]. Our immersed approaches take into account inertial effects which
need to be neglected in other types of immersed approaches as those based on boundary integral
methods [49]. Therefore, our formulation seems very suitable to tackle these applications and we
hope to do so in the near future.
• Different models could be considered to represent the membrane of cells. For example, vesicles,
which are based on a surface representation, need to compute the curvature, i.e., second spatial deriva-
tives are needed in the formulation. The use of both NURBS and ASTS surface representations would
be very appropriate here due to their capability to construct spaces with global C1 or higher continu-
ity. Moreover, it seems that a precise comparison between vesicles and capsules to establish the main
differences in its behavior is lacking in the literature.
• Divergence-conforming B-splines [44] can be considered for solving the linear momentum balance
equation and the mass conservation equation instead of using the VMS technique. In general, this
alternative is appealing for applications with low Reynolds numbers, which is the case in cell-scale
blood flow. Additionally, this formulation is able to obtain pointwise mass conservation as long as the
residual is properly converged which could fix the issue of poor pressure approximation near the fluid-
solid interface. However, the convergence of the residual, which is always challenging to achieve in a
saddle point problem, will be even more difficult to obtain as solids are embedded in the domain.
• Developing adaptive h-refinement capabilities for the background mesh in order to have enhanced
resolution near the fluid-solid interface is a promising research direction as well. As long as the
adaptive part is coded efficiently, this could speed up simulations in a three-dimensional setting.
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Abstract
We introduce an isogeometric, immersed, and fully-implicit formulation for fluid–structure interaction (FSI). The method
focuses on viscous incompressible flows and nonlinear hyperelastic incompressible solids, which are a common case in various
fields, such as, for example, biomechanics. In our FSI method, we utilize an Eulerian mesh on the whole domain and a Lagrangian
mesh on the solid domain. The Lagrangian mesh is arbitrarily located on top of the Eulerian mesh in a non-conforming fashion.
Due to the formulation of our problem, based on the Immersed Finite Element Method (IFEM), we do not need mesh update or
remeshing algorithms. The fluid–structure interface is the boundary of the Lagrangian mesh, but cuts arbitrarily the Eulerian mesh.
The generalized- α method is used for time discretization and NURBS-based isogeometric analysis is employed for the spatial
discretization on both fluid and solid domains. The information transfer between the two meshes is carried out using the NURBS
functions, which avoids the use of the so-called discretized delta functions. The higher order and especially the higher continuity
of NURBS functions allow us to deal with severe mesh distortion in the Lagrangian mesh in comparison with classical C0 linear
piecewise functions as we prove numerically. Our numerical solutions attain good agreement with theoretical data for free-falling
objects in two and three dimensions, which confirms the feasibility of our methodology.
c⃝ 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Fluid–structure interaction; Isogeometric analysis; Immersed methods; NURBS; Variational multiscale; Collocation methods
1. Introduction
In the past few decades, numerous research efforts have been directed to the development of modeling and
simulation techniques for fluid–structure interaction (FSI) problems. See, for example [1–11]. An efficient, accurate,
and robust computational technique is essential in studying complicated FSI problems, which are ubiquitous in
all fields of engineering. Body-fitted approaches [1] have been widely utilized in FSI problems and are typically
based upon the arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) description [12–15]. The ALE description is used to track the
fluid–solid interface properly, which is one of the main challenges in a FSI technique. These approaches are usually
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: hugo.casquero@udc.es (H. Casquero).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2014.10.055
0045-7825/ c⃝ 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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very accurate, but mesh update or remeshing algorithms are needed, which are time consuming and can lead to
inaccuracies in the variables that are projected onto the mesh in some cases.
A different type of FSI methodology was introduced by Peskin in the 1970s [16]. Peskin developed the immersed
boundary (IB) method, which may be applied to solids that take the form of a fiber network and are completely sub-
merged into the fluid. In Peskin’s method, a uniform, fixed Eulerian mesh spans the whole domain and the submerged
solid is represented by a fiber network which is arbitrarily located on top of the Eulerian mesh. A discretized Dirac
delta function with C1 continuity is employed to transfer information between the solid and the Eulerian mesh. This
information transfer represents the interaction between the fluid and the solid, which is accounted for by distributing
interaction forces in the fluid and interpolating the solid velocities from the fluid velocities. In this way, the action of
the solid on the fluid is represented by a forcing function. Thus, on the Eulerian mesh only the forced Navier–Stokes
equations need to be solved and no mesh-update algorithms are necessary. The IB method has been applied to a large
variety of problems such as the design of prosthetic cardiac valves [17], wave propagation in cochlea [18], biofilm
processes [19], and swimming motions of marine worms [20].
In the 2000s, the IB method was enhanced and extended by Liu and his coworkers giving rise to a new algorithm
called immersed finite element method (IFEM) [21]. One of the major limitations of the IB method is that the solid
carries mass, but does not occupy volume. This limitation is circumvented in the IFEM. The IFEM uses finite elements
for both the fluid and the solid. In origin, the IFEM also employed a discretized delta function for the information
transfer between meshes, but it was removed later in [22] and the finite element shape functions were used instead.
The IFEM has been used to solve several problems of biomechanics such as stent deployment [23], cell migration,
and cell–substrate adhesion [6] and hemodynamics [24,25]. We note, however, that as far as we are aware, the IFEM
has not been applied to flows with very large Reynolds number and these problems could be difficult to tackle by the
IFEM because the boundary layer at the fluid–structure interface must be resolved by the Eulerian mesh.
We believe that the IFEM was a very significant development which opened the door to the solution of FSI problems
that could not have been computed otherwise. Nevertheless, the generality of the IFEM provides opportunities for
different interpretations, and opens the way to potential improvements. In particular, some of the limitations of the
IFEM seem to emanate from its underlying technology, namely the finite element method. For instance, higher-order
robustness and the possibility of handling severe mesh distortions in the solid domain seem to be areas in which
there is opportunity for improvement. Our motivation here is to address these points by extending the IFEM to the
isogeometric analysis (IGA) realm. Isogeometric analysis was created to fill the gap between computer aided design
(CAD) and simulation [26]. The main idea of IGA is to utilize the functions that are commonly used in CAD as
shape functions in analysis. Up to now, nonuniform rational B-splines (NURBS) have been the functions most widely
employed in IGA. If we compare NURBS with Lagrange functions, which are typically used in the finite element
method, NURBS have several advantages due to their higher continuity between elements and some of them are the
following: First, spatial derivatives of second or higher order may be computed easily, which permits straightforward
solution to higher-order partial differential equations [27–35]. Second, NURBS can handle severe mesh distortion in
discretizations of solid mechanics as shown in [36]. Also, NURBS improve the accuracy on a per-degree-of-freedom
basis as shown in several applications [37,38]. IGA has been successfully applied to a large number of fields including
body-fitted FSI problems [15,39], fluid mechanics [40,41], phase-field models [27,42–46], structural vibrations
[47,48], quasi-incompressible elasticity [49], shell modeling [50,51], contact problems [52–54], shape optimization
[55], and electromagnetics [56]. A book about IGA has been written, detailing the methodology and its applications
[57].
In this paper, we propose a new method to solve immersed FSI using isogeometric analysis both for the fluid and
the solid. Therefore, we take advantage of all the aforementioned benefits of NURBS. The NURBS functions are also
used to transfer the information between meshes. It is important to notice that this information transfer always reduces
the efficiency and the accuracy of the overall algorithm, so we have designed our algorithms to minimize the amount
of information transferred between meshes.
Our method only uses the ab initio laws of fluid and solid mechanics. Due to the applications we are interested
in, the solids are treated as incompressible, nonlinear and hyperelastic, but other material models could be considered
(for example, in [22] a similar algorithm is presented where compressible solids are considered, and in [58] the
authors propose an immersed method capable of dealing with rigid and deformable solids). The fluid is governed
by the Navier–Stokes equations of viscous incompressible flows. For the space discretization, we use the variational
multiscale (VMS) method developed by Hughes et al. [59–61]. Previous studies on the IFEM employed explicit or
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a b c
Fig. 1. Three possible configurations of the solid domain Ω st (green), the fluid domain Ω
f
t (blue), and the fluid–solid interface Γ
I
t (red). Note that
the solid domain is allowed to be non-connected (see snapshot (c)). The domainΩ is implicitly defined as the set enclosed by Γ . (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
semi-implicit first-order accurate time integration schemes. Here, we propose a fully-implicit second-order accurate
time integration algorithm based on the generalized-α method [62,63].
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present the mathematical formulation of the immersed
FSI problem at the continuous level. We start describing the kinematics of the fluid–solid system. Then, we focus
on the strong form and the weak form of the problem. Section 3 describes the discretization process. We employ
a semi-discrete formulation and make use of the VMS method which includes additional terms in comparison with
classical stabilized methods [64]. The interaction between the fluid and the solid is described in detail in this section.
We also provide the main ideas to implement the method. Section 4 displays several numerical examples in 2D
and 3D. The first example is a free-falling cylinder in 2D and our numerical results are checked against an exact
solution when it is available. The second example is a free falling sphere in 3D and the numerical results are again
compared with a theoretical solution. Our results show good agreement with the theoretical data in both cases, which
confirms the viability of the approach. In a third example, we consider a parallelogram submerged in a flow as a test
problem to show that higher-order and higher-continuity NURBS functions allow to deal with larger deformations in
the Lagrangian mesh in comparison with classical C0 linear piecewise functions. Section 4 finishes with a simulation
of six hollow cylinders submerged in a flow in order to exhibit the capability of the method to handle problems with
several immersed solids. Finally, in Section 5, some concluding remarks will be drawn.
2. Formulation of the immersed problem at the continuous level
Let Ω ⊂ Rd be an open set, where d is the number of spatial dimensions. The spatial domain Ω encloses the
entirety of our fluid–solid system. Although using standard techniques for problems on moving domains (e.g., ALE
or space–time methods; see [1]), our methodology can be applied to the case in which Ω depends upon time, all the
numerical examples presented in this paper are posed on a fixed domain Ω , so we will restrict our presentation to this
case from the outset. In what follows, Ω ft ⊂ Ω denotes the open subset of Ω occupied by the fluid at time t . For
simplicity, we will call Ω ft “fluid domain”. The solid domain, which is also an open subset of Ω , will be denoted Ω st .
The solid and fluid domains define a partition of Ω , in such a way that Ω = Ω ft ∪ Ω st . Note that although both the
fluid and solid domain depend on time, Ω has been assumed to be time independent, as this is the relevant case for
all the numerical examples in this paper which involve free-falling objects and particulate flows. The fluid and solid
domains are not allowed to overlap (Ω ft ∩Ω st = ∅, where ∅ is the empty set), but they meet at the solid–fluid interface
that we call Γ It (Ω
f
t ∩ Ω st = Γ It ). The boundaries of Ω ,Ω ft and Ω st are denoted by Γ , Γ ft and Γ st , respectively, and
are assumed to have a well-defined unit outward normal. For future reference, we denote these normals by n,n f and
ns , where the subscript t is omitted for notational simplicity. Fig. 1 shows three possible configurations. Note that the
set Ω st is allowed to be non-connected (see Fig. 1(c)).
2.1. Kinematics
To introduce the basic notation about motions and configurations, let us define a reference configuration Ω s0 for our
solid body. In principle, a reference configuration for the fluid domain could also be defined, but we will not make
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use of it. We consider the mapping ϕ : Ω s0 × (0, T ) → Rd , where (0, T ) is the time interval of interest.1 We assume
that ϕ is sufficiently smooth, orientation preserving and invertible [65]. Points X in Ω s0 are called material points or
particles, while points in Rd are denoted x and are called spatial points. To define the mapping ϕ we make use of the
displacement field us : Ω s0 × (0, T ) → Rd . In particular,
ϕ(X, t) = X + us(X, t). (1)
For convenience, we assume that Ω st = ϕ(Ω s0 , t) and, thus we associate Ω s0 with the undeformed configuration of the
solid. The deformation gradient F : Ω s0 × (0, T ) → Rd×d is defined as
F = ∇Xϕ = I +∇Xus (2)
where the subscript X in ∇X emphasizes that the gradient applies to the variables X. In (2), I denotes the identity
tensor in Rd×d . Let us also define the Cauchy–Green deformation tensor C : Ω s0 × (0, T ) → Rd×dsym as
C = FFT ,
whereRd×dsym denotes the space of symmetric tensors inRd×d , and FT represents the transpose of F. We will also make
use of the Green–Lagrange strain tensor E : Ω s0 × (0, T ) → Rd×dsym defined as
E = 1
2
(C− I) . (3)
Finally, we define the velocity vs : Ω s0 × (0, T ) → Rd , and the acceleration as : Ω s0 × (0, T ) → Rd of a material
point as











Associated to the function vs , we define vs : Ω st × (0, T ) → Rd as
vs(X, t) = vs(ϕ(X, t), t) for all X ∈ Ω s0 , t ∈ [0, T ]. (6)
Note that although vs and vs represent the same physical quantity, namely the solid velocity, they are different func-
tions, and thus, we use different notation for them. In what follows, we will call vs Lagrangian or material velocity
and vs Eulerian or spatial velocity. In general, we will use a bar for Lagrangian functions whenever there is possibility
of confusion. Applying the chain rule to (6), we obtain
as(X, t) = ∂v
s
∂t
(X, t) = ∂v
s
∂t
(x, t)+ vs(x, t) · ∇xvs(x, t) if x = ϕ(X, t). (7)





+ v · ∇xα (8)
for a generic Eulerian function α. For future reference, we also state the relation between the gradient of α and the
gradient of its Lagrangian counterpart α, which is given by
∇xα(x, t) = ∇Xα(X, t)F−1(X, t) if x = ϕ(X, t). (9)
1 In a situation like that represented in Fig. 1(c), in which we have several solids immersed into the fluid, we would have to define one mapping
ϕ associated to each of the solids.
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2.2. Strong form of the problem
To derive the strong form of the governing equations, we assume that both fluid and solid densities are constant,
which implies incompressibility of both fluid and solid phases. As a consequence, the entire fluid–solid system is also
incompressible, even if the density may be non-homogeneous in space when fluid and solid densities are different (for
a thorough study of incompressible media with variable density, see [66]). Under these considerations, and assuming





= ∇x · σ f + ρ f g in Ω ft × (0, T ) (10.1)




= ∇x · σ s + ρsg in Ω st × (0, T ) (10.3)
∇x · vs = 0 in Ω st × (0, T ) (10.4)
v f = vs on Γ It × (0, T ) (10.5)
σ f n f = −σ sns on Γ It × (0, T ) (10.6)
where ρ f , v f and σ f denote the fluid density, velocity and Cauchy stress tensor, respectively, while ρs, vs and σ s
denote the same quantities for the solid. Eq. (10.5) represents a kinematic constraint that equates the fluid velocity
with that of the solid at the interface, while (10.6) ensures correct transmission of forces at the interface. Eqs. (10.1)
and (10.3) are associated to the unknowns v f and vs , while constraints (10.2) and (10.4) are associated to Lagrange
multipliers represented by pressure fields p f and ps in the stress tensors σ f and σ s . We also note that in order to get a
well-posed initial/boundary-value problem, we will need to impose initial conditions on Ω ft and boundary conditions
on Γ ∩ Γ ft for a fluid mechanics problem along with initial conditions on Ω st and boundary conditions on Γ ∩ Γ st for
a solid mechanics problem.
2.2.1. Global velocity and pressure fields
The key idea of the method is to define global functions v : Ω × (0, T ) → Rd , p : Ω × (0, T ) → R, such that
v =

v f on Ω ft × (0, T )
vs on Ω st × (0, T );
p =

p f on Ω ft × (0, T )
ps on Ω st × (0, T ).
(11)
The function v is globally continuous due to the kinematic constraint (10.5), but the pressure field could be discon-
tinuous in the limit case of a solid body with zero measure (see [67,68]). Using the function v, the strong form of the




= ∇x · σ f + ρ f g+F in Ω × (0, T ) (12.1)
∇x · v = 0 in Ω × (0, T ) (12.2)
σ f n f = −σ sns on Γ It × (0, T ) (12.3)
where F will be, in principle, a discontinuous function and it is defined in such a way that Eq. (12.1) is equivalent to
Eqs. (10.1) and (10.3)
F =

0, x ∈ Ω ft




σ s − σ f

, x ∈ Ω st .
(13)
Note that Eq. (10.5) is automatically satisfied due to the continuity of v across the fluid–solid interface, and thus, it is
no longer necessary. In principle, Eq. (12.3) requires tracking the fluid–solid interface, but as we will show later, our
variational formulation imposes this constraint naturally, and no algorithmical treatment will be needed.
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2.2.2. Constitutive equations
To completely define Eqs. (12) and (13) we need to determine the stress tensors σ f ans σ s . We will assume the
fluid to be Newtonian and incompressible. Therefore, σ f : Ω × (0, T ) → Rd×d
σ f = −pI + 2µ∇symx v (14)
where µ > 0 is the dynamic viscosity and ∇symx v = (∇xv + ∇xvT )/2. Note that we have extended the definition of
σ f to the entire fluid–solid system, even if it does not have a clear physical meaning on Ω st .
The Cauchy stress tensor of the solid is given by the expression
σ s = −pI + FSFT /J (15)
where J = det(F) and S is the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor. We will consider hyperelastic materials, assuming
the existence of a stored elastic-energy function per unit volume of the undeformed configuration ψ . Following the
standard additive decomposition of ψ (see, e.g., [69]) into a volumetric part depending only on J and an isochoric
part, we obtain
ψ(J,C) = ψdil(J )+ ψ iso(C). (16)
Here, we will use the Neo-Hookean materials with dilatation penalty proposed in [69], which are defined as,






(J 2 − 1)− ln J

(17)







where tr(·) denotes the trace operator, κs is the bulk modulus and µs is the shear modulus. For an incompressible





To compute the stress tensor S we need the Lagrangian displacement of the solid us(X, t), which will be obtained
from Eq. (4), repeated here for completeness
∂us
∂t
(X, t) = v(x, t) if x = ϕ(X, t). (20)
Eq. (20) holds for all X ∈ Ω s0 and for all t ∈ [0, T ].
2.2.3. Initial and boundary conditions
As initial conditions, we set an initial velocity for the entire fluid–solid system. Since the solid displacements are
also necessary to evaluate the solid stress tensor, we need to specify also initial displacements on Ω s0 . Thus, our initial
conditions are given by
v(x, 0) = vI (x), x ∈ Ω (21)
us(X, 0) = 0, X ∈ Ω s0 . (22)
Note that Eq. (22) associates the reference configuration Ω s0 with the undeformed configuration.
To define suitable boundary conditions we note that the boundary Γ can be subdivided into non-overlapping sets
Bs = Γ ∩Γ st and B f = Γ ∩Γ ft such that Γ = Bs ∪ B f and ∅ = Bs∩B f . Note, that in general Bs ≠ Γ st , because part
of Γ st may not belong to Γ (see an example in Fig. 1(b)). To define a well-posed problem we need to specify standard
boundary conditions for a fluid- and solid-mechanics problem on Bs and B f , respectively. Since we have limited
ourselves to the case in which Ω is fixed in time, we only consider homogeneous displacement boundary conditions
on Bs . On B f , however, we allow for more general boundary conditions and we actually split B f as B f = B fD ∪ B fN ,
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with B fD ∩B fN = ∅. On B fD we impose a given velocity vB whereas on B fN we prescribe a traction vector h. Thus, our
boundary conditions are defined as
v = vB on B fD (23.1)
σ f n f = h on B fN (23.2)
us = 0 on Bs . (23.3)
2.3. Weak form












p|p(·, t) ∈ L2 (Ω) ,

Ω
pdΩ = 0 if B fN = ∅

. (24.2)
Here, L2 (Ω) denotes the space of scalar-valued functions that are square-integrable on Ω , while H1 (Ω)d denotes
the space of square-integrable Rd -valued functions with square-integrable derivatives on Ω . Analogously, we define












q|q(·) ∈ L2 (Ω)

. (25.2)
To derive a weak form of our FSI problem, we begin by multiplying Eq. (12.1) with a weight function w ∈ Vv . Then,
we integrate over the domain Ω , and use integration by parts to obtain








− (w,h)B fN − (w,F)Ω st = 0 (26)
where (·, ·)Ω denotes the L2 inner product over the domain Ω . To derive (26) we have used the fact that w = 0 on
B fD ∪ Bs and we have replaced σ f n f with h on the third term of the left hand side. Let us focus now on the last term
of the left hand side of (26)
(w,F)Ω st =








































where we have used the fact that Γ st = Γ It ∪ Bs . We have also used Eqs. (10.6), ns = −n f , and (25.1) to annihilate
the boundary integrals. If we now pull back the integrals in Eq. (27) to the reference configuration Ω s0 making use of
the mapping ϕ, and we use expression (7), we obtain
(w(x),F(x, t))Ω st =

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Note that we may call the right hand side of (28) a mixed Lagrangian–Eulerian form because we are integrating over
the reference configuration, but all derivatives are taken with respect to physical space variables. As we will see next,
this is an important aspect of our algorithm and one that will permit us significant computational savings, and perhaps
also increased accuracy (see Remark 2 in Sections 3.1 and 4.1). Eq. (28) completes the derivation of the weak form
of (12.1). The weak form of Eq. (12.2) can be derived by multiplying the equation with a function q ∈ Vp, and
integrating over Ω to obtain
(q,∇x · v)Ω = 0. (29)
Now, we combine Eqs. (26), (28) and (29), dividing everywhere through the fluid density and renaming the p as the
pressure divided by ρ f . We also use the classical notation ν = µ/ρ f . Under these circumstances, our weak form may
be written as
B E D ({w, q}, {v, p})− L E D (w)+ BL D (w, v)− L L D (w) = 0 (30)
where





(x, t)+ v(x, t) · ∇xv(x, t)

Ω
− (∇x · w(x), p(x))Ω
+ ∇symx w(x), 2ν∇symx v(x, t)Ω + (q(x),∇x · v(x, t))Ω (31)



























v(ϕ(X, t), t) · ∇xv(ϕ(X, t), t)J (X, t)

Ω s0
− ∇symx w(ϕ(X, t)), 2ν∇symx v(ϕ(X, t), t)J (X, t)Ω s0
+

∇symx w(ϕ(X, t)), 1
ρ f
















Note that J (X, t) = 1 due to the incompressibility constraint, but we have carried it in our derivations for generality
reasons. Clearly, to evaluate the operators BL D and L L D we need the displacement field on the solid us , which will
be computed using (20). In an IGA or finite-element context, perhaps the most natural approach would be to derive
a weak form of (20) to eventually approximate us by a member of a finite element space. This is of course a viable
approach, but we find more appealing (and, very likely, more efficient) the possibility of approximating directly the
strong form of (20) using an isogeometric collocation-like approach [70–73]. Thus, we do not proceed further with
Eq. (20) at this point.
2.4. Scale separation and variational multiscale method
We wish to propose an algorithm that is stable and accurate for arbitrary combinations of the velocity and pressure
spaces, as well as for problems with low and high Reynolds numbers. Thus, we derive a variational multiscale formu-
lation of our weak form (30), following [40]. To do so, a direct sum decomposition of the solution spaces Sv and Sp
is established into coarse-scale (Sv and Sp) and fine-scale subspaces (S ′v and S ′p). Thus,
Sv = Sv ⊕ S ′v (35)
Sp = Sp ⊕ S ′p. (36)
Therefore, for all v ∈ Sv and for all p ∈ Sp there exists a unique decomposition
v =v+ v′, v ∈ Sv and v′ ∈ S ′v (37)
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p = p + p′, p ∈ Sp and p′ ∈ S ′p. (38)
This decomposition is also applied to the weighting functions w and q. If we substitute the splitting (37)–(38) into
our weak form (30), and neglect the effect of the velocity fine scales on the operator BL D , that is, BL D(w,v+ v′) =
BL D(w,v), we obtain
B E D
{w,q}, {v+ v′,p + p′}− L E D (w)+ BL D (w,v)− L L D (w) = 0. (39)
Following [40], we make the following assumptions
1. The velocity fine scales vanish on the boundary, that is, v′ = 0 on Γ .
2. (w, ∂v′
∂t ) = 0. More sophisticated approaches using dynamic velocity fine scales have been devised [74], leading to
enhanced accuracy. However, we decided to favor simplicity and neglected the dynamics of the velocity fine scales.
3. (∇symx w, 2ν∇symx v′) = 0. Note that this term can be omitted selecting a projector that enforces the orthogonality of
the coarse and fine scales in the semi-norm induced by this term as demonstrated in [61].
4. The flow is incompressible, that is, ∇x · (v+ v′) = 0.
Under the above hypotheses, the operator B E D in Eq. (39) can be expressed as
B E D




− (∇x ·w,p)Ω + ∇symx w, 2ν∇symx vΩ
+ (q,∇x ·v)Ω + w, v′ · ∇vΩ
− ∇xw, (v+ v′)⊗ v′Ω − ∇x ·w, p′Ω − ∇xq, v′Ω . (40)
3. Formulation of the immersed problem at the discrete level
Here, we apply a semi-discrete formulation to the problem defined in Eqs. (39)–(40). Our space discretization is
based on IGA. We also make use of an isogeometric collocation-like process to transmit information from the fluid to
the solid. We discretize in time using a second-order accurate, and fully-implicit method based on generalized-α.
3.1. Space discretization
To discretize the weak form (39) we need to define conforming finite-dimensional trial solution spaces Shv ⊂ Sv
and Shp ⊂ Sp, where h is a mesh parameter. We also define finite-dimensional weighting function spaces Vhv ⊂ Vv
and Vhp ⊂ Vp. Following standard arguments, we will replacev and p in Eq. (39) with vh ∈ Shv and ph ∈ Shp . The
weighting functions w and q will also be replaced with wh ∈ Vhv and qh ∈ Vhp . If we ignore boundary conditions at
this stage, our discrete spaces verify Shv = Vhv and Shp = Vhp . In our algorithm, all the discrete spaces are spanned by
NURBS, using the concept of IGA (for an introduction to IGA, see [57] or [26]). Let us denote by {NA(x)}nE DA=1 a set
of NURBS basis functions defined in physical space. These functions define the discrete spaces we introduced above,
which have dimension nE D , where the subscript E D emphasizes that these spaces are defined in Eulerian coordinates.
In what follows, we will suppose that p denotes the degree of the NURBS basis functions. Assuming that Dirichlet















Invoking the isoparametric concept, the basis functions {NA(x)}nE DA=1 are also used to define a computational mesh
on Ω . This computational mesh is used to compute the integrals on Ω that appear on the weak form (39) and will be
called Eulerian mesh. Under these considerations, the semi-discrete form of our problem may be obtained by replacing
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= ∇x · vh . (44.2)
Proceeding this way, we obtain
B E DM S

{wh, qh}, {vh, ph}

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To compute the operator BL D in Eq. (45) we need a discrete Lagrangian displacement that we define next. The discrete
Lagrangian displacement lives in another discrete space Shus = span{N B(X)}nL DB=1, which is defined on the material





Note that we have dropped the superscript s on the displacement, as all variables defined in material description refer
to the solid, and thus, there is no possibility of confusion. Using Eq. (47) we can define a discrete mapping ϕh(X, t)
that will be used to push forward the solid mesh to physical space. Note that when pushed forward, the solid mesh
will be located on top of the Eulerian mesh defined on Ω in an arbitrary, non-conforming fashion. All integrals on Ω s0
(see the weak form (45)) will be computed on the mesh defined by the N B’s. Henceforth, this mesh will be called
Lagrangian mesh because it is defined in the material description.2
Let us assume that the N B’s are defined from the tensor product of open knot vectors. Associated to those knot
vectors, we define the set Mh , which contains the Greville points in parametric coordinates. Greville points can be
obtained by averaging knots, and a precise definition may be found in [75]. We will use the notation Mh = {τ i }nL Di=1 ,
where theτ i ’s are the Greville points in parametric space. For open knot vectors, #Mh = dim(Shus ) = nL D , where
#Mh denotes the cardinal of Mh . Assuming that the initial solid geometry is mapped from the parametric space using
a NURBS geometrical mapping φ, the Greville points in parametric space are mapped to the solid initial geometry
as τ i = φ(τ i ), defining the set Mh = {τ i }nL Di=1 . Then, at each time t , they are pushed forward to physical space
using the mapping ϕh(·, t). Let us call Mh = {τ i }nL Di=1 the set of Greville points in physical space at time t , where
2 Note that we always use NURBS elements and the nomenclature Lagrangian mesh should not induce the reader to think that we are using
classical Lagrangian elements.
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τ i = ϕh(τ i , t). Using these ideas, we compute the Lagrangian displacement from the Eulerian velocity by collocating
Eq. (20) at the Greville points as,
∂uh
∂t
(τ i , t) = vh(ϕh(τ i , t), t) for allτ i ∈ Mh . (48)
Isogeometric collocation approaches have been recently introduced as a highly efficient alternative to Galerkin
methods with higher-order convergence rates [70,71]. Within the realm of isogeometric collocation, there are several
possibilities to select the collocation points [70]. Here, we use Greville points which have shown good accuracy and
stability for all cases of practical importance. Note that expression (48) represents a system of dnL D equations that
we use to determine the dnL D control variables of the discrete displacement uh .
Remarks.
1. Eq. (44.1) contains second derivatives of vh . If the Eulerian mesh is C0-continuous across element interfaces,
a special procedure is needed for reconstructing second derivatives in order to avoid Dirac layers between
elements [76]. However, we are able to evaluate second derivatives of vh directly since all our Eulerian meshes
are C1-continuous, that is, we do not need any special procedure for reconstructing second derivatives.
2. Note that our space discretization is substantially different from those employed in [22,77]. In our formulation,
the only variable that is defined on the Lagrangian space Shus is the displacement field uh . For example, the term
vh(ϕh(X, t)) of the operator BL D is not projected onto Shus , but it is directly evaluated as a function of the space
Shv . A similar argument applies, for example, to the term wh(ϕh(X, t)). In contrast, in the above-mentioned works
[22,77], all the shape functions of the fluid Eulerian mesh need to be projected onto the solid mesh, and expressed
as a linear combination of the N B’s. The computational cost of this projection is probably negligible using classical
Lagrange finite elements, but represents a significant computational overhead for NURBS functions with degree
p ≥ 2. In this case, the basis functions are not interpolatory and we need to solve a linear system of size nL D to
project each of the Eulerian basis functions onto the Lagrangian mesh. Our algorithm avoids this computational
overhead altogether. For comparison purposes, we also implemented the isogeometric version of the approach
proposed in [22,77], where all the basis functions of Shv are projected onto Shus . For basis functions of degree p ≥ 2,
our algorithm was significantly faster and, at the very least, as accurate as that based on the projection of Eulerian
basis functions. Earlier works also report on the fact that, according to numerical evidence, the Lagrangian mesh
needs to be at least twice as fine as the Eulerian mesh. As suggested in [77], this could be related to the projection of
the fluid shape functions onto the space Shus . In some situations, the projection on Shus of Eulerian shape functions
with significant support on the solid is zero if the Lagrangian mesh is not fine enough. As we will show in our
numerical examples, our method also circumvents this problem, and we have been able to perform very accurate
computations on Lagrangian meshes which have the same element size as the Eulerian mesh. This is also related to
the fact that the order of the Eulerian meshes that we utilize in our simulations is p ≥ 2 and, as a result, the support
of the basis functions is p+ 1 ≥ 3 elements in each direction. Since the support of the basis functions is larger, the
above-described situation will be probably avoided.
3. From an implementation point of view, the semi-discrete weak form (45) is computed as follows: We first loop
over the elements of the Eulerian mesh defined on Ω to compute the terms B E DM S and L
E D . Then, we loop over the
elements of the Lagrangian mesh defined on Ω s0 to subtract the fluid contributions and add the terms of the solid
mechanics equations. One of the crucial advantages of this implementation is that when we loop over the elements
on Ω we do not need to know where the solid is located with respect to the Eulerian mesh to compute the integrals.
4. Following [77], when we loop over the Lagrangian mesh to subtract the contributions of the fluid mechanics
equations computing BL D the stabilization terms are not subtracted. Note also that the residuals from which we
define the velocity and pressure fine scales (44) are those of the fluid mechanics equations, which correspond to
the right-hand sides of Eq. (44). The residual rC will approach zero on the whole computational domain, including
the solid domain as the whole system is incompressible. However, the residual rM will approach zero within the
fluid domain, but not within the solid domain. Therefore, we do not have a residual-based stabilization in the
classical sense of this term. We do note, nevertheless, that our stabilization is consistent in the entire fluid–solid
system because τM tends to zero as the mesh is refined. This solution is less than satisfactory for us, but computing
the residuals in a fully consistent way would produce a significant computational overhead, and would require
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an algorithmical tracking on the solid position when we loop over the Eulerian mesh. This can be incorporated
into our algorithm, but one of its most appealing features would be lost. Another way to make the stabilization
completely residual based would be not to construct the stabilization terms of the fluid mechanics equations in
the elements covered by the structure. This would introduce inefficiencies in the algorithm and would require to
construct suitable stabilization terms in the solid to deal with the incompressibility constraint. For these reasons,
we did not consider this option, either. In practical computations, the behavior of our algorithm has been very
satisfactory, but we acknowledge that with this implementation it may not be possible to achieve higher-order
convergence rates within the solid domain. We believe this point deserves more investigation, and we hope to
address it in the future.
3.2. Time discretization
At this stage our formulation remains continuous in time. Here, we propose a monolithic and fully-implicit
algorithm based on the generalized-α method. The generalized-α algorithm was first proposed by Chung and
Hulbert [62] for the structural mechanics equations, and later extended by Jansen et al. [63] to first-order systems.
To illustrate our method, let us divide the time interval of interest [0, T ] into a sequence of subintervals (tn, tn+1) with














Here, A ∈ {1, . . . , nE D} is a control-variable index, B is an index that takes values from 1 to nL D , and i is a dimension
index which runs from 1 to d . The components of the residual vectors are given by
RMA,i = B E DM S

{NAei , 0}, {vh, ph}





− L L D (NAei ) (50)
RCA = B E DM S

{0, NA}, {vh, ph}

(51)




(τ B, t)− vh ϕh(τ B, t), t . (52)
Let us call Vn,Pn and An the time-discrete approximation of the global vector of control variables of vh(·, tn),
ph(·, tn), and ∂vh∂t (·, tn), respectively. Similarly, Un and Vn are the time-discrete approximation of the global vector
of control variables of uh(·, tn) and ∂uh∂t (·, tn). Let us also define U
G
n as the vector that collects the time-discrete ap-
proximation to the solid displacements at the Greville points, that is, UGn ≈ {uhi (τ A, tn)}nL DA=1 for all i = 1, . . . , d.
Analogously, we define VGn ≈ { ∂u
h
i
∂t (τ A, tn)}nL DA=1 for all i = 1, . . . , d. Using this notation, our time-integration
algorithm may be defined as follows: given Vn,An,Un , and Vn , find Vn+1,An+1,Vn+α f ,An+αm ,Pn+1,Un+1,
Vn+1,Un+α f , and Vn+αm such that
RM (Vn+α f ,An+αm ,Pn+1,U
G
n+α f ) = 0 (53)
RC (Vn+α f ,An+αm ,Pn+1) = 0 (54)
RP (UGn+α f ,V
G
n+αm ,Vn+α f ) = 0 (55)
Vn+α f = Vn + α f (Vn+1 − Vn) (56)
An+αm = An + αm(An+1 − An) (57)
UGn+α f = U
G
n + α f (UGn+1 − UGn ) (58)
VGn+αm = V
G
n + αm(VGn+1 − VGn ) (59)
Vn+1 = Vn +1t ((1− γ )An + γAn+1) (60)
UGn+1 = UGn +1t ((1− γ )VGn + γVGn+1). (61)
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Note that although Vn+1 and An+1 are treated separately, they are not independent as Eq. (60) must hold true. The
same argument applies to UGn+1 and V
G
n+1, which are related through Eq. (61). In Eqs. (53)–(61), αm, α f and γ are
real-valued parameters that control the accuracy and stability of the algorithm. Jansen et al. [63] showed that second-
order accuracy can be attained by taking
γ = 1
2
+ αm − α f , (62)
while unconditional stability (for a linear problem) requires
αm ≥ α f ≥ 12 . (63)
A particular feature of generalized-α is that the method parameters can be expressed in terms of ϱ∞ (the spectral
radius of the amplification matrix as 1t → ∞) in such a way that conditions (62)–(63) are automatically satisfied.







α f = γ = 11+ ϱ∞ (65)
with ϱ∞ ∈ [0, 1]. By using Eqs. (64)–(65), all the eigenvalues of the amplification matrix take on the value −ϱ∞
when 1t → ∞, which suggests that ϱ∞ can be used to control high-frequency dissipation with the guarantee that
second-order accuracy and unconditional stability for a linear problem are granted. In our computations, we have
taken ϱ∞ = 1/2, which represents an adequate balance between accuracy and robustness in our simulations.
3.3. Implementation
Eqs. (53)–(55) constitute a nonlinear system. To solve this nonlinear system we use Newton–Raphson’s algorithm
which results in a two-stage predictor multicorrector method defined as follows:
Predictor stage: Set
Vn+1,(0) = Vn (66)
An+1,(0) = (γ − 1)
γ
An (67)
Pn+1,(0) = Pn (68)
Un+1,(0) = Un (69)
Vn+1,(0) = (γ − 1)
γ
Vn (70)
where the subscript 0 on the left-hand side quantities is the Newton–Raphson iteration index. Note that the predictions
are based on Eqs. (66), (68) and (69), while (67) and (70) are only a consequence of Eqs. (60) and (61).
Multicorrector stage: Repeat the following steps for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , imax, or until convergence is achieved:
1. Evaluate the global unknowns at intermediate time levels
Vn+α f ,(i) = Vn + α f (Vn+1,(i) − Vn) (71)
An+αm ,(i) = An + αm(An+1,(i) − An) (72)
Pn+1,(i) = Pn+1,(i) (73)
Un+α f ,(i) = Un + α f (Un+1,(i) − Un) (74)
Vn+αm ,(i) = Vn + αm(Vn+1,(i) − Vn). (75)
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2. Use the intermediate time levels of the i th Newton iteration to compute the tangent matrix K,(i) and the residual
vector R,(i), where
K,(i) =
K11,(i) K12,(i) K13,(i)K21,(i) K22,(i) K23,(i)
K31,(i) K32,(i) K33,(i)






Note that the residual R,(i) may be linearized with respect to different variables, leading to distinct tangent matrices.
Here, we linearize with respect to An+1,Pn+1 and V
G
n+1. Once we have decided to linearize with respect to An+1
and VGn+1, the variables Vn+1 and U
G
n+1 as well as all the α-levels become linearly dependent upon An+1 and V
G
n+1































We note that K23 and K32 vanish. In our implementation, we neglect the contributions K13 and K31 to the tangent
















n+1,(i) = −RP,(i) (81)
with the additional advantage that the unknowns of each Greville point in the global vector1VGn+1,(i) are decoupled
in such a way that (81) is solved as nL D independent systems of equations of size d×d. We remark that the matrix
K33,(i) has this special shape because we are linearizing with respect to the displacements at Greville pointsU
G
n+1. If
we were to linearize with respect to their associated control variables Un+1, the dnL D equations would be coupled,
leading to a more intensive computation.

























Finally, we note that the global linear system (80) has the same size as that of a fully-implicit incompressible
Navier–Stokes formulation and is solved up to a given tolerance using the GMRES method [78] with incomplete
LU factorization [79–81].
3. Update the Newton–Raphson iterates as follows
Vn+1,(i+1) = Vn+1,(i) + γ1t1An+1,(i) (83)
An+1,(i+1) = An+1,(i) +1An+1,(i) (84)
Pn+1,(i+1) = Pn+1,(i) +1Pn+1,(i) (85)
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UGn+1,(i+1) = UGn+1,(i) + γ1t1VGn+1,(i) (86)
VGn+1,(i+1) = VGn+1,(i) +1VGn+1,(i). (87)
Note that the updates of An+1,Pn+1 and V
G
n+1 are straightforward while Vn+1 and U
G
n+1 are updated consistently
with Eqs. (60)–(61) that define the generalized-α method.
4. From the i th Newton iterate of the time-discrete Greville values of the solid displacement UGn+1,(i), compute
their corresponding control variables Un+1,(i). This may be done independently for each of the spatial directions.
Therefore, let us define UGn+1,(i) as the entries of UGn+1,(i) that correspond to the first spatial direction. Similarly,
we define Un+1,(i) as the restriction of Un+1,(i) to the first spatial dimension. Then, we can compute Un+1,(i) by
solving the linear system
MUn+1,(i) = UGn+1,(i) (88)
where the entries of the matrix M are given by
M = {MAB}; MAB = N B(τ A); A, B ∈ {1, . . . , nL D}. (89)
Note that the matrix M depends neither on time nor on the spatial direction. Thus, M can be pre-computed and
pre-factorized at the beginning of the simulation. Whenever we need to solve system (88), we only perform the
corresponding backward and forward substitutions. The process defined by Eqs. (88)–(89) is repeated for the
remaining spatial directions. This completes one nonlinear iteration.
Remark. We acknowledge that our strategy of using a non-consistent tangent matrix (see Step 2 of the Multicor-
rector stage) may limit the size of our time steps. However, computing the consistent tangent matrix produces a
significant computational overhead, so we chose not to do so. Other authors have reported on the use of matrix-free
Newton–Krylov methods [22]. In our implementation, utilizing the tangent matrix (80)–(81) vastly outperformed
the use of matrix-free techniques. Using matrix-free methods, the computational cost of a time step was higher and
we could not take time steps as large as those employed with the tangent matrix (80)–(81). In the future, we will
investigate in more detail the possibility of using the consistent tangent matrix.
4. Numerical examples
In this section we present four numerical examples computed using the discretization introduced in Sections 3.1
and 3.2. The code used to perform these simulations has been developed on top of the PetIGA framework [82–84],
which adds NURBS discretization capabilities and integration of forms to the scientific library PETSc [85,86].
4.1. Free falling cylinder
An object falling in a fluid will try to adjust its velocity to a terminal or settling velocity that we call vT . The
terminal velocity of a falling object is reached when the sum of the drag force (FD), which increases with velocity,
and buoyancy (Fb) equals the downward force of gravity (Fg) acting on the object. Since the net force on the object
is then zero, the object moves with constant velocity. That is, to obtain the exact solution for the settling velocity of a
rigid cylinder with infinite length and radius a which is released to fall in a channel of width 2L , we impose
FD + Fb = Fg (90)
where
Fb = gρ f πa2 (91)
Fg = gρsπa2. (92)
Here, g is the Euclidean norm of g. We assume that for this problem the relevant Reynolds number is based on the
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− 0.9157+ 1.7244  aL 2 − 1.7302  aL 4 , (94)
which using Eqs. (90)–(92) leads to the terminal velocity
vT =
















In this numerical example, we will validate our numerical results against the exact solution (95). The infinite length
of the cylinder allows us to neglect the dynamics in the direction of the axis of the cylinder and therefore we set up a
two-dimensional domain, which has to be long enough in the direction of gravity such that the cylinder can reach its
terminal velocity. The solid has to be sufficiently stiff in order to complete the whole simulation without experiencing
perceptible deformations. We have used a Neo-Hookean model with dilatational penalty in 2D, whose stored energy
function can be obtained by setting d = 2 in Eqs. (16)–(18). Taking the derivative of the stored energy function we
get the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor










J 2 − 1

C−1 (96)
where d = 2. Note that following [21], for this example, and also for the remaining examples, we have included
also ψdil into the stored energy functional to derive S. Consistently with what was reported in [21], we found that
disregarding the dilatational part of the stored energy function produced non-negligible errors in the incompressibility
constraint. Thus, following [21] we used relatively small values of κs for our computations (on the order of magnitude
of µs/10). Within this range, we did not find the numerical solution to be sensitive to the value of κs . The remaining
physical parameters are taken as follows: gravity acceleration g = 981 cm/s2, dynamic viscosity µ = 5 dyn/cm2,
fluid density ρ f = 1 g/cm3, solid density ρs = 1.25 g/cm3 and shear modulus µs = 33 550 g/(cms2). The
dimensions of the computational domain are 2L × 3L with L = 2 cm and the radius of the cylinder is a = 0.25 cm.
Introducing these parameters in Eq. (95), we obtain vT = 0.912 cm/s and the Reynolds number is Re = 0.0912 ≪ 1.
The geometry of the problem, boundary conditions and Lagrangian mesh are represented in Fig. 2. NURBS shape
functions, unlike Lagrange shape functions, are able to represent the axial section of a cylinder exactly when NURBS
of second order or higher are used. Note that one face of each of the elements adjacent to the cylinder axis has been
degenerated by placing multiple control points at the same location, and thus many parameter values map to the same
point in physical space. Such a mapping is not invertible, but it is still analysis-suitable since the Gauss quadrature
points never fall on the singularity itself.
Both the Lagrangian mesh and the Eulerian mesh are comprised of quadratic NURBS elements. The shape
functions of the Eulerian mesh are at least C1-continuous everywhere. The shape functions of the Lagrangian mesh are
C0-continuous (in the circumferential direction) along two diametral lines, and at least C1-continuous everywhere else.
All the simulations are performed with the same Lagrangian mesh which has 11 elements in the radial direction and 48
elements in the circumferential direction. The time step used in the simulations is1t = 10−3 s. We have computed the
average solid velocity in the direction of gravity for simulations with different Eulerian meshes. The points chosen to
calculate that average are the images of the Greville points. As shown in Fig. 3, the more we refine the Eulerian mesh,
the closer we get to the analytical solution. The relative difference between the analytical and numerical terminal
velocity is 5.7% with 100× 150 elements, 2.1% with 150× 225 elements, and 0.5% with 200× 300 elements.
Fig. 4 shows the vortices and the recirculation that appear close to the free falling cylinder. In Fig. 5, we plot the
pressure subtracting its hydrostatic component along with the Lagrangian mesh and the finest Eulerian mesh used
in our computations. It is noticeable that the elements of the Lagrangian mesh are even bigger than the elements
of the Eulerian mesh. Despite this fact, the simulation yields very accurate results as it can be seen in Fig. 3.
Based on previously reported numerical results, the possibility of using a Lagrangian mesh coarser than the Eulerian
mesh seems to be a unique feature of NURBS functions with p ≥ 2 that is not attained with classical Lagrange
elements.
In Fig. 6, we consider several fluid viscosities while the rest of parameters remain fixed. We then compare the
numerical result with the analytical solution for each case. In Fig. 7, we repeat the same procedure, but this time we
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Fig. 2. Geometry, boundary conditions, and Lagrangian mesh for the free falling cylinder example. Note that we impose non-slip boundary
conditions on the lateral boundaries as this is the case for which the exact solution applies. The inset shows a zoom in of the Lagrangian mesh. The
lengths are in centimeters.
Fig. 3. Exact terminal velocity (black line) and time evolution of the average cylinder velocity obtained from the computations (red, blue and green
lines). All computations were performed using a Lagrangian mesh composed of 11 × 48 elements (knot spans). The Eulerian mesh was refined
to show convergence of the numerical solution to the exact solution. In all cases, we used quadratic basis functions. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Velocity magnitude along with the streamlines at time t = 0.35 s for the free-falling cylinder example. The plot clearly
shows two large vortices close to the cylinder, which is the expected laminar-flow solution. The Eulerian mesh is composed of 200× 300 elements
and the Lagrangian mesh has 11×48 elements. In all cases, we used quadratic basis functions. At the scale of the plot, the solution looks symmetric
as expected.
vary the solid density while keeping the other parameters fixed. In both cases, the difference between the numerical
result and the analytical solution increases as the Reynolds number increases. This comes as no surprise, since the
analytical solution is deduced under the assumption of creeping flow and as a result it looses its accuracy for predicting
the correct terminal velocity when the Reynolds number gets close to one or is even higher. This is precisely what
Figs. 6 and 7 show.
Finally, for comparison purposes, we also computed this example by using an alternative algorithm that projects
the shape functions of the Eulerian mesh onto the Lagrangian mesh using a collocation-like process for each shape
function (see Remark 2 in Section 3.1). The idea is to project the Eulerian shape functions using a procedure similar
to that used for the displacement field. Note that the projection of a shape function, though, is a linear process, unlike
the projection of the displacement, which is nonlinear. We have also tried projecting the Eulerian velocity and its time
derivative and using these projected quantities when looping over the elements of the Lagrangian mesh. For that, we
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Contour plot of the pressure (subtracting the hydrostatic component) along with the spatial discretizations. The Eulerian
mesh is composed of 200 × 300 elements and the Lagrangian mesh has 11 × 48 elements. In all cases, we used quadratic basis functions. Note
that the elements of the Lagrangian mesh (white lines) are even bigger than the elements of the Eulerian mesh (black lines), and, yet, the solution
is very accurate as shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 6. Relative difference between the analytical and numerical terminal velocities for several values of the fluid viscosity. The analytical solution
is only acceptable when Re ≪ 1 since it is a solution for creeping flow. When Re ≪ 1, the analytical and numerical solutions show very good
agreement. As the Reynolds number gets close to one or higher, the difference between the two solutions increases as it must happen. The Eulerian
mesh has 200× 300 elements and the Lagrangian mesh has 11× 48 elements. We used quadratic basis functions.
have made use of Eq. (9). The variation of the results when using these projected quantities is very subtle (data not
shown) and the algorithm becomes slower.
4.2. Free falling sphere
The second example is a 3D computation of a sphere of radius a falling in a fluid. The terminal velocity of the
simulation is going to be compared with an analytical solution in order to validate the method in a three-dimensional
setup. As it has been mentioned in the previous section, we impose Eq. (90). Although this time the drag force,
buoyancy and the downward force of gravity acting on the object are given by
FD = 12πa
2CDρ f v2T (97)
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Fig. 7. Relative error of the numerical terminal velocity for several values of the solid density. The exact solution is only acceptable when Re ≪ 1
since it is a solution for creeping flow. When Re ≪ 1, the exact and numerical solutions show good agreement. As the Reynolds number gets
close to one or higher, the difference between the two solutions increases because the theoretical solution becomes inaccurate. The Eulerian mesh





If we knew the value of the drag coefficient CD , we could calculate the terminal velocity of the free falling sphere.
Theoretical solutions under the assumption of creeping flow (Re ≪ 1) show that the drag coefficient of a sphere
falling in an unbounded domain takes the value
CD = 24Re (100)
where Re is the same as in Eq. (93), but this time a refers to the radius of the sphere. This expression for the drag
coefficient yields the terminal velocity
vStokes = 2g9µa
2(ρs − ρ f ). (101)
We have renamed vT to vStokes not only because this solution was derived by Stokes [88] but to emphasize that it
is valid only under the limit of Re ≪ 1 and in an unbounded medium. Since we cannot perform a computation
on an infinite domain, we need to correct Eq. (101) to account for the presence of rigid walls. The effects caused
by the rigid walls involve an increase in the viscous dissipation which decreases the speed of the sphere. In





It describes the decrease in the speed resulting from the presence of the walls as a function of the ratio of the radius
of the falling sphere and a cylinder which contains the surrounding fluid. Being a the radius of the sphere and A the










3 + · · ·−1 . (103)
Experimental works [90] also obtain expressions which yield very similar results under the assumptions stated above.
We can now compare the theoretical result with our numerical result. As in the previous section, the solid has to be
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Fig. 8. Geometry, boundary conditions, and Lagrangian mesh for the free falling sphere. The lengths are in centimeters.
sufficiently stiff in order to complete the whole simulation without experiencing perceptible deformations and the
length of the computational domain in the gravity direction needs to be long enough such that the sphere can reach its
terminal velocity. The material used for the sphere is the same as that used for the cylinder in the previous section, but
d = 3 in this case. The physical parameters of this example are the following: gravity acceleration g = 981 cm/s2,
dynamic viscosity µ = 10 dyn/cm2, fluid density ρ f = 1 g/cm3, solid density ρs = 1.5 g/cm3 and shear modulus
µs = 33 550 g/(cm s2). The computational domain is a cylinder of 4 cm of height and A = 2 cm of radius. The
radius of the sphere is a = 0.25 cm. The geometry of the problem, boundary conditions and Lagrangian mesh are
represented in Fig. 8.
The Eulerian mesh has 60 × 60 × 67 quadratic elements and it is nonuniform, as the mesh is finer through the
path of the sphere. The geometry was generated by extruding a circle in the vertical (z) direction. To define the circle,
we used a map that transforms each edge of the parameter space into a quarter of the circumference (details on the
parameterization of the circle can be found, for example, in [91]). This makes the mapping singular at four points on
the boundary, which produces four singular lines when the circle is extruded in vertical direction. Everywhere else,
the basis functions are at least C1 continuous. The Lagrangian mesh has 9×20×40 quadratic elements, the continuity
between elements is C1 with the exception of three circles in which the continuity is C0 in an angular direction (this
choice for the representation of a sphere has been used previously in FSI simulations [1]). NURBS shape functions,
unlike Lagrange shape functions, are able to represent a sphere and a cylinder exactly when NURBS of second order
or higher are used. The time step used in the simulation is 1t = 10−3 s.
We have computed the average velocity in the gravity direction of the solid during the simulation. Again, the
points chosen to calculate that average have been the images of the Greville points. As it can be seen in Fig. 9, the
terminal average velocity of the simulation is very similar to the analytical result. In particular, the relative difference
between the numerical and analytical terminal velocity is 3.2%. In Fig. 10(a), we plot the magnitude of the velocity,
the streamlines and the Lagrangian mesh at time t = 0.1 s and in Fig. 10(b), we plot the velocity in z direction in two
perpendicular slices at time t = 0.1 s together with the Eulerian mesh.
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Analytical terminal velocity (black line) and time evolution of the average sphere velocity obtained from the computations.
The Eulerian mesh is composed of 60× 60× 67 elements and it is nonuniform, having higher spatial resolution around the sphere’s trajectory (see
Fig. 10(b)). The Lagrangian mesh has 9× 20× 40 elements. We used quadratic basis functions.
(a) Velocity magnitude, t = 0.1 s. (b) Vertical velocity, t = 0.1 s.
Fig. 10. (Color online) Contour plot of the velocity magnitude, streamlines, and Lagrangian mesh at time t = 0.1 s (a). Contour plot of the velocity
in z (vertical) direction in two cut planes, along with the Eulerian mesh. On the Eulerian mesh, the size of the elements is smaller close to the
sphere’s trajectory (b).
4.3. Parallelogram submerged in a flow
In this case we consider a parallelogram embedded in a tube with Poiseuille-like flow. The same material model as
in Section 4.1 is used, although a very low shear modulus is established so that the solid is very soft. All simulations
are performed using the following physical parameters: gravity acceleration g = 981 cm/s2, dynamic viscosity
µ = 0.01 dyn/cm2, fluid density ρ f = 1 g/cm3 and solid density ρs = 1.5 g/cm3.
The problem setup is shown in Fig. 11. We assume that for this problem the relevant Reynolds number is based on
the inflow velocity (78 cm/s) and the side of the tube perpendicular to the flow (25 cm); its value is Re = 195 000. The
initial position of the solid is such that its long side is perpendicular to the flow. The velocity gradient along the long
side of the parallelogram will cause a rotation of the solid. During that process, it will experiment large deformations
due to its low stiffness. As it will be shown, these large deformations can distort the Lagrangian mesh up to a point
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Fig. 11. Geometry, boundary conditions, initial position of the solid, and initial velocity for the parallelogram submerged in a flow. The color
scale represents horizontal velocity with blue color corresponding to zero and red corresponding to 78 cm/s. The lengths are in centimeters. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
(a) p = 1, t = 0.412 s. (b) p = 2, t = 1.000 s.
Fig. 12. Physical net of the Lagrangian mesh with 12 × 17 C0 linear elements a time step before the failure of the simulation (a), and physical
net of the Lagrangian mesh with 11 × 16 C1 quadratic elements when it has already completed the simulation (b). The shear modulus is
µs = 400 g/(cm s2) and the number of control variables is 13× 18 in both meshes.
where the simulation fails. In order to establish some criterion, we will consider the simulations to be successful if the
solid is able to rotate 90◦.
The time step used in the simulations is 1t = 10−3 s. We will work with a fixed number of control variables in
all the simulations of this section. In particular, 234 control variables. First, we take µs = 400 g/(cm s2). If we use
a Lagrangian mesh with order p = 1 and C0 continuity between elements, it collapses when the parallelogram has
rotated approximately 45◦. Nevertheless, a Lagrangian mesh with order p = 2 and C1 continuity between elements is
able to rotate 90◦ as shown in Fig. 12. We then decrease the shear modulus to µs = 300 g/(cm s2). The simulation
fails for the two previous meshes with this new value of the shear modulus, but a Lagrangian mesh with order p = 3
and C2 continuity between elements is able to complete the simulation without any problems as shown in Fig. 13. We
are therefore able to deal with larger deformations as we increase the order of the mesh and the continuity between
elements for the same number of degrees of freedom. The same fact was shown for isogeometric structural analysis
in [36]. These results suggest that NURBS with higher order and higher continuity may increase the robustness of
immersed FSI methods.
4.4. Hollow cylinders immersed in a flow
The fourth and final example consists of six hollow cylinders immersed in a water flow. The cylinders are filled
with water and the problem setup is shown in Fig. 14. The inner radius of the cylinders is rin = 1.35 cm, while the
exterior radius is rex = 1.5 cm. The dimensions of the channel are 45×25 cm. The flow is driven by a parabolic inflow
velocity with a maximum of 50 cm/s, the lateral boundaries are assigned zero velocity, and a zero-traction boundary
condition is applied at the outflow. The initial condition for the velocity is a paraboloid with a maximum of 50 cm/s.
We use the same solid material model as in Section 4.1. The shear modulus is µs = 335 g/(cm s2), which produces
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(a) t = 0.0 s. (b) t = 0.2 s. (c) t = 0.4 s.
(d) t = 0.6 s. (e) t = 0.8 s. (f) t = 1.0 s.
Fig. 13. Physical net of the Lagrangian mesh with 10 × 15 C2 cubic elements at different time steps along the simulation. The shear modulus is
µs = 300 g/(cm s2) and the number of control variables is 13× 18.
Fig. 14. Geometry, boundary conditions, initial position of the solids, and initial velocity for the 6 hollow cylinders immersed in a flow. The color
scale represents horizontal velocity with blue color corresponding to zero and red corresponding to 50 cm/s. The lengths are in centimeters. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
highly deformable solids. We take ρs = 1.5 g/cm3. The fluid is water with dynamic viscosity µ = 0.01 dyn/cm2 and
density ρ f = 1.0 g/cm3. Defining the Reynolds number as in Section 4.3, we have Re = 125 000.
In this case, we use relatively thin structures for which we use solid elements with two C1 quadratic elements, that
is, four C1 quadratic basis functions in the through-thickness direction. This way of modeling shell-like structures
with solid NURBS elements was introduced in [26]. The Eulerian mesh has 210 × 175 quadratic elements and each
Lagrangian mesh has 2× 140 quadratic elements. The time step used in the simulation is 1t = 10−3 s.
In Fig. 15 we plot the velocity magnitude and the pressure at different time steps where can see how the presence of
the solids modifies the flow conditions. This example shows how the presence of thin solids can produce large pressure
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Fig. 15. (Color online) Contour plot of the velocity magnitude (left) and pressure (right) at different time steps. The simulation shows how the
solid objects subjected to a velocity gradient experience large deformations, while those in the middle of the channel travel practically undeformed.
gradients that need to be resolved by the Eulerian mesh. Again, the ability of higher-order NURBS to approximate
rough functions may increase the overall robustness of the algorithm.
5. Conclusions
We propose an immersed fluid–structure interaction method which uses NURBS-based isogeometric analysis
for both the viscous incompressible fluid and the nonlinear hyperelastic solid. The high inter-element continuity
of NURBS allows us to deal with larger deformations in the Lagrangian mesh, which increases the robustness of
the overall algorithm. We are able to run very accurate simulations with the same element size in both meshes or
even with bigger element size in the Lagrangian mesh, while works using standard C0 finite elements consistently
reported the need for a Lagrangian mesh at least twice as fine as the Eulerian mesh. The information transfer
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between the Eulerian mesh and the Lagrangian mesh is kept to a minimum, and it is carried out by a collocation-
like process that also exploits the high continuity of NURBS. We propose a fully-implicit, second-order accurate time
integration algorithm based on the generalized-α method, which leads to a monolithic formulation. We validated our
computational framework using theoretical data in two and three dimensions.
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Abstract
This paper deals with the use of analysis-suitable T-splines of arbitrary degree in combination with isogeometric collocation
methods for the solution of second- and fourth-order boundary-value problems. In fact, analysis-suitable T-splines appear to be
a particularly efficient locally refinable basis for isogeometric collocation, able to conserve the cost of only one point evaluation
per degree of freedom typical of standard NURBS-based isogeometric collocation. Furthermore, T-splines allow to easily create
highly non-uniform meshes without introducing elements with high aspect ratios; this makes it possible to avoid the numerical
instabilities that may arise in the case of problems characterized by reduced regularity when Neumann boundary conditions are
imposed in strong form and elements with high aspect ratio are used. The local refinement properties of T-splines can be also
successfully exploited to approximate problems where point loads are applied. Finally, several numerical tests are herein presented
in order to confirm all the above-mentioned features, as well as the good overall convergence properties of the combination of
isogeometric collocation and analysis-suitable T-splines.
c⃝ 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Collocation; Analysis-suitable T-splines; Arbitrary-degree T-splines; Isogeometric analysis; Be´zier extraction; Kirchhoff plates
1. Introduction
Isogeometric analysis (IGA) was first introduced ten years ago by [1] with the main aim of bridging Computer
Aided Design (CAD) and Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The basic IGA concept, based on the isoparametric
paradigm, consisted of adopting the same basis functions used for geometry representations in CAD systems – such
as, e.g., Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) – for the approximation of field variables. The original goal
was a cost-saving simplification of the typically expensive mesh generation and refinement processes required by
standard FEA. In addition, thanks to the high-regularity properties of its basis functions, IGA showed a better accuracy
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: hugo.casquero@udc.es (H. Casquero).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cma.2015.12.014
0045-7825/ c⃝ 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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per-degree-of-freedom and an enhanced robustness with respect to standard FEA [2]. Such a superior behavior was
exploited in a number of applications ranging from solids and structures (see, e.g., [3–9]) to fluids (see, e.g., [10–12])
and fluid–structure interaction (see, e.g., [13–17]). Moreover, the newly available higher regularity opened also the
door to geometrically flexible discretizations of higher-order partial differential equations in primal form such as,
e.g., phase-field models [18–20], Kirchhoff–Love shells [21,22], among others.
A well-known important issue of IGA is related to the development of efficient integration rules able to reduce the
high array formation costs induced by standard Gaussian quadrature, in particular when higher-order approximations
are employed. Ad-hoc quadrature rules were proposed by several authors (cf., among others, [23] and references
therein), but the development of a general and effective solution for Galerkin-based IGA methods is still an open
problem. In an attempt to address this issue taking full advantage of the special possibilities offered by IGA and in
particular by the available higher regularity, isogeometric collocation (IGA-C) schemes were proposed in [24,25].
The main idea consisted of the discretization of the governing partial differential equations in strong form, within the
isoparametric paradigm, reducing the number of evaluations needed for array formation to only one per degree of
freedom. The aim was to optimize the computational cost still relying on IGA geometrical flexibility and accuracy.1
Detailed comparisons with both IGA and FEA Galerkin-based approaches were carried out in [26], showing IGA-C
advantages in terms of accuracy versus computational cost, in particular for higher-order approximation degrees. Since
its introduction, many promising significant works on IGA-C were published in different fields, including phase-field
modeling [27], contact [28,29], nonlinear elasticity [29], as well as several interesting studies in the context of
structural elements [30–34]. A version of IGA-C based on generalized B-splines was recently proposed in [35].
It is important to remark that a fundamental ingredient towards the full success of any computational method is
represented by its capabilities in terms of local refinement, and, clearly, IGA-C cannot be an exception. Accordingly, a
locally refinable version of IGA-C, based on hierarchical splines, was introduced in [26]. The results proposed in that
work are surely promising and convincing, but it has also to be noted that, to avoid linear dependence or instability
problems, the concept of “weighted IGA-C” needed to be introduced, leading to a higher number of evaluations per
degree of freedom in the transition regions between refinement levels.
The main goal of the present work is to introduce a new locally refinable version of IGA-C based on analysis-
suitable T-splines (ASTS). In fact, ASTS-based IGA probably represents so far the most promising and studied locally
refinable version of isogeometric analysis2 and, as a consequence, exploring the potential guaranteed by the combi-
nation of IGA-C and T-splines looks like a natural way to go. In addition, the use of ASTS within IGA-C avoids the
need of resorting to the above-mentioned weighted collocation concept needed in the case of hierarchical splines, thus
conserving the cost of only one evaluation per degree of freedom typical of NURBS-based IGA-C.
We also highlight that one of the drawbacks of NURBS-based IGA-C, recently observed in [28], is the fact that
spurious oscillations in the numerical solution may arise in the case of problems characterized by reduced regularity,
when Neumann boundary conditions are imposed in strong form and elements with high aspect ratio are used. The
adoption of T-splines may be of help in these situations as well, allowing to easily create highly non-uniform meshes
without introducing elements with high aspect ratios, and thus avoiding the appearance of spurious instabilities.
Finally, another problem that, to our knowledge, has still to be tackled in the context of IGA-C is the application
of point loads, which have to be modeled as approximate Dirac deltas. To be properly solved, such a problem clearly
requires a strong local refinement around the load point of application, and this could be easily guaranteed by the use
of ASTS.
For all the above reasons, the adoption of analysis-suitable T-splines of arbitrary degree within isogeometric
collocation methods looks particularly attractive, and this work aims at revealing its potential for the solution of
second-order and fourth-order boundary-value problems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a detailed overview on T-splines and their analysis suitable version
are given, while Section 3 is devoted to the description of isogeometric collocation methods for second-order and
fourth-order problems. In Section 4, several numerical tests are presented to show the performance of the proposed
combination of isogeometric collocation and analysis-suitable T-splines; these include four second-order problems
characterized by different geometries and solutions that can be regular, singular, or presenting sharp layers or spikes,
1 In general, IGA collocation features look particularly attractive when evaluation and formation costs are dominant, as in the case, e.g.,
of explicit structural dynamics [25].
2 See Section 2 for an overview on T-splines, including the basic references on the topic.
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as well as a fourth-order problem consisting of a simply supported circular Kirchhoff plate loaded by a point force.
Finally, in Section 5, conclusions are drawn.
2. T-spline overview
In this section, we present a short overview of the T-spline technology. T-splines were originated in the design
field [36–38] as a generalization of NURBS in order to circumvent some of the existent limitations of NURBS sur-
faces, namely, the lack of local refinement and the difficulty to create watertight surfaces in general cases. The amount
of degrees of freedom needed in order to perform finite element analysis in an accurate way is typically much higher
than the number of degrees of freedom that we need to represent exactly a certain geometric design. As a consequence,
the geometrical model coming from a CAD program is generally refined previously to be used in isogeometric anal-
ysis, which makes even more important the ability to perform local refinement. Pursuing this aim, T-splines were
recently brought to analysis [39]. Significant advances have been carried out since then: mathematical background of
T-splines has been studied [40–43], several procedures to create volumetric T-splines have been designed [44–48], the
conversion of a trimmed NURBS surface to an untrimmed T-spline surface was tackled in [49], the conversion of an
unstructured quadrilateral mesh to a standard T-spline surface was explained in [50], and ASTS-based isogeometric
analysis was applied to several problems in computational mechanics [51–60]. In the design realm, cubic T-splines
are prominent, but arbitrary-degree T-splines have recently received attention [61]. Naturally, the need for flexibility
in the order of the approximation becomes more pressing when design is to be integrated with analysis. Here, we
describe analysis-suitable T-splines of arbitrary degree in two dimensions (based on their existing mathematical back-
ground [41,42]) and apply them to isogeometric collocation. The main difficulty stems from the fact that T-splines
of even and odd degree are generated in a slightly different way. In our presentation, we assume that the reader is
familiarized with NURBS-based isogeometric analysis [2] and the concept of Be´zier extraction [62,63]. Under that
assumption, this section is practically self-contained. For simplicity, we use the same degree in both directions, that is,
we do not consider a different degree in each direction [41] or hybrid-degree weighted T-splines which are T-splines
with local p-refinement capability [64]. Throughout the paper, the degree of the functions will be denoted by p.
2.1. T-mesh in index space and knot interval configuration
The most fundamental object of the T-spline technology is the so-called T-mesh in index space. Although there are
slightly different definitions of the T-mesh in index space in the literature, here we follow that given in [39]. When
no confusion arises, we will simply use the term T-mesh in lieu of T-mesh in index space. Essentially, the T-mesh in
index space is a polygonal tiling of a two-dimensional region, which encodes the topological information necessary
to generate T-splines. Fig. 1(a) shows a sample T-mesh in index space. The polygons of the T-mesh are typically
referred to as faces.3 The corners of the faces are called nodes or vertices, and a line joining (exactly) two vertices is
an edge. An essential difference of the T-mesh in index space with respect to its NURBS analogue is the presence of
T-junctions, which are similar to hanging nodes in finite element analysis [see the blue squares in Fig. 1(a)]. Note that
we exclude ab initio the presence of extraordinary nodes [65,53,66] in the T-mesh. To our knowledge, defining splines
with C2 or higher continuity in the propinquity of an extraordinary node is still an open problem, which constitutes a
significant obstacle for the application of our collocation methods.4
Once the concept of T-mesh has been introduced, our goal is to define spline functions over the T-mesh. These func-
tions are called T-spline blending functions, and will be eventually used for analysis. To construct T-spline blending
functions, we need to define a valid knot interval configuration. A knot interval configuration is defined by assigning a
non-negative real number to each T-mesh edge. These non-negative real numbers are called knot intervals and may be
interpreted as the difference of two adjacent knots [37]. We may also think of knot intervals as the length of the edges
in a parametric space. We employ knot interval configurations which satisfy two conditions: (1) the knot intervals
assigned to opposite sides of a given T-mesh face must sum to the same value; (2) the T-mesh has int(p/2) outer rings
of zero-length knot intervals, where int(·) represents the integer part of a real number. Fig. 1(b) shows a valid knot
3 Occasionally, the word element is used in the literature as a synonym of face, but we will reserve it for something else.
4 In [53], we consider a hybrid variational-collocation method for fluid–structure interaction which may be used on T-meshes with extraordinary
nodes. The reason for this is that the algorithm is designed in a way that no derivatives need to be computed at the extraordinary nodes.
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(a) T-mesh in index space. (b) Knot interval configuration.
Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) T-mesh in index space with twelve T-junctions marked with blue squares. (b) Valid knot interval configuration for the
T-mesh represented in Fig. 1(a). The pentagons, squares and triangles correspond to knot intervals of 1, 1/2, and 0, respectively. This knot interval
configuration is valid for p = 2 and p = 3, which are the cases used in this section to present the T-spline technology.
configuration of the T-mesh depicted in Fig. 1(a). Condition (1) is illustrated by the red face in Fig. 1(b). In particular,
in the horizontal edges, we have one knot interval of value 1 in the bottom side and two knot intervals of value 1/2 in
the top side. The fulfillment of this condition guarantees that if the T-mesh is refined removing all T-junctions, there
will be an underlying parametric space which is well defined. Condition (2) is convenient because it permits to infer
easily the number of T-spline blending functions associated to a T-mesh. In particular, given a T-mesh, the global
number of blending functions associated to it equals the number of vertices for odd-degree splines and the number of
faces for even-degree functions.
Remark 2.1. We would like to mention that some authors define the T-mesh in index space and the knot interval
configuration by setting p zero-length outer rings [41]. Although this definition has certainly some advantages, here
we use the definition given in [39] to maintain the correspondence between the number of functions and the number
of vertices (odd degree) or faces (even degree).
2.2. Extended T-mesh and elemental T-mesh
To define the extended T-mesh and the elemental T-mesh, we need to introduce first the concept of T-junction
extension. A T-junction extension is composed of a face extension and an edge extension. A face extension is a
directed line segment obtained as follows: we start at the T-junction and move in the direction of the missing edge
until int((p+1)/2) orthogonal edges are encountered. Face extensions are marked with black dashed arrows in Fig. 2
for p = 2 [panel (a)] and p = 3 [panel (b)]. We define an edge extension as a directed line segment obtained by moving
in the opposite direction of the face extension until int(p/2) orthogonal edges are encountered. Edge extensions are
highlighted with red solid arrows in Fig. 2. When the T-junction extensions are plotted on top of the T-mesh, we get
the extended T-mesh. The extended T-meshes for p = 2 and p = 3 corresponding to the T-mesh of Fig. 1(a) are shown
in Fig. 2.
The elemental T-mesh is a new polygonal tiling that may be obtained from the extended T-mesh and the knot
interval configuration. The polygons that form the elemental T-mesh will be called elements. T-mesh faces of zero
area (i.e., zero measure) do not contribute elements to the elemental T-mesh and all T-mesh faces of non-zero area
give rise to at least one element in the elemental T-mesh. Those which are not crossed by a T-junction extension give
rise to exactly one element, and those crossed by T-junction extensions may give rise to more than one. Fig. 3 shows
as shaded areas delimited by black lines the polygons that compose the elemental T-mesh. Note, in particular, how
some T-mesh faces have been split into two elements in the elemental T-mesh. Notice also how the zero-area faces
do not form elements (see the outer ring). The elements of the elemental T-mesh are important objects for analysis
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(a) p = 2. (b) p = 3.
Fig. 2. Extended T-meshes associated to the T-mesh represented in Fig. 1(a) for p = 2 and p = 3. Face extensions are represented by black dashed
lines and edge extensions are marked with solid red lines. Note that the red arrows hide the T-mesh edges located underneath them in the plot. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
(a) p = 2. (b) p = 3.
Fig. 3. (Color online) Elemental T-meshes associated to the T-mesh represented in Fig. 1(a) for p = 2 and p = 3. The rectangles which are not
shaded are not part of the elemental T-mesh. By comparing these plots with the extended T-meshes, it may be observed how faces of the T-mesh in
index space have been split by face extensions giving rise to two elements in the elemental T-mesh.
because they delimit areas in which all T-spline blending functions are C∞. The elements of the elemental T-mesh
will be pushed forward to physical space using the isoparametric concept. Each element of the elemental T-mesh gives
rise to a so-called Be´zier element [63]. Be´zier elements are suitable regions to perform numerical integration in an
isogeometric analysis code based on variational forms.
2.3. Anchors, local knot interval vectors and local blending function coordinates
An anchor is simply a point of the index space to which we associate a T-spline blending function. The anchor
associated to the Ath T-spline blending function will be denoted by sA. Note that here, and in what follows, indices
denoted by capital letters take values of the global function numeration. Given a T-mesh in index space, the anchors
are located at the vertices if p is odd and at the centers of the faces if p is even. Using the T-mesh in Fig. 1(a) as
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(a) p = 2. (b) p = 3.
Fig. 4. (Color online) Anchors, local knot interval vectors, and local blending function coordinates associated to the T-mesh represented in Fig. 1(a)
for p = 2 and p = 3. (a) The local knot interval vectors associated with the Ath, Bth, and C th global blending functions for p = 2 are
∆AΞ 1 = {0, 1, 1}, ∆AΞ 2 = {1, 1, 1}, ∆BΞ 1 = {1, 1, 1}, ∆BΞ 2 = {1, 1, 1/2}, ∆CΞ 1 = {0, 0, 1}, ∆CΞ 2 = {1, 1, 0}. (b) The local knot
interval vectors associated with the Ath, Bth, and C th global blending functions for p = 3 are ∆AΞ 1 = {0, 1, 1, 1}, ∆AΞ 2 = {1, 1, 1, 1},
∆BΞ 1 = {1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1},∆BΞ 2 = {1, 1, 1/2, 1/2},∆CΞ 1 = {0, 0, 0, 1},∆CΞ 2 = {1, 1, 1, 0}.
our starting point, Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the anchors associated to three particular blending functions with global
indices A, B, and C , for even- and odd-degree T-splines, respectively. The location of the anchors is marked with
a star, a square and a pentagon in the plot. Once we know the location of the anchor for a given function, we need
to define a local knot interval vector in each direction of the index space. Let us denote by ∆QΞ i the local knot
interval vector of the Qth function (or anchor) in the direction i , where i = 1 represents the horizontal direction and
i = 2 the vertical one. The vector ∆QΞ i has length p + 1 for all Q and for all i , and may be written in component
notation as ∆QΞ i = {∆Qξ i1,∆Qξ i2, . . . ,∆Qξ ip+1}. A given component of the vector ∆QΞ i corresponds to the knot
interval associated to a particular edge of the T-mesh that follows the direction i . Let us now explain how to compute
the local knot interval vectors of a given anchor from the knot interval configuration. Put simply, the problem boils
down to selecting a set of edges associated to the anchor and fill ∆QΞ i with their knot intervals. To identify those
edges, we proceed as follows: Let us illustrate the process for i = 1, that is, let us define the vector ∆QΞ 1, which is
associated to the horizontal direction. The procedure is identical for the vertical direction. The first step of the process
is to place a horizontal segment centered in the anchor with sufficient length to cross exactly p + 2 orthogonal edges.
Note that “centered in the anchor” means that the segment crosses the same number of orthogonal edges on the left-
and right-hand sides of the anchor. This horizontal segment is represented in Fig. 4 by a thick, semi-transparent red
line (for the time being, let us restrict our attention to the anchors sA and sB). The fact that the segment crosses p + 2
orthogonal edges implies that it spans the length of a particular set of p + 1 edges. The knot intervals associated
to those edges taken from left to right are the components of ∆QΞ 1. Note that condition (1) imposed to the knot
interval configuration in Section 2.1 makes the choice of edges well defined. When an anchor is sufficiently close to
the boundary to prevent us from defining a large enough segment so as to cross p + 2 orthogonal edges, we will add
zero-length edges accordingly (see the anchors sC in Fig. 4, which include thick black lines indicating the number of
extra zero-length edges that need to be added). When we repeat this process in the vertical direction we obtain a cross
centered in the anchor (defined by the horizontal and vertical red segments), which defines the support of the function
in the obvious way. The supports are marked in Fig. 4 as rectangular colored areas. Using the bottom-left corner of
each of these colored areas as origin, we can define the so-called local blending function coordinates. Note that there
is one of these systems associated to each of the anchors and that they have been marked in Fig. 4 with arrows. Using
as reference system the local blending function coordinates associated to a generic anchor sQ , the support of the Qth
function, denoted Q , is given by Q = [0,p+1j=1 ∆Qξ1j ] × [0,p+1j=1 ∆Qξ2j ].
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2.4. T-spline blending functions, Be´zier extraction, and geometrical mapping
We proceed now to define the T-spline blending function associated to a generic anchor A. This function will be
denoted by RA. With the information given in Section 2.3, it is possible to anticipate which basis functions will have
support on a given element e. To simplify notation, we introduce a local numbering for the blending functions as it is
typically done in the finite element method. Here, we follow [67], and use the array IEN to establish a correspondence
between local and global numbering. In particular, we use the formula A = IEN(a, e), where A is a global blending
function index, a is a local-to-element blending function counter, and e denotes the element number. Let us define
the vector Ne = {N ea }nea=1, where the functions N ea are progenitors of the blending functions with support on the
element e. Note that, as emphasized with the superscript e in ne, the length of the vector Ne changes from one element
to another. This is a peculiar feature of T-splines which does not hold true for NURBS-based analysis. The concept of
Be´zier extraction permits computing Ne as a linear combination of the canonical tensor product Bernstein polynomials
defined on a fixed parent element, namely,  = [−1,+1]2. This can be expressed mathematically as
Ne (ξ) = CeB (ξ) ξ ∈ , (1)
where B = {B pi }(p+1)
2
i=1 is a vector containing the two-dimensional Bernstein polynomials of degree p in the domain
(see [65] for a precise description). The linear operator Ce can be represented by a rectangular matrix and it is called
(element) Be´zier extraction operator. Although we will not go into the details of the computation of Ce, which may
be found in [63], we point out that the Be´zier extraction operator is computed from the knot interval configuration of
the T-mesh using knot insertion.
In practical cases, it may be useful to utilize rational functions, typically to reproduce exactly a particular geometry.
Given a set of global weights {wA}nA=1 and their local counterparts for element e, namely, {wea}, we can rationalize











where Rea is the ath rational T-spline blending function over the element e. This finalizes the process of constructing
the blending functions in parameter space.
Finally, to perform computations on non-trivial geometries, we need to map the parent element to physical space
using a geometrical mapping xe :  → Ω e, which goes from the parent element to the Be´zier element Ω e. The basic
information needed to produce this mapping is a set of geometry control points {PB}nB=1 and the set of weights we
just introduced, namely, {wB}nB=1. A given geometry control point PA will have local indices associated, such that






a (ξ) ξ ∈ . (3)
Using the T-spline geometrical mapping given by Eq. (3), we can get the blending functions in physical space. In
particular, the restriction of RA to the element e is just the push forward of Rea . Eq. (3) will also be used to map the
mesh to physical space. In summary, as shown by Eqs. (1)–(3), the use of Be´zier extraction allows to use T-splines in
a finite element code modifying just the shape function subroutine.
Remark 2.2. Fig. 5 shows the Be´zier mesh and the control mesh associated to the T-mesh in Fig. 1(a) for a particular
affine mapping with p = 3. The Be´zier mesh could also be defined easily for p = 2 (or any other degree), but we do
not report it here for conciseness. However, for p = 2 (even degree, in general) we do not generate the control meshes.
For even-degree T-splines, due to the presence of T-junctions, there may be triangles or hexagons in the control mesh.
The connectivity of the control points may be obtained from the dual T-mesh. A particular way to represent the control
mesh of even degree T-splines is given in [61].
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(a) Be´zier mesh, p = 3. (b) Control mesh, p = 3.
Fig. 5. (Color online) Be´zier mesh and control mesh associated to the T-mesh represented in Fig. 1(a) for a particular affine mapping with p = 3.
2.5. Analysis-suitable T-splines
If no topological constraints are imposed to the T-mesh, the resulting T-spline blending functions may not satisfy
some relevant properties, such as, for example, linear independence or polynomial partition of unity. Analysis-suitable
T-splines are a subset of T-splines which emanate from T-meshes satisfying a simple topological restriction, namely,
no horizontal T-junction extension intersects a vertical T-junction extension [43,41]. ASTS retain the local refinement
capabilities of T-splines, while satisfying all the important mathematical properties of NURBS. In particular, the
blending functions associated to ASTS satisfy a priori the following properties:
(1) Polynomial partition of unity.
(2) Pointwise non-negativity.
(3) Linear independence.
Property (1) implies that affine transformations of a T-spline object in physical space may be produced by simply
applying the transformation to the control points. Properties (1) and (2) guarantee that T-spline objects satisfy the
convex-hull property. In [41,42], the authors also prove that ASTS are dual compatible, which implies optimal ap-
proximation properties.
3. Collocation algorithms for second- and fourth-order problems
In this section, we describe our algorithm for isogeometric collocation using ASTS. We focus on boundary-value
problems, which involve second- and fourth-order partial-differential operators on mapped geometries. Collocation
methods require the evaluation of the strong form of the equation at the so-called collocation points. Therefore, we
need to compute the derivatives of the shape functions in physical space up to the maximum order attained in the
PDE. Although straightforward, these computations are not standard in computational mechanics, so we include them
in an Appendix for completeness.
3.1. Collocation method for second-order problems
We illustrate our collocation method for second-order PDEs using a classical example, namely, Poisson equation.
Let us assume that Ω is an open set, representing the problem domain. The boundary of Ω is denoted as Γ . We call
n the unit outward normal to Γ . We assume that Γ admits the decomposition Γ = ΓD ∪ ΓN with ΓD ∩ ΓN = ∅,
where ∅ denotes the empty set. To guarantee the well-posedness of the problem, we impose the constraint ΓD ≠ ∅,
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while ΓN is allowed to be the empty set. The problem can be formulated as: given f : Ω → R, uΓ : ΓD → R and
hΓ : ΓN → R, find u : Ω → R such that,
∆u = f in Ω , (4)
u = uΓ on ΓD, (5)
∇u · n = hΓ on ΓN . (6)
Eqs. (5) and (6) represent the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, respectively. We assume that Ω can be
represented by a T-spline geometrical object, which is mapped from a rectangular parameter space. To accommodate
in our formulation typical numerical benchmarks (e.g., solutions on squares) and to fix ideas, we assume that the
corners of the parameter space are mapped to points with discontinuous normal in physical space. We also allow for
the data on the boundary to be discontinuous across the corners. Since the corner points will be collocation points for
the boundary conditions in our algorithm for second-order PDEs, we need a procedure to define the normal and the
boundary data at those points. Following the standard convention and the theory developed in [25], at those points we
just take the arithmetic average of the data computed from the two intersecting boundary edges. In what follows, we
will use the notation n⋆ to refer to a modified normal which takes the value n everywhere except at the corners, where
it has been redefined using the averaging procedure. Similarly, we use the notation u⋆Γ and h
⋆
Γ .
Using the same geometrical mapping that we utilized to construct Ω , we can define a functional space in physical
coordinates to approximate the solution to our problem. Let us call that space Vh = span{RA}nA=1. The RA’s are
guaranteed to be linearly independent due to the use of ASTS, so dim(Vh) = n. Then, we can postulate the following




u A RA(x), (7)
which reduces our problem to finding the value of the u A’s for A = 1, . . . , n. The strategy to compute the u A’s boils
down to imposing that uh satisfies the PDE or the boundary conditions at a total of n collocation points in physical
space, which gives rise to a square system of equations. Note that we need uh to be at least C2-continuous in the
neighborhood of collocation points. The simplest way to satisfy this requirement is to take p > 2 in the algorithm and
define a knot interval configuration that produces functions of maximum continuity. Let us call Mh = {τ B}nB=1 the
set of collocation points in physical space. Then, the problem can be stated as: find uh(x) =nA=1 u A RA(x) such that
∆uh (τ B) = f (τ B) ∀τ B ∈ Ω , (8)
uh (τ B) = u⋆Γ (τ B) ∀τ B ∈ ΓD, (9)
∇uh (τ B) · n⋆ = h⋆Γ (τ B) ∀τ B ∈ ΓN . (10)
To complete the description of our algorithm we just need to define the location of the collocation points, which
controls the accuracy and stability of the method. In this article, we use Greville points as our collocation sites. Each
T-spline basis function has a Greville point associated that can be obtained from its local knot interval vector. To
define the Greville point associated to the Ath function, we initially define the location of the point using the local
basis function coordinates defined in Section 2.3, and we use the usual definition of Greville points, which for a spline
of degree p is just the average of p knot values (see [24]). Due to our choice to work with knot intervals, rather than
knot values, which is customary in the T-spline community, we report here the formula that expresses the location of
the Greville point in terms of the knot intervals, namely,
τ A = 1p
p
k=1






Once we know the location of the Ath Greville point in the local basis function domain, we need to find its coordinates
in the parent element. The latter will be denoted byτ A. This is done in two steps using the classical affine mappings
needed for Be´zier extraction which are explained in detail in [63]. First, we use the affine mapping that goes from
the local basis function coordinates to the domain of its corresponding Be´zier element and then we use the mapping
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(a) p = 2. (b) p = 3.
Fig. 6. (Color online) Be´zier meshes associated to the T-mesh represented in Fig. 1(a) for a particular affine mapping with p = 2 and p = 3. The
green squares denote the locations of Greville points in physical space.
that goes from the Be´zier element to the parent element. The Greville points in physical space are computed using
the element geometrical mapping as τ A = xe (τ A). Fig. 6 shows the Greville points in physical space for the T-mesh
shown in Fig. 1(a) using p = 2 and p = 3 for a particular geometrical mapping. Note that due to our definition of
the knot interval configuration and the local knot interval vectors, the T-spline blending functions with support in the
vicinity of the boundary behave similarly to NURBS derived from open knot vectors. This naturally leads to some
Greville points falling on the boundary. These collocation points are used to impose boundary conditions.
Remark 3.1. In isogeometric collocation methods, Neumann boundary conditions are usually collocated as shown in
Eq. (10). Dirichlet boundary conditions, however, are normally built into the space strongly. Here, in order to sim-
plify the algorithm, we decided to collocate Dirichlet boundary conditions as shown in Eq. (9). Both approaches are
equivalent when we work with simple Dirichlet boundary conditions, such as for example, constants.
3.2. Collocation method for fourth-order problems
We illustrate our collocation method for fourth-order PDEs using a classical example, namely, the Kirchhoff plate
model. As before, Ω and Γ denote the problem domain and boundary, respectively, and n the unit outward normal.
We assume that the boundary Γ admits the decompositions Γ = Γw ∪ ΓQ and Γ = Γϕ ∪ ΓM with Γw ∩ ΓQ = ∅
and Γϕ ∩ ΓM = ∅. To ensure the well-posedness of the problem, we impose the constraint Γw ≠ ∅. We formulate
the following boundary-value problem over the spatial domain Ω as follows: given the functions g : Ω → R,
wΓ : Γw → R, ϕΓ : Γϕ → R, MΓ : ΓM → R, and QΓ : ΓQ → R, find w : Ω → R such that,
D∆2w = g in Ω , (12)
w = wΓ on Γw, (13)
−∇w · n = ϕΓ on Γϕ, (14)
νD∆w + (1− ν)Dn · (∇∇w)n = MΓ on ΓM , (15)
D(∇(∆w)+ (1− ν)Ψ(w)) · n = QΓ on ΓQ . (16)
Here, w is the deflection of the plate, D = Et3/(12(1−ν2)) is the bending stiffness of the plate, ν is the Poisson ratio,
E is the Young modulus, t is the thickness of the plate, g is the load per unit surface, wΓ is the prescribed deflection,
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ϕΓ is the prescribed rotation, MΓ is the prescribed bending moment, QΓ is the prescribed effective shear which is a








As we did in Section 3.1, we use the Greville points as collocation points. Greville points in physical space are com-
puted exactly in the same way. The collocation algorithm, however, is different. The difference stems from the fact that
a well-posed fourth-order boundary value problem requires two boundary conditions at each point of the boundary.
Unfortunately, if we imposed two boundary conditions at each Greville point that falls on the boundary and the PDE
at all the interior Greville points, we would end up with more equations than unknowns. To circumvent this problem,
a new algorithm was proposed in [30] for NURBS-based isogeometric collocation of Kirchhoff plates. Since such
a recipe can be directly applied also in the case of ASTS-based collocation, it is the solution adopted herein. In the
following we show the basic idea discussing a simple particular case; interested readers are referred to [30] for further
details.
Despite the adopted collocation strategy is sufficiently general to accommodate any combination of boundary
conditions represented by Eqs. (13)–(16), we illustrate it focusing on a simplified case where the same set of
boundary conditions is applied on the entire boundary. Accordingly, we consider a simply supported plate, that is,
Γw = ΓM = Γ . Displacement boundary conditions (w = 0) can be equivalently strongly enforced in the space or
collocated on all boundary collocation points. The problem is to properly collocate the remaining equations, i.e., the
bending moment boundary conditions (νD∆w + (1 − ν)Dn · (∇∇w)n = 0) and the PDE (D∆2w = g), guaran-
teeing to have a number of equations equal to the number of unknowns. Our strategy is to collocate the PDE at all
Greville points skipping the two outermost layers, while the bending moment boundary conditions are collocated
only on boundary collocation points, following the additional criteria that corner points are skipped and the equations
corresponding to the two closest points to a corner are averaged. In this way, the linear system of equations to be
solved is square and our algorithm is completely described. To give a visual example of which points have to be used
to collocate the PDE and the bending moment boundary conditions, we report in Fig. 7 a T-mesh in parametric space
along with its Greville points. The black square Greville points are used to collocate the PDE, while the bending mo-
ment boundary conditions are collocated either on blue star or green pentagon points; the equations relative to green
pentagon points adjacent to the same corner are then averaged. Note that red circle Greville points are not used to
collocate the PDE or the bending moment boundary conditions.
4. Numerical results
In this section, we present five numerical examples that illustrate the performance of the proposed collocation
methods based on analysis-suitable T-splines of arbitrary degree. First, we consider second-order elliptic problems
with smooth and rough solution fields. We use these examples to investigate the numerical convergence rates of our
algorithm. Then, we solve a common benchmark problem for the advection–diffusion equation. The solution exhibits
boundary and internal layers where we use local refinement. We also consider a reaction–diffusion problem which de-
velops spikes in the solution to illustrate the advantages of local refinement in this case. Finally, we apply our method
to a Kirchhoff plate problem. Here, we take advantage of local refinement in order to capture the deformations caused
by a point load in a mapped geometry. The code used to perform these simulations has been developed on top of the
scientific library PETSc [68,69].
4.1. Second-order problem with smooth solution
We focus on the reaction–diffusion boundary-value problem
−∆u + u = f in Ω , (18)
u = 0 on Γ . (19)
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Fig. 7. (Color online) T-mesh in parametric space along with its Greville points. The black square Greville points are used to collocate the PDE,
while the bending moment boundary conditions are collocated either on blue star or green pentagon points; the equations relative to green pentagon
points adjacent to the same corner are then averaged. Note that red circle Greville points are not used to collocate the PDE or the bending moment
boundary conditions.
The computational domain Ω is a quarter of an annulus situated in the positive quadrant of the Cartesian coordinate
system. The inner radius Ri is equal to 1.0 and the outer radius Ro is equal to 4.0. We follow [26] and manufacture
the source term f such that the exact solution to the problem is
u(x, y) = θ(x, y)2[ρ(x, y)2 − 1][ρ(x, y)2 − 16] sin(x), (20)
where ρ(x, y) = x2 + y2 and θ(x, y) = arctan(y/x) are the polar coordinates. Before we proceed further, let us












We define the error of the numerical solution as eh = uh − u. The L2(Ω) norm and the H1(Ω) seminorm of the








We solve this problem using quadratic, cubic, quartic, and quintic ASTS. We start considering a NURBS patch with
6 × 9 elements that represents the domain Ω exactly. Then, we perform quad-tree refinement using three levels of
refinement in each mesh as it is illustrated in Fig. 8. We choose this type of refinement to be able to compare with the
data in [26]. Fig. 8 also shows the numerical solutions for p = 4, which are indistinguishable at the scale of the plot.
In Fig. 9 we report the numerical convergence rates of rL2 and rH1 . The plots show the evolution of the errors with
respect to N = √n, which is the square root of the total number of degrees of freedom. The data suggest that the rates
of convergence are of the type O(p) for even orders and O(p − 1) for odd degrees. These results are consistent with
those reported in [26].
Remark 4.1. 1. One of the main advantages of NURBS-based isogeometric collocation is its efficiency, due to the
fact that only one point evaluation per degree of freedom is needed. However, such an efficiency may be limited in
many practical applications because NURBS lack local refinement capabilities. As anticipated in the introduction,
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Fig. 8. (Color online) Second-order problem with smooth solution. Numerical solution on three different meshes using p = 4. The solutions are







































































Fig. 9. (Color online) Numerical convergence rates of rL2 and rH1 . The data suggest that the algorithm converges to the exact solution with ratesO(p) andO(p − 1) for even and odd degrees respectively.
in [26], isogeometric collocation was extended to hierarchical NURBS. This allowed local refinement, but the
one point evaluation per degree of freedom was lost in the regions between levels of refinement due to the use of
weighted collocation. The generalization of isogeometric collocation to ASTS combines the advantages of the two
previous methodologies, allowing local refinement but still guaranteeing only one point evaluation per degree of
freedom.
2. As highlighted earlier, IGA-C requires uh to be at least C2-continuous in the neighborhood of collocation points,
and the simplest way to satisfy this requirement is to take p > 2 and define a knot interval configuration that
produces functions of maximum continuity. However, extensive numerical testing shows that also the C1 quadratic
case appears to give good results in all situations,5 which is a significant practical result.
4.2. Second-order problem with rough solution
Here, we solve the Laplace equation on an L-shaped domain. More specifically, the problem is solved on
Ω = [−1, 1]2 \ ([0, 1] × [−1, 0]), as depicted in the left panel of Fig. 10. The problem can be stated as
∆u = 0 in Ω , (23)
u = uΓ on ΓD, (24)
∇u · n = hΓ on ΓN , (25)
5 Clearly, in correspondence of a collocation point of C1-regularity, a single value has to be assigned to the discontinuous second derivative
(e.g., the average of the different corresponding derivative values).
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Fig. 10. (Color online) Problem domain and boundary decomposition showing the symmetry of the problem (left). Making use of the symmetry,
we compute the numerical solution on a uniform NURBS mesh and several locally-refined T-spline grids using p = 2 (middle and right panels).
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Fig. 11. (Color online) Numerical rates of convergence of rH1 using uniform (dashed lines) and local refinement (solid lines). With uniform
refinement the convergence rate stalls at approximately 0.6 for all p. Local refinement produces significantly higher apparent convergence rates.
where ΓD is composed by the re-entrant boundaries and ΓN = Γ \ ΓD (cf. the left panel of Fig. 10). The functions
uΓ and hΓ are defined in such a way that the exact solution is






where ρ and θ denote again the usual polar coordinates. It may be observed that the first partial derivatives of u, which














tend to infinity as ρ tends to zero. Therefore, the exact solution of the problem is not smooth and this is expected to
create a barrier in the convergence rate if uniform refinement is utilized. It is known, however, that local refinement
can help alleviate this problem. The goal of this example is to show how our algorithm performs in this situation.
In our computations, we take advantage of the existing symmetry in the problem and work with half of the domain
as indicated on the top of the middle panel of Fig. 10. Our initial mesh is a NURBS patch with 10 × 10 elements
which is plotted along with the corresponding numerical solution in Fig. 10. Then, we subsequently add several levels
of refinement in order to have enhanced resolution close to the singularity as shown in the remaining panels of Fig. 10.
The solutions are indistinguishable at the scale of the plot, but the numerical convergence rates shown in Fig. 11 are
revealing. Here, we plot the evolution of rH1 (see Eq. (22)) as a function of N =
√
n for quadratic, cubic, quartic,
and quintic ASTS. We show data for uniformly (dashed lines) and locally (solid lines) refined meshes. For uniform
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Fig. 12. (Color online) Problem description and boundary conditions for the advection–diffusion benchmark example.
refinement the rate of convergence stalls at approximatelyO(0.6) irrespectively of p due to the lack of smoothness of
the solution. Local refinement allows to achieve an apparent convergence rate which is significantly higher.
Remark 4.2. In [28], it was reported the appearance of spurious oscillations in the numerical solution if Neumann
boundary conditions are collocated in the standard way when the problem is characterized by a reduced regularity and
elements have very high aspect ratios. Two alternatives were proposed in [28] in order to fix this issue, the so-called
hybrid collocation and enhanced collocation methods. However, those techniques introduce small drawbacks in the
overall algorithm, namely, hybrid collocation decreases the efficiency since the computation of boundary integrals is
needed and enhanced collocation requires to determine a user-defined constant. Within NURBS-based IGA-C, the
presence of elements with high aspect ratios is unavoidable in many practical situations, since refinement is always
global for a NURBS patch. Instead, the local refinement properties of ASTS allow T-junctions making it possible
to avoid elements with high aspect ratios. For example, if the local refinement is done as in Fig. 10, all elements
have aspect ratio equal to one, except for a few elements with aspect ratio equal to two due to T-junction extensions.
Therefore, as the current example clearly shows, the use of ASTS allows to collocate Neumann boundary conditions
in the standard way without giving rise to any spurious oscillation in the numerical solution, also in the case of reduced
regularity problems and highly locally refined meshes.
4.3. Advection–diffusion with boundary and internal layers
This section analyzes a classical advection–diffusion example typically referred to as advection skew to the mesh.
The boundary-value problem can be written as
a · ∇u −∇ · (κ∇u) = 0 in Ω , (28)
u = uΓ on Γ , (29)
where a denotes the (constant) velocity vector and κ the diffusion coefficient. The velocity field as well as the
computational domain and uΓ are depicted in Fig. 12. The angle of the velocity field is θ = π/4. This is a
classical benchmark in the literature of fluid mechanics and stabilized methods [70–72]. However, we do not focus
on stabilization here, but on local refinement. The solution to the problem is controlled by a dimensionless quantity




where L is a length scale of the problem. We take L = 1, which is the side length of the problem domain. The Pe´clet
number controls the relative strength of advection with respect to diffusion. It is known from theoretical developments
that, for large Pe, the diffusion operator is relevant only in thin layers characterized by the length scale∼κ/|a|. There-
fore, for large Pe´clet number we expect sharp layers in the solution emanating from the discontinuity points in the
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Fig. 13. Be´zier mesh (left) and solution field (right) for the advection skew to the mesh problem. The Be´zier mesh has five levels of refinement
and gives rise to a total number of degrees of freedom n = 5492. The solution field is plotted with a color scale that ranges from the minimum
to the maximum of the numerical solution showing that the usual undershoots and overshoots encountered in this problem are rather small.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
boundary data as depicted in Fig. 12. Unless such layers are properly resolved by the mesh or a suitable stabilization
is introduced, the numerical solution is expected to present spurious oscillations.
We solve this problem for Pe = 103 using cubic ASTS-based collocation, without introducing any stabilization
term. We locally refine the mesh close to the boundary and internal layers, using five levels of refinement as shown
on the left hand side of Fig. 13. The total number of degrees of freedom in the space that emanates from the mesh in
n = 5492. The right hand side of Fig. 13 shows the numerical solution using our algorithm. The color scale goes from
the minimum to the maximum value of the numerical solution. It can be observed that the usual undershoots and over-
shoots of the numerical solution are rather small with our algorithm, which shows the effectiveness of the approach.
4.4. Reaction–diffusion with spikes
The boundary-value problem is defined by
cu −∇ · (κ∇u) = 0 in Ω , (31)
u = uΓ on Γ , (32)
where the computational domain and uΓ are depicted in Fig. 14 (top left panel). The problem parameters are the
diffusion coefficient κ and the reaction rate c, but dimensional analysis can be used to show that the solution depends





Here, L = 1 is the side length of Ω . For large values of Da the solution is expected to be zero everywhere except
close to the corners, where it progressively takes larger values until it reaches one as prescribed by the boundary
conditions. We take the value Da = 103 in our simulations, following the studies on the same problem of [39]. We
solve this problem using a quadratic ASTS mesh with seven levels of refinement in order to accurately capture the
corner phenomena. The analysis results are plotted in the bottom panels of Fig. 14, where we only show a small region
of the domain delimited in the top right panel. It can be seen that the solution appears to be stable even in the vicinity
of very large gradients.
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Fig. 14. From left to right and top to bottom, we present a panel showing the problem setup, the computational domain and the imposed boundary
conditions for the reaction–diffusion example with spikes. Then, we show the Be´zier mesh (n = 2563) where we have used seven levels of
refinement. In the Be´zier mesh we mark a small area with a dashed magenta line. The bottom panels show this area zoomed in. On the left hand
side, we plot the solution using a color scale that goes from the minimum to the maximum of the numerical solution. The solution looks stable even
in the vicinity of very large gradients. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
4.5. Circular Kirchhoff plate with a point load
Kirchhoff plates with distributed loads were solved using NURBS-based collocation methods in [30]. Here, we
solve Kirchhoff plates with point loads using the local refinement capability of ASTS in order to refine close to the
load.6 A simply supported circular plate with radius r = 1 is considered. We apply a point load P = 1 to the
6 We remark that, to our knowledge, this is the first time that isogeometric collocation is used to approximate problems with point loads.
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Fig. 15. (Color online) Initial NURBS mesh (left) and final quintic ASTS mesh (right) along with the corresponding computed deflection fields.
The mesh on the right hand side has five levels of refinement. We used p = 5 in both cases.
plate’s center. The equations that govern this problem can be obtained from Eqs. (12)–(16) taking Γw = Γ , ΓM = Γ ,
wΓ = 0, and MΓ = 0, yielding
D∆2w = g in Ω , (34)
w = 0 on Γ , (35)
νD∆w + (1− ν)Dn · (∇∇w)n = 0 on Γ . (36)
The Poisson ratio is assumed to be ν = 0.3 and the rest of the material properties are selected such that D = 1.
Finally, g is a load per unit surface which approximates the point load P . We model g as a function of the spline
space called gh . Let us assume for the time being that our discretization produces a Greville point in the plate’s center,
which can be achieved, for example, using a judicious geometrical mapping. As a precursor to gh , let us define ph
as a function living in the discrete space which takes the value one in the Greville point that falls in the center of the
plate and vanishes in the remaining Greville points. Therefore, we take ph =nA=1 pA RA such that
ph(τ A) =

1 if τ A falls in the plate’s center,
0 otherwise. (37)
The function gh is simply defined as gh = λph , where the constant λ is determined imposing that gh is statically
equivalent to P , that is,
Ω
phdΩ = P, (38)
which completely defines gh .









We solve this problem using quintic ASTS. We start with a uniform NURBS mesh and end up with five levels of re-
finement in order to have higher resolution close to the center of the plate. Fig. 15 shows the coarsest and finest meshes
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Fig. 16. (Color online) Convergence of the numerical deflection at the center of the plate using quintic ASTS. We start with a uniform NURBS
mesh and introduce a level of refinement in each new mesh. N denotes the square root of the total number of degrees of freedom.
along with the corresponding computed deflection fields. In Fig. 16, we plot the convergence of the deflection of the
plate’s center normalized with respect to the exact solution. A good convergence behavior is observed, and the relative
error of the numerical solution with respect to the exact solution for the mesh with five levels of refinement is 0.06%.
Remark 4.3. We acknowledge that our simple strategy for imposing point loads requires to have a Greville point
where the load is applied. Although this can always be achieved with a judicious mapping, in the future, we will
investigate in more detail the possibility of developing more general strategies to impose point loads within the
isogeometric collocation framework, taking also inspiration from works like [73].
5. Conclusions
This paper presents novel locally refinable isogeometric collocation methods based on analysis-suitable T-splines of
arbitrary degree. The combination of isogeometric collocation and T-splines allows local refinement while keeping one
point evaluation per degree of freedom, has good approximation properties, and is geometrically flexible. Moreover,
the proposed methods are stable, accurate, and robust as shown by several significant numerical examples, where
both second- and fourth-order boundary-value problems have been considered. We believe that the methodologies
developed herein are highly suitable to tackle in an efficient way a large variety of demanding problems for which
local refinement capabilities constitute a major advantage. Among others, these include shells and contact problems,
topics that we plan to study in the near future.
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Appendix. High-order spatial derivatives of rational T-spline basis functions
Our starting point is the elemental geometric mapping introduced in Eq. (3). Assuming this mapping is invertible,
we define its inverse function ξ e : Ω e →  such that xe(ξ e(x)) = x for all x ∈ Ω e. Taking the derivative of this
expression, we obtain the relation
(repeated subscripts sum) xei,αξ
e
α, j = δi j , (A.1)
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where xei is the i th component of x
e, ξ eα is the αth component of ξ
e, and δi j is the Kronecker’s delta. Latin and Greek
indices denote spatial and parametric coordinates, respectively. An index after a comma denotes partial differentiation,
for example, xei,α = ∂xei /∂ξα . To obtain the derivatives of the T-spline blending functions in physical space, we start




 = Rea (ξ) ξ ∈ , (A.2)
Eq. (A.2) simply expresses the correspondence between basis functions in physical and parametric space. If we com-
pute the derivative of Eq. (A.2), it follows that
(repeated subscripts sum) RA,i xei,α = Rea,α. (A.3)
Multiplying this equation with ξ eα, j and using Eq. (A.1), we can easily obtain RA,i as
(repeated subscripts sum) RA,i = Rea,αξ eα,i . (A.4)
The higher-order spatial derivatives are obtained analogously, that is, deriving Eq. (A.2) several times by way of the
chain rule, and solving for the spatial derivatives using Eq. (A.1). Proceeding this way, we obtain the second-, the
third-, and the fourth-order derivatives, which take on the expressions
(repeated subscripts sum) RA,i j = [Rea,αβ − RA,m xem,αβ ]ξ eα,iξ eβ, j , (A.5)
(repeated subscripts sum) RA,i jk = [Rea,αβγ − RA,mn(xen,βγ xem,α + xem,αγ xen,β + xem,αβxen,γ )
− RA,m xem,αβγ ]ξ eα,iξ eβ, jξ eγ,k, (A.6)
(repeated subscripts sum) RA,i jkl = [Rea,αβγ δ − RA,mnq(xeq,γ δxen,βxem,α + xen,βδxeq,γ xem,α
+ xem,αδxeq,γ xen,β + xeq,δ(xen,βγ xem,α + xem,αγ xen,β + xem,αβxen,γ ))
− RA,mn(xen,βγ δxem,α + xen,βγ xem,αδ + xen,βδxem,αγ + xem,αγ δxen,β
+ xen,γ δxem,αβ + xem,αβδxen,γ + xem,αβγ xen,δ)
− RA,m xem,αβγ δ]ξ eα,iξ eβ, jξ eγ,kξ eδ,l . (A.7)
The above formulas give the spatial derivatives of RA in terms of the parametric derivatives of its local counterpart
Rea . However, the functions R
e












The function N ea is the lowest-level function in an isogeometric code, so let us compute the derivatives of R
e
a in terms
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The above formulas completely describe the computations needed to obtain the derivatives of the basis functions in
physical space up to order four.
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SUMMARY
We present a hybrid variational-collocation, immersed, and fully-implicit formulation for fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) using unstructured T-splines. In our immersed methodology, we define an Eulerian mesh
on the whole computational domain and a Lagrangian mesh on the solid domain, which moves arbitrar-
ily on top of the Eulerian mesh. Mathematically, the problem reduces to solving three equations, namely,
the linear momentum balance, mass conservation, and a condition of kinematic compatibility between the
Lagrangian displacement and the Eulerian velocity. We use a weighted residual approach for the linear
momentum and mass conservation equations, but we discretize directly the strong form of the kinematic
relation, deriving a hybrid variational-collocation method. We use T-splines for both the spatial discretiza-
tion and the information transfer between the Eulerian mesh and the Lagrangian mesh. T-splines offer us two
main advantages against non-uniform rational B-splines: they can be locally refined and they are unstruc-
tured. The generalized-˛ method is used for the time discretization. We validate our formulation with a
common FSI benchmark problem achieving excellent agreement with the theoretical solution. An example
involving a partially immersed solid is also solved. The numerical examples show how the use of T-junctions
and extraordinary nodes results in an accurate, efficient, and flexible method. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
Received 29 April 2015; Revised 31 July 2015; Accepted 31 July 2015
KEY WORDS: fluid-structure interaction; isogeometric analysis; mmersed methods; analysis-suitable
T-splines; variational multiscale; collocation
1. INTRODUCTION
Isogeometric analysis (IGA) was presented by Hughes et al. in [1] and explained in detail in [2].
IGA was invented to fill the gap between computer aided design (CAD) and finite element analysis
(FEA) in order to reduce the communication process between design and analysis. IGA’s key idea
is to utilize the blending functions of CAD in FEA to represent both the geometry and the solution
using the isoparametric concept. Different CAD functions may be used, including non-uniform
rational B-Splines (NURBS), T-splines, and subdivision surfaces. NURBS-based IGA is completely
widespread nowadays. An important aftereffect of using NURBS as a basis in analysis is that we can
take advantage of their natural inter-element smoothness, which has positive consequences in several
application areas, such as, body-fitted fluid-structure interaction (FSI) [3–6], immersed FSI [7–9],
fluid mechanics [10–15], phase-field models [16–20], biomechanics [21, 22], structural mechanics
[23–26], shape memory alloys [27–29], shell modeling [30–33], and contact problems [34–36],
among others.
*Correspondence to: Hugo Casquero, Departamento de Métodos Matemáticos, Universidade da Coruña, Campus de A
Coruña, 15071, A Coruña, Spain.
†E-mail: hugo.casquero@udc.es
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1.1. Isogeometric analysis: from NURBS to T-splines
Non-uniform rational B-splines were the CAD technology of choice when isogeometric analysis
was proposed. NURBS are widely used in engineering design and have a number of appealing
features, such as, for example, higher-order global continuity, the convex hull property, the abil-
ity to represent exactly all quadric curves and surfaces, affine covariance, pointwise non-negativity,
the variation diminishing property, and capability for free-form surface modeling. Nevertheless,
NURBS have some major limitations such as the difficulty to represent watertight surfaces. Another
shortcoming is their tensor product structure, which avoids local refinement or unstructured mesh-
ing. In [37], Sederberg et al. introduced T-spline surfaces in CAD as a generalization of NURBS.
T-splines overcome the aforementioned limitations of NURBS while maintaining all their good
properties. In the last few years, Zhang et al. proposed several procedures to create volumetric T-
splines [38–42]. T-splines are a superset of NURBS. An appealing feature of T-splines is that they
are forward and backward compatible with NURBS. In particular, any T-spline surface can be con-
verted into one or more NURBS surfaces by performing repeated local refinement to eliminate all
T-junctions. In the commercial field, this is a significant advantage of T-splines over other candi-
dates that are unstructured and allow local refinement (such as subdivision surfaces) but are not
compatible with NURBS.
In [43], T-splines were introduced in the FEA field. In contrast with NURBS, T-spline blend-
ing functions as introduced in [37] do not define a basis because they might be linearly dependent.
Linear independence is not necessary in CAD, but it is a requirement for successful analysis. This
problem was addressed defining a subset of T-splines where linear independence is guaranteed
[44, 45]. The newly proposed subset of T-splines was called analysis-suitable T-splines (ASTS).
Also, to facilitate the direct inclusion of T-splines in a finite element code, the concept of Bézier
extraction was proposed [46, 47]. Significant developments have occurred since then: the local
refinement of ASTS was analyzed in [48], the conversion of an unstructured quadrilateral mesh to
a standard T-spline surface was detailed in [49], the conversion of a trimmed NURBS surface to
an untrimmed T-spline surface was explained in [50], the application of the hierarchical refinement
idea to ASTS was explored in [51], and the application of collocation methods [52–55] to ASTS
was studied in [56]. ASTS have been applied to several problems in computational mechanics such
as dynamic brittle fracture [57], cohesive zone modeling [58], gradient damage models [59], large
deformation frictionless contact [60], and acoustics [61]. However, their use in FSI, which is pre-
cisely the goal of this paper, has been limited to a body-fitted method where a bicubic T-spline
surface discretization of a rotation-free Kirchhoff–Love shell model was used for the solid and
volumetric quadratic NURBS were used for the fluid [62].
1.2. Fluid-structure interaction methods
Fluid-structure interaction methods are typically divided into interface-tracking and interface-
capturing techniques. In interface-tracking methods, as the fluid domain changes its shape due to
the fluid–solid interface motion, the fluid mesh is updated to follow this movement. In interface-
capturing methods, the fluid mesh does not move to track the fluid–solid interface. Interface-tracking
(i.e., moving-mesh) methods are often based on the arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formula-
tion [63]. The ALE description is employed in the fluid domain, whereas the Lagrangian description
is used in the solid. ALE-based FSI methods have been used in various applications, such as, for
example, hemodynamics [5, 64–68], wind turbines [69, 70], or aeroelasticity [71]. As an alter-
native to ALE-based methods, space-time body-fitted methods are becoming increasingly popular
[72, 73]. For a thorough discussion about body-fitted approaches, the reader is referred to [74].
An important example of the interface-capturing approach is the immersed boundary method
[75], which was widely used in the simulation of biomechanical problems [76–81]. In this immersed
technique, the solid is discretized using a Lagrangian mesh‡ that can move freely on top of a
background Eulerian mesh that spans the whole computational domain. An information transfer
‡By Lagrangian mesh, we refer to a mesh whose nodes are attached to material (rather than physical) points. It does not
imply in any way the use of classical Lagrangian finite elements, which are not utilized in this work.
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algorithm is required to couple these two independent meshes, and this was initially accomplished
by way of smoothed-out Dirac delta functions. In many cases of practical interest, the immersed
approach avoids the use of mesh-updating or remeshing procedures, which are needed in body-
fitted FSI methods. This is an advantage of the immersed method because changing the mesh,
either geometrically or topologically, increases the computational cost and may introduce some
issues. For example, when remeshing is not used for cases involving large translations or rota-
tions of the solid, the fluid mesh will become highly distorted, compromising the accuracy of the
solution. When remeshing is used, projections between different meshes are necessary; this also
introduces additional inaccuracies. Thus, for FSI applications which involve large deformations or
topological changes of the fluid domain, body-fitted methods may not be the best option, and this
is precisely the area where immersed algorithms shine. In the 2000s, an important development
occurred in the field of immersed FSI methods, namely, the introduction of the so-called immersed
finite element method (IFEM) [82]. The IFEM has been successfully applied to a number of
problems [83, 84].
Notably, recent research endeavors have targeted the creation of new FSI immersed methodolo-
gies using the IGA framework. This new developing type of computational techniques was termed
immersogeometric analysis. It aims to capture the solid geometry exactly and embed it in a back-
ground mesh. This concept was proposed in [7, 9], where the authors used thin-shell structures
modeled geometrically as surfaces embedded in a fluid. In those articles, various benchmark prob-
lems are considered. The results were compared with body-fitted methods, and the algorithm was
applied to a cardiovascular problem involving tri-leaflet bioprosthetic heart valves. In [8], we pro-
posed a new method which falls in the same category. In contrast with that of [7, 9], our method
considers volumetric solids. The algorithm was applied to 2D and 3D benchmark problems with
theoretical solution achieving excellent agreement. In addition, we showed that the higher-order
continuity of IGA basis functions increases the robustness of immersed methodologies in problems
involving large deformations of the solid.
We feel that IGA-based, immersed FSI methods would benefit from the use of unstructured
meshes and local refinement and this motivates our current work. Here, we bring the T-spline tech-
nology to the immersed FSI realm, discretizing both the fluid and the solid with analysis-suitable
T-splines. We show that the local refinement capability of T-splines may be used to achieve enhanced
spatial resolution where it is needed and the unstructured nature of T-splines may help avoid the
presence of singular points in the parameterization, leading to more flexible immersed FSI formu-
lations. Additionally, we use a hybrid variational-collocation approach, namely, we discretize the
linear momentum balance and mass conservation equation using the variational multiscale method
and the kinematic relation between the Eulerian velocity and the Lagrangian displacement using
collocation. Our hybrid variational-collocation approach enhances the efficiency of the algorithm,
particularly when higher orders are used.
1.3. Structure and content of the paper
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the T-spline paraphernalia. Section
3 briefly describes the immersed FSI method. We start by defining important nomenclature and
describing the kinematics involved in the FSI methodology. We continue stating the main three
equations involved in our methodology, which are the linear momentum balance equation, the mass
conservation equation, and the kinematic relation between the Lagrangian and the Eulerian motions.
Next, we discretize in space using a hybrid variational-collocation method based on T-splines. Time
discretization is performed using a fully-implicit, second-order accurate algorithm based on the
generalized-˛ method [85, 86]. Section 4 displays two numerical examples that show the perfor-
mance of the proposed method. The first example is a common FSI benchmark problem, namely, a
free-falling cylinder embedded in a channel. Our numerical result is checked against the theoretical
solution, showing good quantitative agreement. The second example involves a deformable solid
partially immersed in a flow. The solid has its bottom part fixed, what modifies the flow patterns cre-
ating a recirculation region downstream the solid. Finally, in Section 5, some concluding remarks
will be drawn.
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2. T-SPLINE OVERVIEW
In this section, we present a brief introduction to the T-spline technology and remit the reader to
other references for further details when it is needed. We assume that the reader is familiarized with
NURBS and use them as a starting point to describe T-splines. Although we will limit ourselves
to cubic T-spline surfaces, in some cases we will use the notation dp for the number of parametric
dimensions, d for the number of spatial dimensions, and p for the polynomial degree.
2.1. T-mesh, T-junctions, extraordinary nodes, and T-junction extensions
Here, we follow [45] and define the T-mesh as a polygonal mesh which encodes all the topologi-
cal information associated to the T-spline technology. The polygons that form the T-mesh will be
referred to as faces. The word element is used in the literature as a synonym of face, but we will
reserve it for something else. We define the T-mesh in such a way that its topology is identical to
that of the control mesh. Figure 1(a) shows an example of a T-mesh similar to those used in the
computations presented in Section 4. Small circles and squares identify the vertices of the T-mesh,
while a line joining (exactly) two vertices defines an edge. Vertices will also be referred to as nodes.
We call valence the number of edges that touch a vertex. Note that our T-mesh is allowed to have
T-junctions and extraordinary nodes. L-junctions and I-junctions are not allowed [44]. T-junctions
are analogous to hanging nodes in classical finite elements (see the blue squares in Figure 1(a)).
Extraordinary nodes are those interior vertices which not having valence four, do not qualify as T-
junctions (see the red circular vertex in Figure 1(a)). The presence of extraordinary nodes makes
the T-mesh unstructured. As we will see later, in cases of practical relevance, T-junctions will be
located far away from extraordinary nodes. Therefore, in the vicinity of T-junctions, we can define
a rectangular topology and a local index space [87, 88], which may be used to describe T-junction
extensions exactly as in [44, 87]. Without going into the details of the definitions of the extensions,
which can be found in the aforementioned papers, we just note that there are two types, namely,
face extensions and edge extensions. We will also use the concept of first-bay face extension (used
synonymously to one-bay face extension) as defined in [45, 88]. The extendend T-mesh is simply
the T-mesh augmented with the T-junction extensions. As an illustration, we present in Figure 1(b)
the extended T-mesh associated to the T-mesh in Figure 1(a). The blue dashed lines represent face
extensions, while the red dashed lines denote edge extensions. For future reference, we also define
the one-ring, two-ring and n-ring neighborhood of a T-mesh vertex. The one-ring neighborhood of
a vertex is the set of T-mesh faces that touch that particular vertex. The two-ring neighborhood of a
Figure 1. (a) Unstructured T-mesh with one extraordinary node and four T-junctions. The extraordinary node
is marked with a red circle and the T-junctions are highlighted with blue squares. The spoke edges of the
extraordinary node are indicated by thick black lines. The one-ring neighborhood of the extraordinary node
is drawn with darkly shaded faces, while the two-ring neighborhood is the one-ring and the lightly shaded
faces. (b) Extended T-mesh. The extended T-mesh is obtained by adding the T-junction extensions to the
T-mesh. Face extensions are denoted by blue dashed arrows and edge extensions are denoted by red dashed
arrows. The inset represents a zoom in of the bottom left corner.
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vertex is the set of faces that comprise its one-ring neighborhood and those that touch the one-ring
neighborhood. The n-ring neighborhood may be defined recursively in the obvious way. Figure 1(a)
shows the one-ring neighborhood of the extraordinary node highlighted with darkly-shaded faces.
The two-ring neighborhood is composed by the darkly-shaded and the lightly-shaded faces. Finally,
we call spoke edges the T-mesh edges that end in an extraordinary node (see in Figure 1(a) the edges
plotted with thick lines in the neighborhood of the extraordinary node).
2.2. Knot intervals and elemental T-mesh
We note that all the definitions given so far are purely topological and do not depend upon any
geometrical information. However, to construct T-spline blending functions and perform analysis,
we need to utilize geometrical information. The first step is to assign a non-negative real number to
each T-mesh edge. These non-negative real numbers will be referred to as knot intervals [37], and
they will be used to define the support of T-spline blending functions. There is significant freedom
to select knot intervals, but they have to satisfy some conditions in order to define a valid knot
interval configuration. A valid knot interval configuration requires that the knot intervals assigned to
opposite edges of a face add up to the same value. Due to our choice to have a T-mesh with the same
topology as the control mesh, we also define an outer ring of zero-length knot intervals in the T-
mesh. This choice is analogous to that of using open-knot vectors in NURBS-based analysis, which
leads to repeated knots on the boundary and eases the imposition of Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Figure 2(a) shows a possible valid knot interval configuration associated to the T-mesh depicted in
Figure 1(a). The knot intervals assigned to red, blue, and black edges take the value 0, 1/2, and 1,
respectively. Note that edges associated to zero-length knot intervals are plotted with a finite length
to make simpler the interpretation of the figure.
Another important object in the T-spline technology is the elemental T-mesh. The elemental T-
mesh is a new set of polygons which might be obtained from the extended T-mesh and the knot
interval configuration. The polygons that form the elemental T-mesh will be called elements. T-
mesh faces of zero surface (i.e., zero measure) do not contribute elements to the elemental T-mesh
and all T-mesh faces of non-zero surface give rise to at least one element in the elemental T-mesh.
Those which are not crossed by a T-junction extension give rise to exactly one element, and those
crossed by T-junction extensions may give rise to more than one. Figure 2(b) shows as shaded areas
delimited by black lines the polygons that compose the elemental T-mesh. See, in particular, how
the T-mesh faces in the bottom right area have been split into two elements in the elemental T-mesh.
Note also how the zero-surface faces do not form elements (see the outer ring and the area in the
Figure 2. (a) Valid knot interval configuration associated to a particular T-mesh. The black, blue, and red
edges have associated knot intervals of 1, 1/2, and 0, respectively. (b) Elemental T-mesh. The polygons
which are not shaded are not part of the elemental T-mesh. T-junction extensions become new edges which
may split faces into several elements of the elemental T-mesh.
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bottom left corner). The elements of the elemental T-mesh are important objects for analysis because
they delimit areas in which all T-spline blending functions are C1. In analysis, the elements of the
elemental T-mesh will be pushed forward to physical space using the isoparametric concept [89].
Each element of the elemental T-mesh gives rise to a so-called Bézier element in physical space.
Bézier elements are suitable regions to perform numerical integration because they are bounded by
lines across which at least one T-spline blending function fails to be C1. Within a Bézier element,
however, all T-spline blending functions are C1.
2.3. T-spline blending functions and Bézier extraction
As indicated before, we defined the T-mesh in such a way that it is topologically identical to the
control mesh. Thus, each vertex of the T-mesh has a control point associated and, therefore, a T-
spline blending function. To each vertex, we associate a capital index A 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº, where n
is the global number of control points. We proceed now to define the T-spline blending function
associated to the vertex A, which will be denoted by NA. Let us begin by defining the support of
NA, which can be inferred from the T-mesh and the knot interval configuration. To each vertex A
of the T-mesh, we will associate a set of T-mesh faces denoted by STA . Some of the faces in STA will
have a correspondence in the elemental T-mesh, giving rise to a new set that we call STeA . The region
occupied by the elements in STeA will be mapped to the physical space producing a set of Bézier
elements. The region defined by those Bézier elements is the support of NA in physical space. Let
us describe now STA for an arbitrary vertex A. If A is an extraordinary node or falls in the one-ring
of an extraordinary node, then STA is the two-ring neighborhood of A. Otherwise, STA is constructed
by marching through the T-mesh in each topological direction, starting at A, until p  1 vertices or
perpendicular edges are intersected or until the boundary of the T-mesh is encountered. Figure 3(a)
shows the sets STA and STB for vertices A and B (marked with stars in the plot). STA is composed
of the violet faces, while STB is comprised by the green faces. Note that the faces of zero surface
in STB have been disregarded, as they will not contribute Bézier elements in physical space [recall
the knot interval configuration shown in Figure 2(a). With the aforementioned information at hand,
it is possible to anticipate which basis functions will have support on a given Bézier element e,
which occupies a region e in physical space. To simplify notation, we introduce a local numbering
for the basis functions as it is typically carried out in the finite element method. Here, we follow
[90], and use the array IEN to establish a correspondence between local and global numbering. In
particular, we use the formula A D IEN.a; e/, where A is a global basis function index, a is a




(green) associated to vertices A and B of the T-mesh. For simplicity,
we have omitted faces of zero surface in ST
B
as they will not contribute elements in the Bézier mesh. (b)
Bézier mesh in physical space and support of the basis functions associated to vertices A (violet) and B
(green). Dark green squares denote Greville points in physical space.
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local-to-element basis function counter, and e denotes the element number. Let us define the vector
M e D ¹M ea ºneaD1, where the functions M ea are progenitors of the basis functions with support on
the element e. Note that, as emphasized with the superscript e in ne , the length of the vector M e
changes from one element to another. This is a peculiar feature of T-splines analysis which does not
hold true for NURBS-based analysis.
The concept of Bézier extraction permits computing M e as a linear combination of the canonical
tensor product Bernstein polynomials defined on a fixed parent element, namely,  D Œ1;C12.
This can be expressed mathematically as
M e ./ D C eB ./ ;  2 ; (1)
where B D ¹Bpi º.pC1/
dp
iD1 is a vector containing the two-dimensional Bernstein polynomials of
degree p in the domain  (see [45] for a precise description). The linear operator C e can be repre-
sented by a rectangular matrix and it is called element Bézier extraction operator. Although we will
not go into the details of the computation of C e , which may be found in [46] and [45], we point out
that the Bézier extraction operator is always computed from the knot interval configuration of the
T-mesh. However, we need to distinguish two different types of elements. The elements in the two-
ring of an extraordinary node are called irregular elements, while the remaining elements are called
regular elements. The Bézier extraction procedure for the regular elements is based on knot inser-
tion and was precisely described in [46]. However, the Bézier extraction procedure for the irregular
elements is based on imposing basic analysis-suitability properties and geometric constraints and it
was described in detail in [45]. In any case, Equation (1) applies and can be used to compute M e
as a linear combination of Bernstein polynomials. Furthermore, in practical cases, it may be use-
ful to utilize rational functions, typically to reproduce exactly a particular geometry. Given a set of
weights ¹wAºnAD1 and their local counterparts for element e, namely, ¹weaº, we can rationalize the
functions in M e as









where N ea is the a-th rational T-spline blending function over the element e. This finalizes the
process to construct the basis functions in parameter space. We would like to point out that if all the
weights take the value one, then the rational T-spline blending functions become polynomials due
to the partition of unity property, that is,
neX
bD1
M eb ./ D 1: (3)
Finally, to perform computations on non-trivial geometries, we need to map the parent element to
physical space using a geometrical mapping xe W  7! e . The basic information needed to produce
this mapping is a set of geometry control points ¹QBºnBD1 and the set of weights we just introduced,
namely, ¹wBºnBD1. A given geometry control point QA will have local indices associated, such that
QA D Qea, where A D IEN.a; e/. The same argument applies to weights. Thus, the geometrical






a ./  2 : (4)
Using the T-spline geometrical mapping (4), we can obtain the basis functions in physical space.
In particular, the restriction of NA to the element e is just the push forward of N ea , where A D
IEN.a; e/. Equation (4) will also be used to map the elemental T-mesh to the Bézier physical mesh.
Figure 3(b) shows a representative example of a Bézier mesh. In summary, as shown by Equations
(1)–(4), the use of Bézier extraction allows to use T-splines in a finite element code modifying just
the shape function subroutine.
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2.4. Continuity of T-spline blending functions
A T-spline blending function is at least Cp1 across an element boundary shared by two regular ele-
ments if the knot intervals associated to the edges in the other topological direction are not zero.
The number of continuous derivatives would be decreased by m if we introduce m zero-length knot
intervals. Now, we proceed to describe the continuity in the two-ring neighborhood of an extraordi-
nary node. A T-spline blending function is C2-continuous across an element boundary shared by a
regular and an irregular element. The continuity is reduced to C0 across an element boundary shared
by two irregular elements in the one-ring of an extraordinary node. The continuity across element
boundaries in the two-ring of an extraordinary node not described heretofore is C1.
2.5. Greville points
In our FSI algorithm presented in the following section, we will use a collocation approach that takes
inspiration from the emerging field of isogeometric collocation [52, 56]. Isogeometric collocation
is often carried out using the so-called Greville points. Greville points are easily defined for B-
Splines and NURBS [91], but their extension to unstructured T-splines is not trivial. Here, we utilize
the same generalization of classical Greville points that was used in [45]. We associate a Greville
point to each vertex of the T-mesh. Greville points associated to extraordinary nodes are located
right on top of extraordinary nodes. The location of Greville points associated to vertices which
are not extraordinary is defined by the knot intervals assigned to the edges that touch that vertex
(see the details in [45]). We can collect all Greville points defined this way in the set ¹biºniD1. For
each of these Greville points, we need to find the element in which it falls and its corresponding
coordinates in the parent element, namely, ei . The Greville points in physical space are computed




. The set of all those Greville points in physical space is denoted by fMh D ¹e iºniD1.
The Greville points for the T-mesh shown in Figure 1(a) are plotted in Figure 3(b) using small
green squares.
2.6. Analysis-suitable T-splines
Without any restriction on the T-mesh topology, T-splines blending functions do not inherit all the
important mathematical properties of NURBS. In particular, some problems can appear with linear
independence and partition of unity. For T-meshes of rectangular topology, this issue was solved
in [44] by defining a subset of T-splines called ASTS where all the mathematical properties of
NURBS are guaranteed including linear independence and partition of unity. When the T-mesh is
unstructured, assuring the linear independence and partition of unity of blending functions is more
difficult. In what follows, we summarize the current understanding concerning analysis suitability
of T-splines with and without extraordinary nodes:
1. It was proven in [44] that a T-mesh with T-junctions and no extraordinary nodes gives rise to
ASTS if no horizontal and vertical T-junction extensions intersect with each other.
2. It was proposed in [45] that a T-mesh with extraordinary nodes and no T-junctions gives
rise to ASTS if no extraordinary node lies within the three-ring neighborhood of another
extraordinary node.
3. It was proposed in [45] that a T-mesh with T-junctions and extraordinary nodes gives rise to
ASTS if the conditions (1) and (2) hold true and no one-bay face extension spans a face in the
three-ring neighborhood of an extraordinary node.
Note that ASTS are defined using simple topological rules. Although it is possible to construct
linear independent T-spline blending functions violating the aforementioned conditions, in what
follows, we restrict ourselves to the set of ASTS.
3. IMMERSED FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION METHOD
In this section, we describe the basics of our formulation at the continuous and discrete levels, and
we focus on the main differences between working with T-splines and NURBS for this immersed
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FSI methodology. The detailed derivations of the formulation at the continuous and discrete levels
can be found in our earlier paper [8].
3.1. Fluid–solid system
In what follows,   Rd is a time-independent open set which encloses our fluid–solid system.

f
t   denotes the open subset of  occupied by the fluid at time t , which we call the fluid
domain. The solid domain at time t is ft  . Note that, although we have assumed  to be fixed
in time, the fluid and solid domains do depend on time, as indicated by the subscript. The solid and
fluid domains define a partition of  such that  D ft [ st . The fluid and solid domains are
not allowed to overlap (ft \ st D ;, where ; is the empty set), but they meet at the solid–fluid
interface that we call It (ft \ st D It ). The boundaries of , ft , and st are denoted by  ,

f
t , and st , respectively, and their unit outward normals by n, nf , and ns , where the subscript t is
omitted for notational simplicity.
3.2. Kinematics
A Lagrangian description will be used for the solid domain, so let us define a reference configuration
s0 for our solid body. We consider the mapping ' W s0  .0; T / 7! Rd , where .0; T / is the time
interval of interest. We assume that ' is sufficiently smooth, orientation preserving, and invertible
[92]. Points EX in s0 are called material points or particles, while points in Rd are denoted x and
are called spatial points. To define the mapping ', we make use of the displacement field us W
s0  .0; T / 7! Rd . In particular,
'.X; t/ D X C us.X; t/: (5)
We define the velocity vs W s0  .0; T / 7! Rd , and the acceleration as W s0  .0; T / 7! Rd of a
material point as











Associated to the function vs , we define vs W st  .0; T / 7! Rd as
vs.X; t/ D vs.'.X; t/; t/ for all X 2 s0; t 2 Œ0; T : (8)
Note that although vs and vs represent the same physical quantity, namely, the solid velocity, they
are different functions, and thus, we use different notation for them. In what follows, we will call
vs Lagrangian or material velocity and vs Eulerian or spatial velocity. In general, we will use a bar
for Lagrangian functions whenever there is possibility of confusion. Applying the chain rule to (8),
we obtain
as.X; t/ D @v
s
@t
.X; t/ D @v
s
@t
.x; t/ C vs.x; t/  rxvs.x; t/ if x D '.X; t/: (9)




C vs  rxvs; (10)
which is standard in computational mechanics. From the mapping ', we may also define the
deformation gradient F W s0  .0; T / 7! Rdd as
F D rX' D I C rXus : (11)
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In (11), I denotes the identity tensor in Rdd . We will also make use of the Green–Lagrange strain
tensor E W s0  .0; T / 7! Rddsym defined by
E D 1
2
.C  I / ; (12)
where C W s0  .0; T / 7! Rddsym is called Cauchy–Green deformation tensor and takes on the form
C D FF T .
3.3. Governing equations in strong form
In this paper, we assume that both the fluid and the solid are incompressible.§ Therefore, the main
unknowns of the problem will be a pressure field and the velocity. The main idea of the method is





t  .0; T /





t  .0; T /
ps on st  .0; T /
I (13)
where vf and pf are the fluid velocity and pressure in Eulerian coordinates, while vs and ps
are analogous quantities for the solid. The pressure field will be used as a Lagrange multiplier to
impose the incompressibility constraint which holds in both the solid and the fluid. The function v
is globally continuous due to the no-slip condition at the fluid–solid interface
vf D vs on It  .0; T /; (14)
but the global pressure could, in principle, be discontinuous. Using the functions v and p, taking
into account that both fluid and solid are considered to be incompressible, and assuming that gravity
is the only external force acting on the system, the linear momentum balance and mass conservation
equations of our FSI problem can be written as follows
f Pv D rx  f C f g CF in   .0; T /; (15)
rx  v D 0 in   .0; T /; (16)
where F is defined as
F D
´
0; x 2 ft
f  s . Pv  g/ C rx   s   f  ; x 2 st : (17)
In Equations (15)–(17), f and f denote the fluid density and Cauchy stress tensor, respectively,
while s and  s denote the same quantities for the solid. The vector g denotes the acceleration of
gravity. To guarantee correct transmission of forces at the fluid–solid interface, we need to impose
the constraint
f nf D  sns on It  .0; T /: (18)
At this point, we need to introduce a constitutive theory to define the mechanical response of the
fluid and the solid. We will assume the fluid to be Newtonian. Therefore,
f D pI C 2	rsymx v; (19)
where 	 > 0 is the dynamic viscosity and rsymx v D .rxv C rxvT /=2. Note that we have extended
the definition of f to the entire fluid-solid system, even if it does not have a clear physical meaning
§The reader interested in the necessary modifications to account for a compressible solid embedded in an incompressible
fluid is remitted to [93].
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on st . We consider deformable solids in this paper.¶ The Cauchy stress tensor of the solid is given
by the expression
 D pI C FSF T =J ; (20)
where J D det.F / and S is the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor. We will consider a hyperelas-
tic material, in particular, the Neo-Hookean model with dilatation penalty proposed in [94]. For this












J 2  1C 1; (21)
where 	s is the shear modulus and 
s is the bulk modulus. Note that the last term of the preceding
equation (called dilatational term) is zero if the solid is incompressible, but we maintain it in the
formulation for reasons that will be made clear in Section 4.1. To compute the stress tensor S , we
need the Lagrangian displacement of the solid us.X; t/, which in our immersed method will be
obtained using the equation
@us.X; t/
@t
D v.x; t/ if x D '.X; t/ for all X2 s0; (22)
which follows from the definition of the global velocity v.
To complete the definition of a well-posed initial/boundary-value problem, we need to impose
suitable initial and boundary conditions. To define adequate boundary conditions, we split the
boundary  into non-overlapping sets associated to the fluid boundary and the solid boundary. Thus,
we define Bs D st \ and Bf D st \ such that  D Bs [ Bf and ; D Bs \ Bf . Note that in
general, Bs 6D, because part of may be immersed into  due to the nature of the method. Now,
we specify standard boundary conditions for a fluid-mechanics and solid-mechanics problem on Bs
and Bf , respectively. For consistency with our hypothesis about the time independence of , we
only consider homogeneous displacement boundary conditions on Bs . On the fluid boundary Bf ,
we assume the typical split between Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, which can be
expressed as Bf D BfD [ BfN , with BfD \ BfN D ;. Mathematically, our boundary conditions may
be expressed as
v D vB on BfD; (23)
 f nf D h on BfN ; (24)
us D 0 on Bs; (25)
where vB is a given velocity and h is a prescribed traction vector. As initial conditions, we set
an initial velocity for the entire fluid–solid system. In the solid domain, we also need to solve for
displacements, so we have to set initial displacements on . Therefore, our initial conditions are
given by
v.x; 0/ D vI .x/; x 2 ; (26)
us.X; 0/ D 0; X 2 s0: (27)
In summary, the main three equations to be solved in our immersed strategy are the linear momentum
balance Equation 15, the mass conservation Equation 16 and the kinematic relation between the
Lagrangian displacement and the Eulerian velocity given by Equation (22).
¶For the inclusion of rigid bodies in a immersed technique such as the one presented in this manuscript, various changes
need to be performed. The interested reader is remitted to [95].
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3.4. Linear momentum balance and mass conservation equations in weak form
As mentioned before, Equation (22) will be directly discretized in strong form, but the linear
momentum balance Equation 15, and the mass conservation Equation 16 will be solved using
a weighted residual formulation. Thus, before discretization, we need to derive a weak form of
Equations (15) and (16). To do so, we follow a variational multiscale approach proposed in [8]. We
will omit the details here, but the main idea is to split the velocity and pressure fields into coarse-
scale and fine-scale components as v Dev C v0 and p D Qp C p0. Then, we multiply Equations (15)
and (16) with weight functions w D ewCw0 and q D QqCq0, integrate over the relevant domain, and
perform basic manipulations (see [8] for a detailed derivation). Proceeding as indicated, we obtain
the following variational problem: find v and p such that for all ew and Qp
BED
¹ew; Qqº; ¹ev C v0; Qp C p0º  LED .ew/ C BLD .ew;ev/  LLD .ew/ D 0; (28)
with
BED




 .rx  ew; Qp/ C rsymx ew; 2rsymx ev 
C . Qq;r ev / C ew; v0  rev 
 rxew; .ev C v0/ ˝ v0  rx  ew;p0




LED .ew/ D .ew.x/;g/ C ew.x/; h.x/=f Bf
N
; (30)










ew.'.X; t//;1  s
f
ev.'.X; t/; t/  rxev.'.X; t/; t/J.X; t/
s
0




rsymx ew.'.X; t//; 1
f














Here, .; / denotes the L2 inner product over the domain indicated with the corresponding subscript,
˝ denotes the outer product, and  D 	f =f is the kinematic viscosity. The superscript ED
emphasizes that the equation is defined in the Eulerian description, whereas the superscript LD
indicates the use of the Lagrangian description.
3.5. Space discretization
We apply a semi-discrete formulation to our FSI problem. Therefore, we first discretize in space,
reducing Equation (28) to a system of ordinary differential equations that will be eventually inte-
grated in time. To perform space discretization, we need to introduce two discrete spaces associated
to the Eulerian and Lagrangian unknowns. In both cases, our discrete spaces will be spanned by
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linearly independent T-spline basis functions constructed as indicated in Section 2. Let us intro-
duce the set of T-spline basis functions ¹NA.x/ºnEDAD1 , which is defined over the physical space
 and is employed to discretize Eulerian unknowns. Similarly, we define the set of T-spline
basis functions ¹NB.X/ºnLDBD1 over the reference configuration of the solid s0. Assuming that




















where vh, ph, wh, qh, and uh are the discrete counterparts of ev, Qp, ew, Qq, and us , respectively.
A discrete mapping is also defined 'h.X; t/, which will be used to push forward the Lagrangian
mesh to physical space. We will now use the isoparametric concept, that is, we will use the same
shape functions to represent the geometry. Thus, the basis functions ¹NA.x/ºnEDAD1 are used to define
a computational mesh on the whole domain . We will refer to this mesh as the Eulerian mesh,
and it will be utilized to compute the integrals of the weak form (28) on  and BfN . Analogously,
the integrals of the weak form (28) on will be computed on the mesh defined by the basis func-
tions ¹NB.X/ºnLDBD1. This second mesh, because it is defined in the material description, will be
referred to as the Lagrangian mesh. Note that the Lagrangian mesh is arbitrarily located on top of the
Eulerian mesh.
Finally, to compute Equation (28), we need a model for the fine-scale velocity v0 and fine-scale
pressure p0. Here, we use the standard approach























D x : vh: (39)
Replacing continuous with discrete variables in Equation (28) and using (36)–(37), we obtain the
final form of our semi-discrete weak formulation, which may be expressed as follows: find vh and
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This completes the space discretization of the linear momentum balance and the mass conser-
vation equations. To finalize the space discretization, we also need to discretize Equation (22).
As mentioned before, we will discretize Equation (22) directly in strong form using a collocation
approach. Thus, we replace Equation (22) with a set of discrete equations given by
@uh
@t
. Qi ; t / D vh.'h. Qi ; t /; t/ for all Qi 2 fMh; (42)
where fMh is the set of Greville points in physical space as defined in Section 2. Note that Equations
(40) and (42) are fully coupled and will be solved simultaneously using a monolithic approach.
Associated to Equations (40) and (42), we define the following residual vectors
RM D ®RMA;i¯ I RC D ®RCA ¯ I RP D ®RPB;i¯ I (43)
where A 2 ¹1; : : : ; nEDº is a control-variable index of the Eulerian mesh, B 2 ¹1; : : : ; nLDº is a
control-variable index of the Lagrangian mesh and i is a dimension index which goes from 1 to d .
The components of the residual vectors have the following expressions
RMA;i D BEDMS

¹NAei ; 0º; ¹vh; phº
















. QB ; t /  vh

'h. QB ; t /; t
#
; (46)
where ei is the i th vector of the Cartesian basis.
3.6. Information transfer between the Eulerian and the Lagrangian meshes
Equation (46) connects the Lagrangian displacement and the Eulerian velocity at locations given by
the Greville points ¹QBºnLDBD1, which live in the solid’s reference configuration. These points have
been computed from their parametric counterparts ¹bBºnLDBD1, which are known and given by the
parametric configuration of the Lagrangian mesh. Thus, the term involving uh in Equation (46)
can be readily evaluated using typical procedures of the finite element method. The same argument
does not apply to the term involving vh because it is defined in the Eulerian mesh. According to
Equation (46), vh has to be evaluated in the physical point xB D 'h. QB ; t /. We know the parametric
origin of xB in the Lagrangian mesh, that isbB , but what we need to compute vh.'h. QB ; t /; t/ in
a standard finite element fashion is its parametric origin in the Eulerian mesh, which is not known
a priori. Thus, to evaluate vh.'h. QB ; t /; t/ in Equation (46), we need to invert the push forward
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to the physical space of the Eulerian mesh. Note that a similar issue arises when computing the
operators BLD and LLD in Equation (44). These operators involve integrals over the Lagrangian
domain that require evaluations of Eulerian functions on quadrature points of the Lagrangian mesh.
The parametric origin of these points in the Eulerian mesh is not known either.
Our computations are based on Bézier extraction. Therefore, the mapping from parametric to
physical space is local to elements as shown in Equation (4). As a consequence, if we want to
compute the parametric point associated to xB in the Eulerian mesh, we first need to find the Bézier
element in which xB is located. Bézier elements, in general, will have curvilinear shape, which
makes it difficult to locate the element without inverting the mapping. Thus, the most general way







where Nel is the global number of Bézier elements. Solving Equation (47) for all Bézier elements
would be computationally very intensive. Therefore, in practical dynamic computations, we proceed
as follows: For a given point QB , we store the Bézier element in which its physical counterpart fell at
the previous time step. When we have to find the Bézier element in which it falls in the current time
step, we only solve Equation (47) for a very small set of elements. That reduced set of elements is
composed by that which hosted the point in the previous time step and their neighbors.
Remark:
1. The local geometrical mapping is inverted solving a dd nonlinear system using the Newton–
Raphson algorithm.
2. When inverting the local geometrical mapping, it is important to check that the solution B
actually satisfies B 2 . As a matter of fact, Equation (47) usually has roots outside the
parent element and they need to be disregarded.
3. The strategy to transfer information between the Eulerian and the Lagrangian meshes is sim-
pler when using NURBS rather than T-splines. In NURBS-based analysis, the geometrical
mapping is local to patches rather than elements. Therefore, the first step in the process is to
find the patch that hosts the physical point. Because the number of patches is typically much
lower than the number of elements, the process is simplified. In addition, in many cases of
practical interest, NURBS geometrical mappings can be inverted analytically. Within this latter
category, we can include computations on boxes, cylinders or spheres, for example.
3.7. Time integration
Once space discretization has been sorted, we must now proceed with time discretization. A mono-
lithic and fully implicit algorithm based on the generalized-˛ method was proposed by some of
the authors in [8] and will be used here. The generalized-˛ algorithm dates back to 1993, when it
was first proposed to solve the structural mechanics equations [85]. The method was later extended
to first-order systems in the fluid dynamics domain [86]. As usual, we divide the time interval of
interest Œ0; T  into a sequence of subintervals .tn; tnC1/ with fixed time-step size t D tnC1  tn.
In the following, the time-discrete approximation at tn of the global vectors of control variables of
vh, ph, and @vh
@t
will be referred to as Vn, Pn, and An, respectively. Analogously, the time-discrete
approximation at tn of the global vectors of control variables of phvh and @v
h
@t
will be U n and V n.
We will also introduce UGn as the global vector that collects the time-discrete approximation of the
solid displacements at the Greville points, that is, UGn  ¹uhi . QA; tn/ºnLDAD1 for all i D 1; : : : ; d . In




. QA; tn/ºnLDAD1 for all i D 1; : : : ; d . Following this notation,
our time-integration algorithm may be defined as follows: Given Vn, An, U n, and V n, find VnC1,
AnC1, VnC˛f , AnC˛m , PnC1, U nC1, V nC1, U nC˛f , and V nC˛m such that
RM

V nC˛f ;AnC˛m ;PnC1; U nC˛f
 D 0; (48)
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V nC˛f D V n C ˛f .V nC1  V n/; (51)




















nC1  V Gn

; (54)












where ˛m, ˛f , and  are real-valued parameters that control the accuracy and stability of the
algorithm. We will choose here the values proposed by Jansen et al. [86] for first-order ordinary
differential equations. Note also that the vectors U nC˛f and U
G
nC˛f are related through a linear
equation. In fact, to obtain the vector of control variables from the values at Greville points, we just
need to collocate Equation (35) at Greville points as
uh. Qi ; tnC˛f / D
nLDX
BD1
uB.tnC˛f /NB. Qi / for all Qi 2 fMh: (57)
Equation (57) represents a linear system that establishes a correspondence between U nC˛f and
U
G
nC˛f . The matrix associated to (57) depends on the parametric configuration of the Lagrangian
mesh only, making it time independent. Therefore, we just need to compute this matrix once and
store it, then we will use it in each Newton–Rapshon of each time step.
Note that (50) is solved for each Greville point independently, that is, we do not need to assemble
any matrix for the kinematic equation at each Newton–Raphson iteration of every time step. This is
one of the consequences of using our hybrid variational-collocation method. It increases the global
efficiency of the methodology by saving computational time especially for higher orders.
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we present two numerical examples that illustrate the accuracy, stability, and
robustness of our algorithm. The examples also compare global refinement (NURBS) against local
refinement (T-splines) showing the enhanced efficiency of ASTS. The code used to perform these
simulations has been developed on top of the scientific library PETSc [96].
4.1. Free-falling cylinder in a channel
Let us consider a channel of infinite length, infinite height, and width 2L, which contains a viscous
fluid. We assume that there is a solid cylinder of infinite length and radius a immersed in the fluid.
The solid is denser than the surrounding fluid, and it is initially at rest. Then, it is allowed to fall
freely under the action of gravity. When the solid is released, it will accelerate until the effect of
the drag force, which becomes more prominent with velocity, added to buoyancy counterbalance
the downward pull of gravity. At that point, the net force acting on the solid will be zero, and the
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Table I. Values of the relevant physical
parameters for the free-falling cylinder
benchmark problem.





	s 40000 g=.cm s2/
L 2 cm
a 0:25 cm
object will move with constant velocity. This velocity is known as the terminal or settling veloc-
ity vT . If we consider the cylinder diameter to be the characteristic length-scale of the problem






It may be shown that, under the assumption of creeping flow (Re << 1), the terminal velocity may
be approximated by the expression
vT D









 0:9157 C 1:7244
 a
L




where g is the Euclidean norm of g. In this numerical example, we perform a full-scale FSI simula-
tion to compute the solid motion and compare the numerical approximation to the terminal velocity
with its theoretical value as given by Equation (59). The infinite length of the cylinder and the chan-
nel allows us to solve this problem in a two-dimensional domain of width 2L. In the direction of
gravity, we take a computational domain which is large enough to produce negligible errors due to
its finite size. Our data indicate that the computational domain  D Œ0; 2L  Œ0; 4L is sufficiently
large to reproduce accurately the results of the free-falling cylinder. In the bottom and lateral bound-
aries of the box, we impose no-slip conditions, while on the top boundary we prescribe stress-free
conditions. In our formulation, the cylinder is modeled as a deformable solid, but we use sufficiently
large stiffness moduli in the constitutive theory (Equation (21)) so that strains are negligible, that is,
the solid will just translate in vertical direction as a rigid body. Note that, even if we enforce incom-
pressibility in the formulation, the dilatational term has also been included in (21). Consistent with
previous findings by other authors [82], we have noticed that non-negligible errors in the incom-
pressibility constraint arise if the dilatational term is dropped. We have followed [82] in order to fix
this issue, that is, we have used relatively small values of 
s for our computations (of the order of
	s=10) in order to maintain J close enough to one. The values of the physical parameters used in
the computations are indicated in Table I. Introducing these parameters in Equation (59), we obtain
vT D 0:9122 cm=s and the Reynolds number becomes Re D 0:09122, which falls well within the
creeping-flow regime.
The time step used in the simulations is t D 103 s. We have discretized the problem in space
using cubic T-spline shape functions. T-splines, unlike Lagrange piecewise polynomials, can rep-
resent the axial section of the cylinder exactly. Additionally, the unstructured nature of T-splines
allows such an exact representation without the need to introduce singular points in the parameter-
ization. We note that this is not possible using single-patch NURBS. We use the same Lagrangian
mesh in all the simulations of this Section, it is plotted in Figure 4 along with its T-mesh. The
shape functions of the Lagrangian mesh are at least C2-continuous everywhere except in some
Bézier-element boundaries of reduced continuity, which are indicated in Figure 4 (see the caption of
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Figure 4. Solid’s T-mesh and Bézier mesh for the free-falling cylinder example. (a) T-mesh with four
extraordinary nodes which allow us to avoid degenerated points in the parameterization. (b) Zoom-in of
the T-mesh close to one of the extraordinary nodes. The color code in the edges of the T-mesh defines
the knot interval configuration. All edges have a knot interval of 1 associated, except those colored in red
which have associated a zero-length knot interval. (c) Bézier mesh in physical space. The basis functions
are C1 everywhere, except at the boundaries of the Bézier elements, where the continuity is reduced. The
continuity across black Bézier-element boundaries is at least C2. Dark blue lines represent element bound-
aries of C1 continuity due to the presence of extraordinary nodes. Green and light-blue lines represent
element boundaries of C0 continuity due to the presence of extraordinary nodes and our choice to use exact
geometry, respectively.
Table II. Different Eulerian meshes considered for the free falling cylinder benchmark problem.
Eulerian mesh Refinement Smallest element size Total number of Bézier elements
ASTS1 Three levels of refinement 0.1 1162
NURBS1 Uniform 0.1 3200
ASTS2 Four levels of refinement 0.05 3868
NURBS2 Uniform 0.05 12800
ASTS3 Five levels of refinement 0.025 14428
NURBS3 Uniform 0.025 51200
Figure 4 for details). We consider three ASTS Eulerian meshes and three NURBS Eulerian meshes.
These meshes are depicted in Table II. Note that the size of the elements in each uniform NURBS
mesh is always picked equal to the size of the smallest elements in its corresponding ASTS mesh.
This is performed in order to make a fair comparison between local and global refinement. The
shape functions of all Eulerian meshes are C2-continuous globally.
The entirety of the ASTS Eulerian mesh with five levels of refinement is shown in Figure 5 (left
panel) superimposed with a color plot of the vertical velocity and the Lagrangian mesh. The area
marked with a dashed white line (left panel) has been zoomed in for a clearer observation of the
mesh and the solution (middle and right panels). The color code in Figure 5 indicates the vertical
velocity (left and middle panels) and the velocity magnitude (right panel) at time t D 0:75 s. In the
right panel, we have also plotted velocity vectors superimposed on the color plot. It is apparent that
there is a large vortex close to the solid.
We have also computed the time evolution of the average vertical velocity of the cylinder for
each Eulerian mesh. In Figure 6, it can be seen how the numerical terminal velocity gets closer to
its theoretical value as we increase the spatial resolution for both ASTS and NURBS meshes. The
globally and locally refined meshes with the same element size give essentially the same solution
which shows the potential of ASTS in order to enhance the algorithm’s efficiency. The relative
error for the meshes ASTS3 and NURBS3 is below 0:2%, which seems to be similar to the error
in the theoretical solution given the number of digits employed in the constants in Equation (59).
Note that the mesh ASTS3 has 72% less Bézier elements than the mesh NURBS3 which exhibits
the importance of local refinement. Additionally, we would like to point out that only 20 Bézier
elements are behind the solid for the meshes ASTS1 and NURBS1, which is clearly not enough to
give a good solution.
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Figure 5. (a) Eulerian and Lagrangian meshes along with a color plot of the vertical velocity. The Eulerian
mesh is locally refined where the flow is most complex. Local refinement permitted us to reduce by 68% the
number of Bézier elements with respect to a uniform mesh that achieves the same accuracy. (b) Zoom in of
the inset area in the left panel. (c) Velocity magnitude in the inset area. The color plot is superimposed with
velocity vectors, which show the formation of a large vortex close to the solid.
Figure 6. Time evolution of the average cylinder velocity for each Eulerian mesh compared against the
theoretical terminal velocity (red line). The Lagrangian mesh is the same in all simulations and it is composed
of 156 Bézier elements and 209 control points. The ASTS Eulerian meshes have been locally refined where
the physics is more interesting without perceptible lost of accuracy from their globally refined NURBS
meshes counterparts. Excellent agreement is obtained with respect to the theoretical terminal velocity when
we use enough spatial resolution. Cubic basis functions have been used for all the meshes.
A peculiar feature of immersed FSI methods that use Lagrangian meshes arbitrarily embedded
into a background Eulerian mesh is that the finite element spaces ensued from the meshes might
have to comply with an inf-sup type condition to achieve stability [97, 98]. In the early stages of the
IFEM, which is a particular case of our method for classical C0 finite elements, it was reported that
the elements of the Lagrangian mesh had to be at least two times smaller than those of the Eulerian
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mesh. In our earlier work using globally C1-continuous basis functions, we showed that we could
obtain stable and accurate results working with the same element size in both meshes [8]. Here, we
show that the adoption of globally C2-continuous basis functions permits the use of solid elements
two times larger than those of the background Eulerian mesh (see the meshes in the middle panel
of Figure 5). These data suggest that increasing the global continuity may alleviate the inf-sup-type
condition that the solid and fluid spaces have to satisfy. Although we acknowledge that we do not
have a mathematical proof of this statement at this point, we do believe that this observation warrants
further investigation.
Another important aspect is that the computation of the residual requires integrating on the
Lagrangian mesh fields which live in the space defined by the Eulerian mesh. This leads to subop-
timal quadrature because we are integrating on the elements of the Lagragian mesh, but some of
the fields we integrate have lines of reduced continuity in those integration regions [99]. In classical
finite elements, those lines have C0 continuity. However, the continuity of those lines is increased
to C2 using cubic T-splines in the Eulerian mesh. It seems obvious that increasing the regularity of
those lines of reduced continuity will lead to more accurate integration and better results.
In all, this example shows that, for this particular type of algorithms, it is important to be able
to use local refinement and higher order global continuity simultaneously, which is very difficult to
achieve without the use of T-spline-based isogeometric analysis.
4.2. Flow past a deformable solid with one end fixed
Let us consider the two-dimensional fluid–solid system depicted in Figure 7, where lengths are
expressed in centimeters. The green rectangle in the plot represents a deformable solid of size 0:8 
0:2 cm. The bottom of the solid is fixed to the channel wall. The system is driven by a uniform
inflow velocity at the left boundary of the domain. The outlet on the right-hand side is subjected to a
zero-traction boundary condition, and the top and bottom boundaries are assumed to satisfy no-slip
boundary conditions. The values of the relevant physical parameters are indicated in Table III. We
assume that the relevant Reynolds number for this problem is
Figure 7. Flow past a solid. Geometry, boundary conditions, initial position of the solid, and Eulerian mesh.
The introduction of T-junctions allows us to locally refine the Eulerian mesh at the boundary layers and
downstream the solid. There are three levels of refinement. The solid is a rectangle of size 0:2  0:8 cm
and its bottom end is fixed. The solid mesh is uniform. The lengths marked in the plot are expressed in
centimeters and the velocities in centimeters per second.
Table III. Values of the relevant
physical parameters for the flow past
a solid example.





	s 8000 g=.cm s2/
vif 8 cm=s
b 2 cm
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where vif is the inflow velocity and b is the length of the inflow boundary of the channel. As shown
in Figure 7 and Table III, b D 2 cm. Using the remaining data in Table III, we find that Re D 800.
As in the aforemetioned example, three cubic ASTS and NURBS Eulerian meshes are considered
in order to do comparisons. The ASTS Eulerian meshes are locally refined where the flow is sup-
posed to be more complex due to the presence of the solid. Three levels of refinement are introduced
in all ASTS meshes with different spatial resolutions. The main features of the ASTS and NURBS
Eulerian meshes are described in Table IV. The mesh ASTS3 is shown in Figure 7. The Lagrangian
mesh used in our simulation is uniform, with 25  100 Bézier elements and 2884 control points.
Table IV. Different Eulerian meshes considered for the flow past a solid example.
Eulerian mesh Refinement Smallest element size Total number of Bézier elements
ASTS1 Three levels of refinement 0.05 2154
NURBS1 Uniform 0.05 6400
ASTS2 Three levels of refinement 0.025 7675
NURBS2 Uniform 0.025 25600
ASTS3 Three levels of refinement 0.0125 29549
NURBS3 Uniform 0.0125 102400
Figure 8. Flow past a solid. Pressure field color plot superimposed with arrows that represent the velocity
at time t D 0:193 s. The plot clearly shows a vortex downstream the solid which coincides with the lowest-
pressure area.
Figure 9. Flow past a solid. Time evolution of the displacement in the x and y directions of the left top
corner of the solid for the different Eulerian meshes considered. The Lagrangian mesh is the same in all
simulations and it is composed of 2500 Bézier elements and 2884 control points. The ASTS Eulerian meshes
have been locally refined close and after the solid. The meshes NURBS2 and NURBS3 give very similar
results despite of the much higher spatial resolution used in NURBS3, which indicates that enough spatial
resolution has been used in the mesh NURBS3. The mesh ASTS3 provides basically the same displacement
curves than NURBS3, however, it has 71% less Bézier elements thanks to the use of local refinement.
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The basis functions associated to both meshes are C2-continuous globally. The time step used in the
simulation is t D 2  104 s.
Figure 8 shows the solution at time t D 0:193 s using the mesh ASTS3. The deformation of the
solid is apparent. The color scale on the fluid represents the pressure and the superimposed arrows
correspond to the velocity field. As expected, there is a large vortex downstream the solid, located in
the low-pressure area. Figure 9 shows the time evolution of the horizontal and vertical displacements
of the top left corner of the solid for different Eulerian meshes. The displacement curves barely vary
from NURBS2 to NURBS3, which suggests that NURBS3 is a converged result. The mesh ASTS3
gives essentially the same solution than the mesh NURBS3, but it has 71% less Bézier elements
which evidences the advantages of the local refinement capability of T-splines. Finally, the results
of Figure 9 suggest that a steady configuration has been reached.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a hybrid variational-collocation immersed fluid-structure interaction method which
uses T-spline-based isogeometric analysis for both the fluid and the solid. The information transfer
between the Eulerian and the Lagrangian mesh is carried out using the T-splines shape functions as
well. T-splines bring a number of possibilities to the fluid-structure interaction field thanks to their
local refinement capability and their unstructured nature which allows to represent complex geome-
tries. At the same time, T-splines maintain all the advantages that NURBS have against other types
of shape functions such as high inter-element continuity. Higher-order global continuity was shown
to increase the accuracy per degree of freedom in solid and fluid mechanics, and we showed that it
is also beneficial for immersed FSI. Indeed, increasing the inter-element continuity of the discrete
spaces alleviates previously reported constraints on the element size of the Lagrangian and Eule-
rian meshes. We have validated our computational framework solving a common FSI benchmark
problem with theoretical solution. We took advantage of T-junctions to perform local refinement
and extraordinary nodes to avoid singular points. Our results were in very good agreement with
theoretical solutions, which confirms the feasibility of our methodology.
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Abstract
We explore the use of NURBS-based immersed fluid-structure interaction algorithms
to model the dynamics and rheology of red blood cells (RBCs) and nucleated cells. Prime
examples of cells with nucleus that are relevant to this study are white blood cells (WBCs)
and circulating tumor cells (CTCs). In this work, RBCs are modeled as thin solid mem-
branes called capsules. To model cells with nucleus we introduce the concept of compound
capsule which explicitly takes into account the nucleus as a bulky deformable solid. Our
results indicate that to reproduce the behavior of RBCs in shear and parabolic flows, it is
crucial to accurately solve the mass conservation equation near the fluid-solid interface. We
show results of hyperelastic capsules and compound capsules in two- and three-dimensional
settings. Finally, taking advantage of the geometric flexibility of our method, we simulate
how a CTC passes through a narrowing. This is a feature of CTCs that has recently
triggered excitement in the experimental community.
Keywords:
Isogeometric analysis, Immersed fluid-structure interaction, Hyperelastic compound
capsules, Tank-treading motion, Tumbling motion, F˚ahræus-Lindqvist Effect
1. Introduction
Blood is a complex fluid that is primarily made of blood plasma and red blood cells
(RBCs). The concentration of RBCs (hematocrit) in a healthy human body is in average
45% of the blood volume. The remaining formed elements of blood such as, e.g., white
blood cells (WBCs) and platelets, add up to less than 1% of the total blood volume. The
mechanical behavior of blood depends strongly on the scale of study. In large vessels with
a diameter greater than 500µm, considering blood as a Newtonian fluid with a constant
viscosity is sufficiently accurate for most applications. However, in vessels with smaller di-
ameters, blood behaves as a non-Newtonian fluid. In fact, to be able to match experimental
∗Corresponding author.
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results of blood flow in cylindrical tubes with Poiseuille’s law, it is necessary to define an
apparent viscosity that depends at least on the tube’s diameter and the hematocrit. This
phenomenon is known as the F˚ahræus-Lindqvist effect [1].
In most cases, RBCs are the blood constituent principally responsible for the dynam-
ics and rheology of blood, which is related with the fact that RBCs are more numerous
and more deformable than the remaining formed elements of blood. One way to study
microscale blood flow is to explicitly model RBCs. This is the approach chosen in the
present work and it leads to a fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem that we solve using
an immersed approach. A RBC is composed by a lipid bilayer membrane with an attached
spectrin network called cytoskeleton which encapsulates a concentrated hemoglobin solu-
tion that behaves as a Newtonian incompressible fluid. Under physiological conditions,
both the RBC volume and external area are nearly constant. In a quiescent fluid, healthy
RBCs have a biconcave shape. Nevertheless, under nonequilibrium conditions such us,
e.g., pure shear flow and parabolic flow, RBCs exhibit a variety of interesting shapes and
motions [2, 3]. In the last decades, the reproduction of experimental shapes and motions
has been the most widespread benchmark test used in order to evaluate the accuracy and
efficiency of different RBC models in blood flow∗. The two most common continuum-based
approaches for modeling RBCs are the so-called vesicles [5, 6, 7] and capsules [8]. Vesicles
consider the bending resistance of the lipid bilayer membrane which can be directly con-
trolled through a parameter called bending rigidity, but they neglect the shear resistance of
the cytoskeleton. Capsules consider both bending and shear resistances, but both types of
resistances are usually controlled through the same parameter, namely, the shear modulus.
In this work, we use capsules as our model for RBCs.
Blood plasma behaves as a Newtonian incompressible fluid whose average density and
dynamic viscosity are 1.025 g/cm3 and 1.2 mPa s, respectively [9]. Due to the low values of
the Reynolds number usually encountered in microcirculation problems, it is quite common
to assume Stokes flow to model blood plasma at small scales. However, recent findings show
that inertial effects do play an important role in microcirculation, especially when the flow
domain is curved [10, 11]. These observations are giving rise to an entirely new field call
inertial microfluidics and are expected to have practical applications in the next few years.
Motivated by this experimental evidence, we do not assume Stokes flow, but solve the
Navier-Stokes equations using the variational multiscale (VMS) technique [12, 13, 14].
In the last few years, the continuum-based modeling of WBCs has received increasing
attention. The goal is to elucidate a plethora of open questions about flows that involve
both RBCs and WBCs. Besides of a membrane, a WBC contains a nucleus, organelles, and
fibers, which are suspended in a viscous cytosol [15]. Therefore, modeling WBCs either
as bulky bodies or using the same models used for RBCs (e.g., vesicles or capsules) is
not accurate in a number of situations. In [16], a model for WBCs is proposed under the
assumption that the behavior of a WBC is dominated by its nucleus, its viscous cytosol,
∗For a thorough discussion of the different types of models used for RBCs, the interested reader is
remitted to [4].
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and its membrane, that is, the organelles and other internal constituents are neglected.
Ref. [16] introduces the concept of compound vesicles in which the membrane is modeled
as a vesicle (i.e., they only consider bending resistance) and the nucleus is modeled as a
rigid body (i.e., they neglect its strains). The modeling of other types of nucleated cells,
e.g., circulating tumor cells (CTCs) is also an appealing subject. CTCs are cancerous
cells that escape from the tumor, enter the circulatory system through a process called
intravasation and acquire the ability to survive in this new environment. Eventually, some
of these cells may extravasate, that is, leave the circulatory system, settle in a new organ
and possibly create a secondary tumor. This process is part of the so-called metastatic
cascade. We believe that understanding the behavior of CTCs in microcirculation would
lead to a deeper understanding of the metastatic cascade which could help to develop
therapies to stop cancer spreading [17]. It may also permit to design devices that allow to
isolate CTCs from a blood sample with diagnostic purposes.
In this work, we use a NURBS-based immersed FSI approach to study the behavior of
capsules in shear and parabolic flows. Our numerical results are compared with experimen-
tal results for RBCs. Good agreement is found as long as the incompressibility constraint
is adequately satisfied near the fluid-solid interface. Ensuring that the incompressibility
constraint is satisfied is quite challenging due to the assumption of continuous pressure
across the fluid-solid interface which is done in all immersed methods that we are aware
of. Moreover, handling the large strains undergone by the numerical proxies of RBCs is
one of the main bottlenecks of mesh-based immersed FSI approaches. In [18, 19], the au-
thors claim that piecewise linear Lagrange polynomials cannot deal with the large strains
found in their simulations and they propose to use the meshfree reproducing kernel particle
method for representing the capsules instead [20, 21]. In our case, the higher inter-element
continuity of NURBS gives us sufficient robustness [22] to handle the large strains under-
gone by the capsules in all of our simulations. In this paper, we introduce the concept of
compound capsules to model nucleated cells. A compound capsule is formed by a capsule,
an incompressible Newtonian fluid enclosed by the capsule, and a bulky deformable solid
suspended in the fluid, which represent the membrane, the cytosol, and the nucleus of the
cell, respectively. The dynamics of compound capsules in shear flow are analyzed in two-
and three-dimensional settings. Our results are in agreement with those of compound vesi-
cles. Additionally, the geometric flexibility of our immersed approach enables us to solve
problems on non-trivial geometries.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our FSI modeling framework
and emphasizes the main challenges faced when an immersed approach is used. Section
3 studies the dynamics of capsules and compound capsules in shear flows. In Section 4,
we focus on the behavior of RBCs and CTCs in parabolic flows. Section 5 presents our
conclusions and future directions of work.
2. FSI simulation using an immersed approach
Our FSI formulation at the continuous and discrete levels was thoroughly derived in our
two earlier works [23, 24]. In this Section, we summarize our hybrid variational-collocation
3
immersed method for FSI and focus on a number of important subjects, namely, how to
improve local mass conservation close to the fluid-solid interface, how to alleviate the issue
of suboptimal quadrature rules that arises in immersed FSI through higher inter-element
continuity, the coupling strategy, and the nonlinear and linear solvers used for the final
system of algebraic equations.
2.1. Governing equations
Let d = {2, 3} be the number of spatial dimensions. Let Ω1t ⊂ Rd and Ω2t ⊂ Rd be two
open sets that represent the time-dependent domains occupied by a viscous incompressible
fluid and a hyperelastic incompressible solid, respectively. Γ1t and Γ
2
t are their corresponding
boundaries. These two regions meet at the fluid-solid interface ΓIt = Ω
1
t ∩ Ω2t . Let Ω ⊂ Rd
be an open set that represents the domain occupied by both the fluid and the solid, that
is, Ω = Ω1t ∪ Ω2t . In all the simulations presented in this paper, Ω is time independent.
Therefore, we will assume that Ω is fixed in time to simplify the description of our algorithm.
The boundary of Ω is denoted by Γ. Let v : Ω × (0, T ) 7→ Rd, p : Ω × (0, T ) 7→ R,
and u2 : Ω
2
0 × (0, T ) 7→ Rd denote the Eulerian velocity, the Eulerian pressure, and the
Lagrangian displacement, respectively, where (0, T ) is the time interval of interest and Ω20
is a reference configuration of Ω2t . Let X ∈ Ω20, x ∈ Ω, and ϕ : Ω20 × (0, T ) 7→ Ω2t be a
material point, a spatial point, and the deformation mapping ϕ(X, t) = X + u2(X, t),
respectively.
The three equations that define our problem are the linear momentum balance equation,
the mass conservation equation, and the kinematic relation between the Eulerian velocity





+ v · ∇xv
)
= ∇x · σ1 + ρ1g +F in Ω× (0, T ) , (1)
∇x · v = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) , (2)
∂u2
∂t
= v in Ω2t × (0, T ) , (3)
with
F =







+ v · ∇xv − g
)
+∇x · (σ2 − σ1) , x ∈ Ω2t
, (4)
and constitutive laws
σ1 = −pI + 2µ∇symx v , (5)
σ2 = −pI + FSF T/J . (6)
Here, ρ1 and ρ2 are the fluid and solid densities, respectively, σ1 and σ2 are the fluid and
solid Cauchy stress tensors, respectively, g is an external body force acting on the system,
I denotes the identity tensor in Rd×d, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ∇symx (·) is the
symmetric gradient operator given by ∇symx v = (∇xv +∇xvT )/2, F : Ω20 × (0, T ) 7→ Rd×d
is the deformation gradient given by F = ∇Xϕ = I + ∇Xu2, S denotes the second
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Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor of the considered hyperelastic incompressible solid, and J =
det(F ) is the Jacobian determinant. At the continuous level, J = 1 because the solid is
incompressible.
In order to achieve a well-posed FSI problem, we need to impose suitable initial and
boundary conditions. Regarding initial conditions, the Eulerian velocity and Lagrangian
displacement need to be given at the initial time. To simplify the definition of boundary
conditions, we consider that the solid is fully immersed in the fluid, which is the case of
interest for RBCs and CTCs. In this scenario, the boundary of the solid coincides with
the fluid-solid interface (Γ2t = Γ
I
t ) and we impose two boundary conditions at the interface,
namely, the no-slip boundary condition and the stress compatibility between the fluid and
solid Cauchy stress tensors. The no-slip boundary condition is imposed through Eq. (3)
and the stress compatibility condition will be naturally enforced by the variational form
of (1). On the boundary of the fluid Γ1t = Γ, we assume the standard split in Dirichlet
boundary conditions on ΓD and Neumann boundary conditions on ΓN . The sets ΓD and
ΓN satisfy the relations Γ = ΓD ∪ ΓN and ΓD ∩ ΓN = ∅.
Eq. (3) will be discretized in space using isogeometric collocation [25, 26, 27, 28],
therefore, it is not necessary to recast it in weak form. However, Eqs. (1) and (2) will
be discretized in space using a weighted residual formulation, viz., the VMS approach
proposed in [14]. The basic idea behind the VMS technique is to split the velocity and
the pressure into two components, namely, v = v˜ + v′ and p = p˜ + p′. Here, v˜ and
p˜ are finite-dimensional coarse-scale components while v′ and p′ are infinite-dimensional
fine-scale components. Then, we multiply Eqs. (1) and (2) by weight functions w˜ and q˜,
respectively, integrate over Ω, and perform various mathematical operations described in
detail in [14]. Following the aforementioned steps, we derive the following weak formulation
of Eqs. (1) and (2):
BED ({w˜, q˜}, {v˜ + v′, p˜+ p′})− LED (w˜) +BLD (w˜, v˜;u2) = 0 . (7)
with





+ v˜ · ∇xv˜
)
Ω
− (∇x · w˜, p˜)Ω + (∇symx w˜, 2ν∇symx v˜)Ω
+ (q˜,∇x · v˜)Ω + (w˜,v′ · ∇v˜)Ω
− (∇xw˜, (v˜ + v′)⊗ v′)Ω − (∇x · w˜, p′)Ω
− (∇xq˜,v′)Ω , (8)
LED (w˜) = (w˜, g)Ω + (w˜,h/ρ1)ΓN , (9)
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Note that p˜ and p′ have been redefined by dividing through the fluid density ρ1 as in [14],
ν = µ/ρ1 is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, and h is the prescribed traction vector.
2.2. Semi-discrete formulation
In order to perform space discretization, let us start considering a set of NURBS basis
functions {NEDA (x)}nEDA=1 defined over the physical domain Ω. Thanks to the stabilized VMS
technique, the same scalar discrete space spanned by the above-mentioned basis functions
can be used to represent the weight and trial functions for p˜ and each Cartesian component
of v˜ without the need to use a stable pressure-velocity combination in the sense of Babuˇska
























A (x) . (12)
Analogously, let us consider a set of NURBS basis functions {NLDB (X)}nLDB=1 defined over
the reference domain Ω20. The scalar discrete space spanned by these basis functions will






B (X) . (13)
Eq. (3) will also be discretized using the space spanned by {NLDB (X)}nLDB=1. Since we
discretize this equation using collocation, we just need to define a set of collocation points.
We will follow the standard practice in IGA and use Greville points (denoted by {τ i}nLDi=1 )
as our collocation sites. We note, however, that a new set of points referred to as Cauchy-
Galerkin points has been recently proposed [31]. Cauchy-Galerkin points have the potential
to render the Galerkin solution exactly with a computational cost of one evaluation of the
basis functions per degree of freedom.
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We will use the isoparametric concept in order to build computational meshes in Ω
and Ω20. These meshes will be called Eulerian mesh and Lagrangian mesh, respectively.
The Lagrangian mesh can be pushed forward to physical space using the discrete mapping
ϕh(X, t). This mesh moves on top of the Eulerian mesh in a nonconforming fashion.
To finish the spatial discretization, we express the fine-scale velocity and fine-scale





+ vh · ∇xvh +∇xph − ν∆xvh − g
)
, (14)
p′ =− τC∇x · vh , (15)




















, x(ξ) is the geometrical mapping
of the Eulerian mesh, and CI is a positive constant. Following [33], we take CI = 36 in our
simulations.
The scalar function sh(x, t) that appears in Eq. (16) is a dimensionless scaling factor
introduced in the context of immersed FSI methods in [32]. To the best of our knowledge, all
available immersed FSI methods assume the pressure field to be continuous across the fluid-
solid interface. However, the exact solution to the problem may have discontinuous pressure
at the interface. Therefore, the discrete pressure spaces of immersed FSI methods have poor
approximation properties at the interface leading to lack of local mass conservation in this
region for practical levels of refinement. This issue is particularly notorious for thin solids
where solutions with large pressure jumps at the interface are common. As in [32, 34, 35],
the above-mentioned scaling factor is introduced to locally weaken the influence of the
poorly approximated pressure gradient in Eq. (14) and locally enhance the penalization of
volume change due to the inverse relation between τM and τC . The function s
h(x, t) belongs





set the control variables associated with basis functions that intersect the interface to the
same value sI >> 1 and the remaining control variables are set to 1.
Finally, the semi-discrete formulation of our immersed method can be stated as: Find
vh, ph, and uh2 such that, for all w
h and qh defined as in Eq. (12) and all {τ i}nLDi=1 ,
BED
({wh, qh}, {vh + v′, ph + p′})− LED (wh)+BLD (wh,vh;uh2) = 0 , (18)
∂uh2
∂t
(τ i, t) = v
h(ϕh(τ i, t), t) . (19)
Remark 1:
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The integrals of Eq. (10) demand special attention. Gaussian quadrature rules de-
fined on the elements of the Lagrangian mesh are used to compute those integrals.
However, there are functions in the integrands, namely, the weighting functions wh,
the coarse-scale velocity vh, and their first derivatives, which are defined on the Eule-
rian mesh instead of the Lagrangian mesh. Therefore, for a certain Gauss point with
parametric coordinates ξLDG in the Lagrangian mesh, we first need to compute its
physical location xG using the geometrical mapping of the Lagrangian mesh, i.e, ϕ
h.
Then, we have to invert the geometrical mapping of the Eulerian mesh in order to
obtain the parametric coordinates ξEDG associated with the physical point xG in the
Eulerian mesh. Once we know ξEDG , we can evaluate functions that are defined on the
Eulerian mesh using standard procedures of finite elements. Note that an analogous
situation occurs when we try to evaluate Eq. (19) at a certain collocation point.
Remark 2:
The above-explained integration process used for BLD is suboptimal because the
functions that are defined on the Eulerian mesh may have lines of reduced continuity
in the interior of the integration regions which are the elements of the Lagrangian
mesh. However, the higher inter-element continuity of spline functions is used in
order to alleviate this issue.
Remark 3:
As reported in the literature [36, 37], when piecewise linear Lagrange polynomials
are used in immersed FSI, the element size of the Lagrangian mesh is required to be
at least twice as small as the element size of the Eulerian mesh in order to achieve
stable solutions. Our numerical findings reveal that the use of higher order splines
permits to obtain stable solutions utilizing the same element size in both meshes.
2.3. Time discretization and FSI solution strategy
We discretize the first order time derivatives that appear in our immersed FSI for-
mulation using the Generalized-α technique [38], which is an implicit and second-order
accurate method with control over the dissipation of high-frequency modes. Once the time
discretization has been sorted, we are left with a system of nonlinear algebraic equations
that relates the unknown control variables of the Eulerian velocity, Eulerian pressure, and
Lagrangian displacement at time tn+1 to the known control variables at time tn. In order
to compute the unknown control variables at time tn+1, we derive two separate tangent
matrices. One tangent matrix for the linear momentum and mass conservation residuals
(RMC) where the Lagrangian control variables (ULD) are considered to be constant and
another tangent matrix for the kinematic equation residual (RK) where the Eulerian con-
trol variables (UED) are considered to be constant. The tangent matrix associated toRK is
computed by linearizing the residual with respect to the physical values of the Lagrangian
displacements at collocation points. The reason is that this tangent matrix is much sparser
than that obtained by linearizing with respect to the control variables. Actually, by using
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the advocated tangent matrix we only need to solve an independent d×d linear system for
each collocation point. Furthermore, we apply the so-called block-iterative approach for
solving these two subproblems [39, 40]. This fully-implicit approach boils down to finding
a root of the residuals RMC and RK given initial guesses for UED and ULD following the
next steps:
1. Compute the residual RK by evaluating Eq. (19) at each collocation point and the
corresponding tangent matrix by linearizing with respect to the physical values of the
displacements at collocation points.
2. Solve a d × d linear system for each collocation point where the unknowns are the
physical values of the displacement at the collocation point.
3. Compute the Lagrangian control variables from the displacement physical values
at the collocation points. This is done collocating Eq. (13) and solving a linear
system. Note that the matrix of this linear system depends only on the parametric
configuration of the Lagrangian mesh. Therefore, we just need to compute the matrix
once, store it, and use it in each Newton-Raphson iteration of each time step. This
finalizes the update of the Lagrangian control variables ULD.
4. Assemble the residual RMC . We recall that the assembly of RMC is not standard
since it requires to go from the parametric coordinates of a quadrature point in
the Lagrangian mesh to its associated parametric point in the Eulerian mesh at the
proper time level. This process was explained in detail in [24] and avoids errors
associated with either interpolating or projecting functions from the Eulerian mesh
to the Lagrangian mesh.
5. Assemble an approximate tangent matrix KMC ' ∂RMC
∂UED
. We are using the approx-
imation to the tangent matrix given in [14].
6. Solve the linear system KMC∆UED = −RMC .
7. Update the Eulerian control variables UED ← UED + ∆UED.
This process is repeated until each component ofRMC andRK is sufficiently converged.
In particular, in all the simulations performed in this paper, we stop the iterative process
when the L2-norm of each residual component has decreased more than four orders of
magnitude. To linearize the residual RMC , we use a Newton-Raphson algorithm with line
search [41]. Regarding the linear solver for Step 6, we use the generalized minimum residual
method (GMRES) [42, 43] with relative tolerance set to 10−5. The use of the function sh
in Eq. (16) increases the condition number of KMC for large values of the parameter sI .
This makes it quite challenging to find a suitable preconditioner. Our implementation is
built on top of PetIGA [44, 45, 46], which gives us direct access to the preconditioners
of the scientific librery PETSc [47, 48]. For parallel MPI simulations with a relatively
low number of processors (up to 32 or 64 cores depending on the size of the problem),
the best performance is given by the restricted additive Schwarz preconditioner with the
following options: LU decomposition as subdomain solver, one subdomain per processor,
and nested dissection as matrix reordering technique so as to reduce the ratio of fill-ins
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and enhance the stability of the LU decomposition. However, for parallel MPI simulations
with a larger number of processors (we have tried up to 256 cores), the best performance
is given by the block Jacobi preconditioner with the following options: LU decomposition
as subdomain solver, two subdomains per processor so as to enhance the communication
between subdomains [49], and nested dissection as matrix reordering method.
Remark 4:
In various of the simulations presented in the following Sections, we will have several
solids embedded in the domain Ω. The aforementioned block-iterative technique is
highly efficient since we just have to repeat Steps 1, 2, and 3 for each solid and
assemble its contribution to RMC in Step 4.
3. Numerical simulations of capsules and compound capsules in shear flow
The velocity field of a linear shear flow in the x direction has the form vshear = (γ˙z, 0, 0)
where γ˙ is the constant shear rate that characterizes the flow’s strength. For low Reynolds
numbers, shear flows can be produced in rectangular and parallelogram geometries by
setting velocity boundary conditions compatible with vshear and letting the Navier-Stokes
equations evolve in time. In this Section, we follow a similar approach, but we embed
capsules and compound capsules in the flow. The goal is to study their motions and how
they modify the velocity field.
3.1. Qualitative description of the motion of a capsule
A capsule, which is used as our RBC mimic, is composed by a very thin membrane
with a fluid inside. From theoretical and experimental developments, it is known that
the following dimensionless numbers control the dynamics of an individual capsule to a
significant extent:
• The swelling degree of the membrane (∆m). In a three-dimensional setting, the
swelling degree is defined as the ratio of the volume enclosed by the membrane (Ve)





A3c . Its two-dimensional counterpart is defined as the ratio of the area
enclosed by the membrane (Ae) to the area of a circle with the membrane perimeter
(Pc), that is, ∆m = 4piAe/P
2
c .
• The confinement degree (χ). This quantity is the ratio of the effective membrane
radius (R0) to the channel half-width. In a three-dimensional setting, R0 is defined
as the radius of a sphere with the membrane external area, i.e., R0 =
√
Ac/4pi. Anal-
ogously, in a two-dimensional setting, R0 is the radius of a circle with the membrane
perimeter, i.e., R0 = Pc/2pi
†.
†Some authors define an effective radius over the volume/area enclosed by the membrane in a three-
/two-dimensional setting, respectively.
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• The viscosity contrast (Λ). The membrane encloses an internal fluid of viscosity
µi and it is suspended in an outer fluid of viscosity µo, thus defining the viscosity
contrast as Λ = µi/µo. In this paper, we consider internal and outer fluids with the
same viscosity µ, therefore, Λ = 1.
• The surface capillary number of the membrane (Cma ). The parameter Cma quantifies
the relative strength of the viscous forces exerted by the external fluid to the elastic
forces exerted by the membrane. Its precise form is given by Cma = µoγ˙R0/hGm,
where γ˙ is the average shear rate, h is the membrane thickness, and Gm is the
membrane shear modulus.
• The Reynolds number (Re). The parameter Re quantifies the relative strength of
the inertial forces to the viscous forces exerted by the external fluid. The relevant
Reynolds number for this problem is Re = ρ1γ˙R
2
0/µo.
A single capsule in shear flow exhibits two main types of motion, viz., tank-treading
and tumbling. These two motions were first observed in experiments with RBCs in shear
flow in [50, 51, 52]. In the tank-treading (TT) motion, the RBC membrane adopts a nearly
constant orientation with the flow direction and rotates around the hemoglobin like the
tread of a tank. The two main physical quantities that characterize a TT motion are the
inclination angle of the membrane with the flow direction (θ) and the frequency of the TT
motion (ωTT ). In the tumbling (TU) motion, the RBC rotates as a whole around its center
of gravity. The main physical quantity that characterizes a TU motion is its frequency
(ωTU). For capsules, the transition from TT to TU is mainly determined by the viscosity
contrast. For Λ = 1, TT motion is expected.
3.2. Qualitative description of the motion of a compound capsule
A compound capsule, which is proposed here as a CTC mimic, is composed by a very
thin membrane, an inclusion (i.e., a bulky solid) and a fluid between the membrane and the
inclusion. The dynamics of a compound capsule are controlled by the quantities described
in Section 3.1. and the following dimensionless numbers:
• The filling fraction (φ). In a three-dimensional setting, φ is the ratio of the inclusion
volume to the volume enclosed by the membrane. Its two-dimensional counterpart is
defined as the ratio of the inclusion area to the area enclosed by the membrane.
• The swelling degree of the inclusion (∆i). The definition of ∆i is analogous to that
of ∆m.
• The bulk capillary number of the inclusion (Cia). The quantity Cia measures the
relative strength of the viscous forces exerted by the internal fluid to the elastic forces
exerted by the inclusion. It is defined as Cia = µiγ˙/Gi, where Gi is the inclusion shear
modulus.
The numerical simulations that follow are aimed at gaining a deeper understanding of











(b) Relative area change
Figure 1: Parameter sweep of sI to asses mass conservation errors near the fluid-solid interface. a)
Geometrical description of the considered problem together with the boundary conditions applied. b)
Relative area change of an elliptic capsule in shear flow at t = 1.0 s with ∆t = 0.0005 s.
3.3. Adjusting sI so as to enforce the incompressibility constraint at the interface
As explained in Section 2.2 and following [32], we modify the VMS stabilization close to
the fluid-solid interface introducing the dimensionless parameter sI in order to compensate
the poor approximation properties of the pressure field in that region. In order to decide a
suitable value for sI , we measure the area change of a two-dimensional capsule for different
values of sI .
The domain Ω is a rectangle of 0.0024× 0.0012 cm2. Periodic boundary conditions are
applied in the horizontal direction. We use Dirichlet boundary conditions in the top and
bottom walls as indicated in Fig. 1 a). The described boundary conditions lead to a shear
rate γ˙ = 70 s−1, which is within the range found in microcirculation [53]. An elliptic capsule
is initially placed at the center of the domain with its longer axis perpendicular to the flow
direction [see Fig. 1 a)]. The semiaxes of the ellipse are a = 0.0002 cm and b = 0.0001 cm,
which lead to R0 = 0.0001542 cm. The thickness of the membrane is h = 5 · 10−7 cm. The
remaining physical parameters are taken as follows: µ = 0.012 g/(cm s), ρ1 = 1.025 g/cm
3,
ρ2 = 1.1 g/cm
3, Gm = 7500 dyn/cm
2, and g = (0, 0). With these parameters, the above-
mentioned dimensionless numbers are: ∆m = 0.841, χ = 0.257, Λ = 1, C
m
a = 0.0345, and
Re = 0.000142.
Here and in the remaining simulations of this paper, our solid material model is given








where G is the shear modulus and C = FF T is the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor.
An Eulerian mesh with 256 × 128 cubic NURBS elements is used to represent the
rectangular domain Ω. To represent the capsule we use NURBS basis functions of second
order or higher, which, unlike Lagrange polynomials, can represent a hollow ellipse exactly.
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In this simulation, we use a Lagrangian mesh with 1 × 208 quadratic NURBS elements.
The time step is ∆t = 0.0005 s.











In this simulation, the capsule acquires a nearly constant inclination angle at time
t = 0.15 s. At time t = 1 s, the membrane particles have already completed more than
three turns in their TT motion. Fig. 1 b) shows the value of rA for different values of sI at
time t = 1 s. As expected, the spurious area change decreases as we rise the dimensionless
parameter sI . As we increase the value of sI , the number of linear iterations needed per
nonlinear iteration increases because the condition number of the tangent matrix becomes
greater. However, the number of nonlinear iterations per time step decreases because
larger values of sI render a less stiff residual of the mass conservation equation, which is
usually the bottleneck for nonlinear convergence. In particular, for this case, which is solved
using the restricted additive Schwarz preconditioner, the computational time was lowest
for sI = 10
10. Based on Fig. 1 b), we believe that sI = 10
10 produces mass conservation
errors which are sufficiently small for our target applications. Therefore, we will use this
value of sI in all the simulations of shear flow unless otherwise specified. Consistently
with [32], we find that large errors in the incompressibility constraint may even alter the
qualitative character of the numerical solutions. For example, for sI ≤ 105, the capsule no
longer undergoes a classical TT motion. To test and validate an immersed FSI algorithm,
we recommend to check the errors incurred in the incompressibility constraint near the
fluid-solid interface.
Under physiological conditions, both the RBC volume and external area are known to
remain nearly constant. We are not enforcing the capsule external area to be constant in
our formulation. However, we will measure its time evolution in our simulations. In order












In the simulations shown in Section 3, the relative perimeter change is always lower
than 0.04. We believe that this value is acceptable for the purposes of this paper. There
are capsule formulations based on shells that impose the constraint of external area in
their formulations [54, 55]. However, as pointed out in [56], when these models are used
in immersed FSI, this constraint is usually loosened in order to achieve convergence of the
FSI scheme.
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Figure 2: Time evolution of the inclination angle. In this case, there is an oscillation with an amplitude
smaller than 1◦ around the value 26.06◦
3.4. Spatial and temporal resolution study
In this Section, we perform a mesh independence study for the problem stated in Section
3.3. The quantities of interest will be the inclination angle and the TT frequency for
different meshes and time steps. In our simulations, the inclination angle is computed as
the angle between the minor principal axis of inertia of the capsule and the flow direction.
The TT frequency is computed as the average frequency with which the particles of the
membrane move.
When the inclination angle of a RBC is experimentally measured, it oscillates between
0.1◦ and 2◦ around a certain average value. This oscillation was initially attributed to
thermal fluctuations [5]. However, this oscillation was also found in numerical simulations
with capsules that do not take into account thermal fluctuations [57, 56, 58] and it is also
present in the TT motions shown in this Section; see Fig. 2. To compute the inclination
angle, we monitor its time evolution and when it enters an oscillatory regime, we take the
mean value.
We consider quadratic and cubic Eulerian meshes and perform h-refinement. In all
cases, we define a quadratic Lagrangian mesh with slightly smaller element size than that
of the Eulerian mesh under consideration‡. The results are shown in Table 1. First of all,
the data shows that, for the time steps used, the time integration is not compromising the
accuracy of the solution. Second of all, for a given number of elements, cubics are more
accurate than quadratics. This was expected due to their higher power of approximation
[59, 33]. However, the significant differences observed in the data may be also attributed to
the suboptimal integration issue mentioned in Section 2.2, which is alleviated using cubics.
‡We have also tried cubic Lagrangian meshes and Lagrangian meshes with element size twice as small
as that of the Eulerian mesh (data not shown). Neither θ nor ωTT changed with respect to the results
shown in Table 1.
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# elements (Eulerian mesh) Degree (Eulerian mesh) ∆t (s) θ (◦) ωTT (s−1)
96×48 2 0.001 17.81 3.20
96×48 3 0.001 23.95 3.54
128×64 2 0.001 22.14 3.46
128×64 2 0.0005 22.24 3.45
128×64 3 0.001 25.22 3.58
128×64 3 0.0005 25.22 3.58
192×96 2 0.0005 24.45 3.59
192×96 3 0.0005 25.77 3.78
256×128 2 0.0005 25.24 3.72
256×128 2 0.00025 25.24 3.72
256×128 3 0.0005 25.99 3.84
256×128 3 0.00025 25.99 3.84
384×192 2 0.0005 25.80 3.84
384×192 2 0.0001 25.80 3.84
384×192 3 0.0005 26.06 3.88
384×192 3 0.0001 26.06 3.88
512×256 2 0.00025 25.87 3.87
512×256 3 0.00025 26.09 3.90
Table 1: Spatial and temporal resolution study. We analyze the influence of the discretization on the
inclination angle and TT frequency.
Finally, the small differences in θ and ωTT for finer levels of refinement suggest that a
converged result has been obtained.
Based on this mesh independence study, we will use an Eulerian mesh with 384 × 192
cubic elements, a quadratic Lagrangian mesh with a slightly smaller element size than that
of the Eulerian mesh, and ∆t = 0.0005 s in all the two-dimensional simulations of Section
3.5 and Section 3.6.
3.5. Dynamics of a capsule
We consider capsules with different geometries and embed them in the shear flow defined
in Section 3.3. We start working with six elliptic capsules with different swelling degrees.
In order to create these capsules, we vary the longer semiaxis of the capsule defined in
Section 3.3 and keep unchanged all the other geometrical and mechanical parameters of
the capsule. We consider the following values for a: 0.0001 cm, 0.0002 cm, 0.0003 cm,
0.0004 cm, 0.0005 cm, and 0.00055 cm. The computed inclination angle and TT frequency
for each capsule are plotted in Fig. 3 a) and b), respectively. Consistently with the results
reported in [60], both θ and ωTT increase with the value of the swelling degree.
Now, we repeat the analysis considering a capsule with the biconcave shape that RBCs
have in a quiescent fluid, which is defined in [55]. The computed θ and ωTT for this new

















































(c) |vh| (d) |vh − vshear|
Figure 3: Capsules with different shapes under shear flow. (a) Inclination angle of a capsule as a function
of the swelling degree. (b) Tank-treading frequency of a capsule as a function of the swelling degree. (c)
Velocity magnitude along with the flow streamlines at time t = 0.5 s for the capsule with initial biconcave
shape. The black lines represent the streamlines and the white line denotes the capsule. There is a
vortex whose center is located at the center of gravity of the capsule. (d) Perturbations introduced by the
biconcave capsule with respect to the shear component at time t = 0.5 s.
the swelling degree characterizes quite accurately the behavior of capsules in the nonlinear
regime independently of their initial shape.
Fig. 3 c) displays a contour plot of the velocity magnitude (|vh|) with flow streamlines
for the biconcave shape at time t = 0.5 s. The streamlines close to the capsule are parallel
to the membrane which is a consequence of its tank-treading motion. Fig. 3 d) plots the
velocity field resulting from our FSI simulation minus the shear component (|vh − vshear|)
in order to show how the presence of the capsule modifies the flow conditions.
3.6. Dynamics of a compound capsule
Cells with nucleus, e.g., WBCs, have been often modeled as bulky solids [61] or fluid-
filled membranes [62, 63]. However, these models fail to accurately reproduce the basic









































Elliptic membrane (∆m = 0.841)


















Elliptic membrane (∆m = 0.841)



















(d) ωTU of the inclusion (compound capsule)
(e) |vh| (f) |vh − vshear|
Figure 4: Bulky solids and compound capsules under shear flow. (a) Tumbling frequency of a bulky solid
under shear flow as a function of the swelling degree. (b) Inclination angle of the membrane of a compound
capsule as a function of the filling fraction. (c) Tank-treading frequency of a compound capsule membrane
as a function of the filling fraction. (d) Tumbling frequency of an inclusion under pure shear flow as a
function of the filling fraction. (e) Velocity magnitude along with the flow streamlines at time t = 0.5 s for
the compound capsule with φ = 0.180. The streamlines near the boundary of the compound capsule are
parallel to the membrane due to its tank-treading motion. (f) Perturbations introduced by the compound

























(c) Streamlines colored by |vh| (d) Velocity in z direction
Figure 5: A compound capsule undergoing a TU motion in a three-dimensional setting. (a) Geometrical
description of the problem along with Dirichlet boundary conditions applied on the two shaded faces of the
cube. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the other four faces. The shaded plane, i.e., the plane
y = 0 is used to plot the z component of the velocity in Fig. 5 d). (b) Time evolution of the inclination
angle. (c) Streamlines colored by the velocity magnitude at time t = 0.23 s. A transparent membrane is
plotted in order to see the streamlines and the inclusion inside of it. The boundary of Ω is represented by
black lines. (d) Velocity in z direction on the plane indicated in Fig. 5 a) at time t = 0.23 s along with
the streamlines.
different swelling degrees in the shear flow defined in Section 3.3. As expected, they all
perform a TU motion whose frequency is plotted in Fig. 4 a). However, one may foresee
more complicated types of motion for a cell with nucleus. For this reason, alternative models
have recently been proposed such as bilamellar vesicles [65] and compound vesicles [16],
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which aim at capturing the internal structure of these cells more accurately by mimicking
the effect of the nucleus. In this work, we present compound capsules as the capsule
counterpart of the model introduced in [16]§.
We start embedding compound capsules formed by circular inclusions (∆i = 1) of
different sizes. We consider the following values for the inclusion radius r: 0.00001 cm,
0.00002 cm, 0.00003 cm, 0.00004 cm, 0.00005 cm, 0.00006 cm, and 0.00007 cm. The
shear modulus of the inclusion is Gi = 40 dyn/cm
2, hence Cia = 0.021. In all cases, we
consider the elliptic membrane defined in Section 3.3, which leads to compound capsules
with different filling fractions. In these simulations, the membrane undergoes a TT motion
while the inclusion performs a TU motion. The values of θ and ωTT for the membrane are
plotted for each compound capsule in Fig. 4 b) and c), respectively. Consistently with [16],
both the inclination angle and the TT frequency decrease with the filling fraction value.
Moreover, the inclination angle and TT frequency values tend to those of a capsule as the
inclusion becomes smaller, which can be seen comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 3. The TU
frequency of the inclusion is plotted in Fig. 4 d). Fig. 4 e) displays a contour plot of the
velocity magnitude with the flow streamlines at time t = 0.5 s for the case φ = 0.180. Fig.
4 f) plots |vh − vshear| at time t = 0.5 s.
Finally, we consider a compound capsule in a three-dimensional setting; see 5 a). The
domain Ω is a cube of side 0.0012cm. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the two
horizontal directions and Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied in the top and bottom
walls so as to impose a pure shear flow with shear rate γ˙ = 70 s−1. We embedded a
compound capsule at the center of the cube. The membrane is an ellipsoid with semiaxes
a = 0.0003 cm, b = 0.0002 cm, and c = 0.0002 cm which is initially oriented as in
Fig. 5 a). The thickness of the membrane is h = 5 · 10−7 cm and its effective radius
is R0 = 0.000232 cm. The inclusion is a sphere with a radius r = 0.0001 cm. The
remaining physical parameters are taken as follows: µ = 0.012 g/(cms), ρ1 = 1.025 g/cm
3,
ρ2 = 1.1 g/cm
3, Gm = 7500 dyn/cm
2, Gi = 40 dyn/cm
2. With these parameters, the
dimensionless numbers are: ∆m = 0.960, ∆i = 1.0, χ = 0.387, Λ = 1, C
m
a = 0.0520,
Re = 0.000322, Cia = 0.021, and φ = 0.083.
An Eulerian mesh with 262144 quadratic NURBS elements is used to represent the
cube. To represent the solid, we use NURBS functions of second order, which are able to
represent exactly both a hollow ellipsoid and a bulky sphere. We use meshes with 3072
(ellipsoid) and 7168 (sphere) quadratic NURBS elements. This problem is solved using the
block Jacobi preconditioner and sI was set to 10
9. In this computation, both the membrane
and the inclusion perform a TU motion, i.e., the two of them rotate as a whole around
their center of gravity. A TU motion is characterized by its average frequency which in
this case is 4.68 s−1 for both the inclusion and the membrane. In Fig. 5 b), we show
how the inclination angle varies in time. Fig. 5 c) displays the streamlines colored by the
velocity magnitude in a diagonal plane of the cube and close to the compound capsule at
§The term compound capsule was recently used in [66]. However, following the terminology of [16, 65],










(b) Relative area change
Figure 6: Parameter sweep of sI . This study verifies that the mass conservation equation is adequately
enforced near the fluid-solid interface. a) Geometrical description of the considered problem together with
the boundary conditions imposed. b) Relative area change of RBCs in parabolic flow at t = 1.1 s with
∆t = 0.00025 s.
time t = 0.23 s. Fig. 5 d) displays the z component of the velocity on the plane indicated
in Fig. 5 a). This component is responsible for the TU motion of the membrane.
4. Numerical simulations of capsules and compound capsules in parabolic flow
In this Section, we study the behavior of our cell mimics in flows driven by a pressure
gradient. For low Reynolds numbers and in the absence of solids this produces parabolic
flows. We study how the flow is modified by capsules and compound capsules and the
motions undergone by our cell mimics.
4.1. Adjusting sI so as to enforce the incompressibility constraint at the interface
We start deciding a suitable value of sI . Finding an adequate value of sI is, in principle,
a problem-dependent task and it should be done for each type of problem.
The domain Ω is the rectangle of 0.003 × 0.001 cm2 shown in Fig. 6 a). Periodic
boundary conditions are applied in the horizontal direction and no-slip boundary conditions
are applied in the top and bottom walls. The pressure gradient is applied as a body force
defined by g = (1666.66 dyn/cm3, 0 dyn/cm3). This leads to velocities that are within
the range found in microcirculation [53]. Six capsules with the RBC shape defined in [55]
are evenly distributed in the horizontal direction with its long side perpendicular to the
flow direction as shown in Fig. 6 a). The thickness of the RBC is h = 5 · 10−7 cm. The
remaining physical parameters are taken as follows: µ = 0.012 g/(cms), ρ1 = 1.025 g/cm
3,
ρ2 = 1.1 g/cm
3, and Gm = 7500 dyn/cm
2.
An Eulerian mesh with 384 × 128 cubic NURBS elements is used to represent the
rectangle. A Lagrangian mesh with 1×328 quadratic NURBS elements is used to represent
each RBC. The time step used in the computation is ∆t = 0.00025 s.
In this simulation, RBCs acquire a nearly constant shape at time t = 0.45 s. By time
t = 1.1 s, the cells have already looped twice the periodic domain. Fig. 6 b) plots the value
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(a) Problem setup (b) t = 0.025 s
(c) t = 0.125 s (d) t = 0.35 s
(e) t = 0.625 s (f) t = 1.5 s
Figure 7: Capsule in parabolic flow. a) Geometrical description of the problem together with the boundary
conditions applied. b)-f) Snapshots describing the lateral migration of the capsule induced by the variation
in the shear rate. The capsule undergoes a transitory tank-treading motion until it gets its final parachute-
like symmetric shape shown in f). A small portion of the membrane is colored in black so that the TT
motion can be observed.
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of rA for different values of sI at time t = 1.1 s. As in Section 3.3, the spurious area change
decreases as we rise the dimensionless parameter sI . Again, the number of linear iterations
per nonlinear step increases with the value of sI , but the number of nonlinear iterations per
time step decreases with the value of sI . In this case, the computational time was lowest
for sI = 10
8. However, we will use the value sI = 10
9 in the remaining simulations of this
Section to have a more accurate result.
In the simulations shown in Section 4, the relative perimeter change was always lower
than 0.03. This implies that in this aspect, the results are even better than in the previous
Section.
4.2. Dynamics of a capsule
In this Section, we consider an off-center capsule and study its motion and shape evo-
lution. The domain is the rectangle of 0.002 × 0.001 cm2 drawn in Fig. 7 a), which is
discretized using an Eulerian mesh with 256× 128 cubic NURBS elements. The geometry
of the capsule is a hollow ellipse with thickness h = 5 ·10−7 cm and semiaxes a = 0.0002 cm
and b = 0.0001 cm. The initial position of the capsule is indicated in Fig. 7 a). The
capsule is discretized using a Lagrangian mesh with 1 × 360 quadratic elements. The re-
maining physical parameters are the following: µ = 0.012 g/(cm s), ρ1 = 1.025 g/cm
3,
g = (1666.66 dyn/cm3, 0 dyn/cm3), ρ2 = 1.1 g/cm
3, and Gm = 7500 dyn/cm
2. The time
step is ∆t = 0.00025 s.
In a flow driven by a pressure gradient, vesicles and RBCs undergo a lateral migration
towards the central region of the tube where the shear rate is minimal [67, 68, 69]. Figs.
7 b) to 7 f) describe this migration process for the considered capsule. During the lateral
migration, the capsule varies its shape from a hollow ellipse to a parachute-like shape,
which is often acquired by RBCs in small tubes [69]. Finally, we would like to mention
that the membrane undergoes a tank-treading motion while the solution to the problem
is non-symmetric. A small piece of the membrane is colored in black in order to show
this motion in Figs. 7 b)-7 f). Once the capsule acquires a symmetric geometry, i.e., the
parachute-like shape, the tank-treading motion stops.
4.3. Rheology of RBCs
In large arteries and veins, the concentration of RBCs acquires a nearly constant value
with average 45%. However, in microcirculation, the concentration of RBCs varies strongly
between different vessels due to the so-called plasma skimming effect [70]. In this Section,
we consider different numbers of RBCs which are, in all cases, evenly distributed in the
parabolic flow defined in Section 4.1. Our aim is to analyze important hemorheological
properties such as, e.g., the F˚ahræus and the F˚ahræus-Lindqvist effects.
There are two different ways to measure the concentration of RBCs which are the tube
hematocrit (Ht) and the discharge hematocrit (Hd). In a two-dimensional setting, Ht is the
ratio of the area enclosed by the RBCs to the blood area and Hd is the ratio of the RBCs
flow to the blood flow. In this Section we consider five cases: four RBCs (Ht = 0.1716),






























































(e) Ht = 0.2573 (f) Ht = 0.4290
Figure 8: In silico evaluation of hemorheological properties of blood. (a) F˚ahræus effect. As the con-
centration of RBCs increases, the difference between the mean velocity of RBCs and the mean velocity
of blood plasma diminishes. (b) Thickness of the cell-free layer with respect to the tube hematocrit. (c)
F˚ahræus-Lindqvist effect. The presence of RBCs increases the apparent viscosity of blood. (d) Blunt
velocity profiles for different concentrations of RBCs. (e) Velocity magnitude and deformed RBC shapes
for Ht = 0.2573. (f) Velocity magnitude and deformed RBC shapes for Ht = 0.4290.
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RBCs (Ht = 0.5147). In microcirculation, (Ht) and (Hd) are significantly different and this








where vRBCs is the mean velocity of RBCs and vm is the mean velocity of blood. It is
known that ζ depends on the concentration of RBCs, the tube diameter (width in our two-
dimensional setting), and the strength of the flow. Fig. 8 a) plots the values of ζ for the
five different tube hematocrits considered. In accordance with the empirical laws obtained
from in vitro and in vivo experiments [71, 72, 73], ζ increases with the value of Ht. The
F˚ahræus effect is a consequence of the different mean velocities of RBCs and blood plasma.
These two velocities are significantly different in small tubes due to the fact that RBCs
tend to travel in the central region of the tube where the velocity is higher. Furthermore,
a cell-free layer is known to develop in the boundary of the tube [74]. The thickness of the
cell-free layer (hcf ) is plotted in Fig. 8 b) for the five different tube hematocrits considered.
In small tubes, the presence of RBCs affects the flow resistence for a certain pressure
gradient, i.e., blood behaves as a non-Newtonian fluid where the viscosity is no longer
constant. This phenomenon is known as F˚ahræus-Lindqvist effect. We define η as the
ratio of the blood flow, i.e., the flow considering both blood plasma and RBCs (Q) to the









where vF is the mean velocity of the flow when only blood plasma is considered in the
simulation. The value of η depends on the concentration of RBCs, the tube diameter, and
the strength of the flow. The parameter η is often called relative apparent viscosity since
a Newtonian fluid with viscosity ηµ would have the same mean velocity than blood for the
particular pressure gradient and tube width considered. Fig. 8 c) plots the values of η
for the five tube hematocrits considered. Consistently with empirical laws obtained from
in vitro and in vivo experiments [71, 72, 73], η increases with the value of Ht. We have
also computed the velocity profiles once the RBCs have acquired a nearly constant shape.
The results for blood plasma and the considered tube hematocrits are plotted in Fig. 8 d).
As observed in [75], the velocity develops a blunt profile due to the presence of the RBCs.
Finally, Figs. 8 e) and f) show the deformed RBC shapes at time t = 1 s for Ht = 0.2573
and Ht = 0.4290, respectively.
4.4. CTC passing through a channel narrowing
In this Section, we consider a CTC going through a narrowing. The computational do-
main is depicted in Fig. 9. The flow is driven by the forcing g = (1666.66 dyn/cm3, 0 dyn/cm3).
No-slip boundary conditions are applied in the vertical direction and periodic boundary
conditions are applied in the horizontal direction. The CTC is modeled using a compound
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Figure 9: Circulating tumor cell going through a tube narrowing. Problem description of our two-
dimensional setting.
h = 5 · 10−7 cm. The inclusion is a circle of radius ri = 0.00012 cm. The remain-
ing physical parameters are: µ = 0.012 g/(cm s), ρ1 = 1.025 g/cm
3, ρ2 = 1.1 g/cm
3,
Gm = 7500 dyn/cm
2, Gi = 40 dyn/cm
2.
An Eulerian mesh with 384 × 192 cubic NURBS elements is used to represent the
channel. Lagrangian meshes with 1 × 832 and 40 × 192 quadratic NURBS elements are
used to represent the membrane and the inclusion, respectively. The time step used in the
simulation is ∆t = 0.00025 s.
Fig. 10 plots the velocity magnitude along with the streamlines at different time steps.
These snapshots describe how the CTC deforms in order to go through the tube narrowing.
The highest deformation of the cell and the highest velocity of the flow take place when the
CTC is about to leave the narrowing; see Fig. 10 d). The CTC creates two recirculation
regions when it is entering the narrowing as shown in Fig. 10 a). Recirculation regions
appear as well when the CTC is leaving the narrowing; see Fig. 10 e). Due to the symmetry
of the simulation, there is no TT motion of the membrane at any time. In Fig. 10 f),
the CTC has already completed a loop in the periodic domain and is about to enter the
narrowing for the second time.
5. Conclusions and future work
This paper shows that our NURBS-based immersed FSI method is able to capture
the behavior of capsules under different flow conditions as long as the incompressibility
constraint is adequately satisfied close to the fluid-solid interface. In order to do so, a
parameter sweep needs to be performed in advance so as to find a good balance between
constraint accuracy, convergence of the solution and computational efficiency. Our results,
which are in agreement with experimental and numerical works [16, 69, 72, 73, 74, 75],
show that capsules, modeled as solid-shell NURBS elements, are good numerical proxies
for red blood cells.
Inspired by the compound vesicle model presented in [16], we propose hyperelastic
compound capsules as a numerical proxy for nucleated cells embedded in flow, such as,
e.g., WBCs and CTCs. Our results for the dependence of the inclination angle and tank-
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(a) t = 0.1 s (b) t = 0.3 s
(c) t = 0.4375 s (d) t = 0.5 s
(e) t = 0.625 s (f) t = 1.075 s
Figure 10: Snapshots of the velocity magnitude along with the streamlines for a CTC going through a
tube narrowing. Note the different scale for each time. Both the highest flow velocity and deformation of
the membrane appear when the CTC is about to leave the narrowing. Recirculation regions appear when
the CTC is entering and leaving the narrowing as shown in a) and e), respectively.
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treading frequency with the filling fraction are in agreement with results for compound
vesicles [16]. Additionally, our geometrically-flexible FSI approach enables us to consider
a channel narrowing and analyze how a CTC passes through it. A deeper understanding
of this process may provide ideas to improve existent techniques of CTC sorting [76].
Although we have focused on WBCs and CTCs, hyperelastic compound capsules can
also be of interest to predict the behavior of composite core-shell microparticles, which can
in turn help to understand the mechanical behaviour of analagous biomaterials, such as
liposomes [77]. The fact that a compound capsule accounts for mechanical strains of the
shell and deformability of the nucleus is a first step to better characterize the mechanical
behavior of cells. Recent developments in microfluidics have shown the importance of cell
deformability as a biomarker, allowing for metastatic cancer cells to be separated from
blood cells, benign cancer cells and normal tissue cells from the same origin by means of
inertial fluid effects [78]. In this regard, we believe that the combination of our immersed
FSI method, which does not neglect inertial effects, with compound capsules looks highly
promising to model these systems, even though more rigorous validation is required. Fur-
ther improvements of this work include extending the FSI model to be able to handle
different viscosities for the fluid inside and outside the membrane, comparing different ma-
terial models for the membrane, and studying the interaction between RBCs and CTCs in
microcirculation.
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E Extended summary in Spanish
E.1 Introduccio´n
En las u´ltimas de´cadas, el desarrollo de metodologı´as de modelacio´n y simulacio´n para problemas de in-
teraccio´n fluido-estructura ha atraı´do enorme atencio´n en la comunidad de la meca´nica computacional. Un
me´todo computacional preciso, geome´tricamente flexible, robusto, y eficiente es crucial a la hora de resolver
complicados problemas de interaccio´n fluido-estructura, los cuales esta´n presentes en ingenierı´a biome´dica
[15, 16], ingenierı´a aeroespacial [116, 117], ingenierı´a civil [86, 118, 98, 45], ingenierı´a marina [130, 127]
e ingenierı´a eo´lica [12, 13] por nombrar unos ejemplos. Hasta la fecha, no hay un me´todo de interaccio´n
fluido-estructura que pueda ser utilizado en todos los tipos de problemas de interaccio´n fluido-estructura.
Por lo tanto, diferentes tipos de me´todos de interaccin´ fluido-estructura han sido desarrollados para aplica-
ciones de interaccio´n fluido-estructura con distintas caracterı´sticas.
Los me´todos de interaccio´n fluido-estructura basados en mallas pueden ser clasificados en dos grupos
principales, en concreto, me´todos ajustados al contorno y me´todos inmersos. En los me´todos ajustados al
contorno, una malla es ajustada al dominio del fluido utilizando la descripcio´n arbitraria de Euler-Lagrange
y otra malla es ajustada al dominio del so´lido utilizando la descripcio´n Lagrangiana, estas dos mallas
normalmente son conformes en la interfaz fluido-estructura de manera que la imposicio´n de condiciones
cinema´ticas pueda ser realizada de forma exacta. La malla del fluido tiene que ser actualizada en cada paso
de tiempo resolviendo un problema de valores de contorno donde las condiciones de Dirichlet aplicadas son
los desplazamientos del so´lido en la interfaz. A medida que el so´lido se mueve, la calidad de la malla del
fluido disminuira´ y acabara´ llegando un momento donde el fluido necesitara´ ser remallado. Para una expli-
cacio´n minuciosa de los me´todos ajustados al contorno y ejemplos de aplicacio´n, el lector interesado puede
consultar [17]. En me´todos inmersos, una malla Euleriana abarca todo el dominio computacional y una
malla Lagrangiana ees ajustada al dominio del so´lido. Por lo tanto, la necesidad de remallar la malla ajus-
tada al dominio del fluido ha desaparecido. Sin embargo, se obtiene esta ventaja al precio de haber asumido
que el campo de la presio´n es continuo en la interfaz so´lido-fluido y esto es especialmente problema´tico
cuando se consideran so´lidos muy delgados [67].
El movimiento del so´lido es el factor clave para decidir si utilizar un me´todo ajustado al contorno
o un me´todo inmerso. Si utilizamos un me´todo ajustado al contorno en una aplicacio´n donde el so´lido
experimenta grandes traslaciones o rotaciones, la malla ajustada al dominio del fluido se distorsionara´ mucho
cada pocos pasos de tiempo, afectando la precisio´n de la simulacio´n. El remallado puede ser utilizado para
combatir este problema, pero, adema´s de su alto coste computacional, se necesitara´n proyecciones de la
velocidad y de la presio´n entre la antigua y la nueva malla, lo cual introduce imprecisiones en la simulacio´n.
Estas dificultades se amplifican cuando hay varios so´lidos y estos so´lidos se mueven por todo el dominio, por
ejemplo, en flujos de partı´culas [52]. Adema´s, en casos donde la topologı´a de la regio´n ocupada por el fluido
va a cambiar durante la simulacio´n debido al contacto entre diferentes so´lidos, la aplicacio´n de un me´todo
ajustado al contorno es todavı´a un problema abierto. En todas las situaciones mencionadas anteriormente,
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los me´todos inmersos emergen como una alternativa adecuada a los me´todos ajustados al contorno puesto
que las mallas Lagrangianas asociadas a cada so´lido pueden moverse libremente por encima de la malla
Euleriana.
Los dos principales objetivos de esta tesis son el desarrollo de me´todos inmersos para interaccio´n fluido-
estructura usando splines y aplicar dichos me´todos al flujo sanguı´neo a escala celular, el cual es uno de los
flujos de partı´culas que ha recientemente recibido ma´s atencio´n debido a su conexio´n con diferentes en-
fermedades como el ca´ncer [77]. Funciones spline de combinacio´n desarrolladas en el campo del disen˜o
asistido por ordenador tales como, por ejemplo, NURBS [106] y T-splines [113], fueron utilizadas por
primera vez en meca´nica computacional en [63] y [10], respectivamente. La alta continuidad entre elemen-
tos, la no negatividad y flexibilidad geome´trica de las funciones spline han originado importantes avances
en tanto meca´nica de fluidos [2, 11] como meca´nica de so´lidos [38, 81]. Por lo tanto, la aplicacio´n de
splines a me´todos inmersos de interaccio´n fluido-estructura basados en mallas parece una forma interesante
de mejorar la precisio´n, la robustez y la flexibilidad geome´trica de las versiones actuales de dichos me´todos.
Esta tesis extiende el estado del arte en me´todos inmersos de interaccio´n fluido-estructura basados en
mallas desarrollando los avances que se resumen a continuacio´n:
1. Un me´todo inmerso basado en NURBS para interaccio´n fluido-estructura. Presentamos una
formulacio´n hı´brida que combina un enfoque variacional con un enfoque de colocacio´n, inmersa
y completamente implı´cita para interaccio´n fluido-estructura. Esta to´cnica trabaja con fluidos que
son viscosos e incompresibles y con so´lidos que son no lineales e incompresibles. El ana´lisis iso-
geome´trico basado en NURBS se utiliza para la discretizacio´n espacial y el me´todo alfa-generalizado
se utiliza para la discretizacio´n temporal. La transferencia de datos entre la malla Euleriana y las
mallas Lagrangiannas es llevada a cabo usando tambie´n las funciones NURBS, lo cual evita el uso de
las denominadas deltas de Dirac discretizadas a menudo utilizadas en me´todos inmersos. Validamos
el me´todo comparando nuestras soluciones nume´ricas con datos teo´ricos para velocidades de cuerpos
rı´gidos en caı´da libre en dos y tres dimensiones. Ver la Seccio´n 4 y el Ape´ndice A para detalles
adicionales.
2. Colocacio´n isogeome´trica basada en T-splines adecuadas para ana´lisis de orden arbitrario. Con
el objetivo de extender nuestro me´todo inmerso de interaccio´n fluido-estructura a T-splines, hemos
tenido que desarrollar primero me´todos de colocacio´n isogeome´trica basados en T-splines adecuadas
para ana´lisis de orden arbitrario, lo cual representaba un problema abierto en meca´nica computa-
cional. T-splines adecuadas para ana´lisis permiten realizar refinamiento de tipo h al mismo tiempo
que mantienen tanto el coste de so´lo una evaluacio´n puntual por grado de libertad como los ı´ndices
de convergencia de los me´todos de colocacie´n basados en NURBS. Adema´s, T-splines adecuados
para ana´lisis (a partir de ahora denominadas ASTS por sus iniciales en ingle´s) son capaces de crear
mallas altamente no uniformes sin introducir elementos con cocientes de forma altos, lo cual evita
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inestabilidades nume´ricas que aparecen en problemas con regularidad reducida cuando condiciones
de contorno de Neumann son impuestas en forma fuerte en mallas con elementos con cocientes de
forma altos. Ver la Seccio´n 5 y el Ape´ndice B para detalles adicionales.
3. Un me´todo inmerso basado en ASTS para interaccio´n fluido-estructura. Nuestros me´todos in-
mersos para interaccio´n fluido-estructura son generalizados para trabajar con ASTS. Validamos nue-
stros resultados nume´ricos compara´ndolos con soluciones teo´ricas. ASTS poseen dos ventajas prin-
cipales cuando son comparadas con NURBS, en concreto, ASTS permiten realizar refinamiento local
de tipo h y son desestructuradas. Estas propiedades tienen el potencial de aumentar la eficiencia y
flexibilidad de discretizaciones espaciales basadas en NURBS. Ver la Seccio´n 6 y el Ape´ndice C para
detalles adicionales.
4. Ca´psulas y ca´psulas compuestas como imitadores celulares en flujo. Realizamos simulaciones
con ca´psulas en flujos de cortes y flujos parabo´licos con el objectivo de reproducir los principales
movimientos y formas que adquieren los glo´bulos rojos en estos flujos. Tambie´n medidos y com-
paramos con experimentos varias propiedades reolo´gicas de la sangre en pequen˜as escalas. Adema´s,
presentamos el concepto de ca´psula compuesta como un imitador celular para ce´lulas con nu´cleo tales
como glo´bulos blancos y ce´lulas cancerosas en circulacio´n. Realizamos simulaciones con ca´psulas
compuestas hiperela´sticas en flujo de corte con el objetivo de estudiar su comportamiento en dos y
tres dimensiones. Finalmente, mostramos la habilidad de las ce´lulas cancerosas en circulacio´n para
atravesar un estrechamiento de canal, esta propiedad esta´ actualmente siendo utilizada para separar
ce´lulas cancerosas en circulacio´n en muestras de sangre [134]. Ver la Seccio´n 7 y el Ape´ndice C para
detalles adicionales.
E.2 Objetivos
Los objetivos de esta tesis pueden ser clasificados en tres categoras:
• Desarrollo y validacio´n de me´todos nume´ricos. El objetivo es idear me´todos inmersos para inter-
accio´n fluido-estructura basados en NURBS y ASTS. Dichos me´todos debera´n aprovecharse de la
alta continuidad entre elementos de las funciones base spline con el fin de aumentar la precisio´n y
robustez con respecto a anteriores me´todos inmersos como el me´todo de elementos finitos inmersos
[131]. Adema´s, el uso de NURBS y ASTS permitirı´a la representacio´n exacta de curvas co´nicas y
superficies cuadra´ticas que aparecen a menudo en problemas de interaccio´n fluido-estructura. Los
me´todos propuestos deben ser validados resolviendo problemas con solucio´n teo´rica conocida.
• Aplicacio´n a biomeca´nica. El objetivo es estudiar el comportamiento de diferentes tipos de ce´lulas
sanguı´neas en flujo sanguı´neo en pequen˜as escalas. Varios autores han mencionado que los poli-
nomios de Lagrange no son capaces de manejar las grandes deformaciones de los glo´bulos rojos en
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flujo de corte y flujo parabo´lico [90, 91], proponiendo me´todos alternativos basados en partı´culas
[88, 87]. La mayor robustez de las funciones NURBS es utilizada para superar este problema. Con
el fin de evaluar los resultados de nuestras simulaciones, e´stos deben ser comparados con experimen-
tos de glo´bulos rojos. Adema´s, pretendemos desarrollar modelos para ce´lulas con nu´cleo como los
glo´bulos blancos y las ce´lulas cancerosas en circulacio´n. Finalmente, ejemplos en geometrı´as no triv-
iales deberı´an ser considerados para ilustrar la flexibilidad geome´trica de nuestros me´todos inmersos.
• Implementacio´n de los algoritmos propuestos. La mayorı´a de los me´todos inmersos para interaccio´n
fluido-estructura basados en mallas han sido so´lo implementados en co´digos seriales. En esta tesis, el
objetivo es ir un paso ma´s alla´ y realizar implementaciones en paralelo de nuestros algoritmos.
E.3 Definicio´n del problema a resolver
A continuacio´n se procede a enunciar el problema matema´tico a resolver en esta tesis. Sea d = {2, 3} el
nu´mero de dimensiones espaciales. Sea Ω ft y Ω
s
t ⊂ Rd dos conjuntos abiertos que representan los dominios





t sus correspondientes contornos. Estas dos regiones tienen parte de su contorno en comu´n, a este




t ∩ Ωst ). Sea Ω ⊂ Rd un conjunto abierto que
representa el dominio ocupado por tanto el fluido como el so´lido, es decir, Ω = Ω ft ∪Ωst . Sea Γ el contorno
de Ω. Sean v : Ω × (0,T ) 7→ Rd, p : Ω × (0,T ) 7→ R y u : Ωs0 × (0,T ) 7→ Rd la velocidad Euleriana, la
presio´n Euleriana y el desplazamiento Lagrangiano, respectivamente, donde (0,T ) es el intervalo temporal
de intere´s y Ωs0 es la configuracio´n de referencia de Ω
s
t . Sean X ∈ Ωs0, x ∈ Ω, x ∈ Ω y ϕ : Ωs0 × (0,T ) 7→ Ωst
un punto material, un punto espacial, y el mapeo ϕ(X, t) = X + u(X, t), respectivamente.
Las tres ecuaciones que definen nuestro problema son la ecuacio´n de balance de momento lineal, la






+ v · ∇xv
)
= ∇x · σ f + ρ f g + F in Ω × (0,T ) , (38)
∇x · v = 0 in Ω × (0,T ) , (39)
∂u
∂t
= v in Ωst × (0,T ) , (40)
con:
F =
0, x ∈ Ω
f
t(
ρ f − ρs
) (
∂v




σs − σ f
)
, x ∈ Ωst
, (41)
σ f = −pI + 2µ∇symx v , (42)
σs = −pI + FSFT/J , (43)
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donde ρ f y ρs son la densidad del fluido y del so´lido, respectivamente, σ f y σs son el tensor de tensiones de
Cauchy del fluido y del so´lido, respectivamente, g es una fuerza de volumen externa actuando en el sistema,
I denota el tensor identidad en Rd×d, µ is la viscosidad dina´mica del fluido, ∇symx (·) es el operador gradiente
sime´trico definido como ∇symx v = (∇xv + ∇xvT )/2, F : Ωs0 × (0,T ) 7→ Rd×d es el gradiente de deformacio´n
definido como, F = ∇Xϕ = I + ∇Xu, S es el segundo tensor de tensiones de Piola-Kirchhoff del material
considerado y J = det(F) es el determinante del Jacobiano el cual es exactamente igual a 1 a nivel continuo
ya que el so´lido es incompresible.
Adecuadas condiciones de contorno e iniciales deben ser impuestas a las ecuaciones anteriores para
obtener un problema de interaccio´n fluido-estructura bien definido. Con el objetivo de imponer condiciones
de contorno, dividimos el contorno Γ en dos conjuntoBs = Γ∩Γst yB f = Γ∩Γ ft de manera que Γ = Bs ∪ B f
y ∅ = Bs ∩ B f . Es importante darse cuenta que Bs , Γst puesto que por lo menos parte del so´lido esta´
inmerso en el fluido. En la interfaz ΓIt , dos condiciones de contorno son impuestas, en concreto, igualdad de
velocidades y compatibilidad de tensiones entre el fluido y el so´lido. La igualdad de velocidades se impone
por medio de la ecuacio´n (40) y la compatibilidad de tensiones se impone en la forma de´bil de la ecuacio´n
(38). En B f , distinguimos entre condiciones de contorno de Dirichlet en B fD y condiciones de contorno de
Neumann en B fN de manera que B f = B fD ∪ B fN y B fD ∩ B fN = ∅. En Bs, consideramos condiciones de
contorno Dirichlet homoge´neas. Con respecto a las condiciones iniciales, la posicio´n inicial del so´lido, el
desplazamiento Lagrangiano y la velocidad Euleriana deben ser especificadas.
E.4 Contribuciones de la tesis
Esta seccio´n resume las principales contribuciones e ideas de esta tesis. Hemos desarrollado me´todos in-
mersos basados en mallas para interaccio´n fluido-estructura con las siguientes caracterı´sticas:
• Se asume que tanto el fluido como el so´lido son incompresibles, lo cual es un caso de especial in-
tere´s en varios problemas de biomeca´nica [50]. Adema´s de eso, trabajamos con fluidos viscosos
Newtonianos y so´lidos hiperela´sticos no lineales. No obstante, otros modelos de material para el
so´lido podrı´an ser fa´cilmente considerados puesto que los algoritmos desarrollados en esta tesis son
ampliamente independientes del material particular utilizado para el so´lido.
• Las tres inco´gnitas de nuestra formulacio´n son la velocidad Euleriana, la presio´n Euleriana y el de-
splazamiento Lagrangiano. Estas tres inco´gnitas esta´n asociadas con la ecuacio´n de balance de mo-
mento lineal, la ecuacio´n de conservacio´n de masa y la ecuacio´n cinema´tica que relaciona el desplaza-
miento Lagrangiano con la velocidad Euleriana. Las dos primeras ecuaciones se resuelven usando una
te´cnica multiescala varacional y la u´ltima se resuelve usando colocacio´n isogeome´trica, lo cual lleva
a un me´todo hı´brido que combina un enfoque variacional con un enfoque de colocacio´n.
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• Con respecto a la discretizacio´n espacial, una malla Euleriana se define en todo el dominio com-
putacional y una malla Lagrangiana se ajusta a la regio´n ocupada por cada so´lido. Estas mallas son
inicialmente construidas utilizando NURBS, que pueden ser utilizadas en dos y tres dimensiones,
pero no permiten realizar refinamiento local tipo h. A continuacio´n, los algoritmos son generalizados
para utilizar ASTS como funciones base, las cuales soportan refinamiento local tipo h, pero so´lo esta´n
definidas en dos dimensiones por el momento. Con respecto a la discretizacio´n temporal y estrate-
gia de acoplamiento, utilizamos una te´cnica en bloque iterativa basada en el me´todo α-generalizado,
lo cual nos permite obtener un me´todo completamente implı´cito y con precisio´n de segundo orden.
Validamos la metodologı´a comparando la velocidad terminal de un so´lido en caı´da libre calculada en
nuestras simulaciones con su valor teo´rico, el valor teo´rico se obtiene con total exactitud si las mallas
utilizadas son suficientemente finas.
• La transferencia de datos entre la malla Euleriana y las mallas Lagrangianas se realiza sin introducir
funciones delta de Dirac discretizadas. Las funciones base de las mallas se utilizan para transferir
dichos datos. Adema´s, procedemos de tal manera que no se necesita ningu´n tipo de proyeccio´n,
evitando ası´ los errores asociados con dicha proyeccio´n.
• Los polinomios de Lagrange, que son las funciones base esta´ndar en el me´todo de elementos finitos,
tienen continuidad C0 entre elementos para todos los o´rdenes. Por el contrario, NURBS y ASTS
son capaces de obtener continuidad Cp−1 entre elementos, lo cual tiene al menos dos importantes
ventajas en nuestros me´todos inmersos. En primer lugar, la alta continuidad entre elementos de las
mallas Lagrangianas permite soportar deformaciones ma´s grandes en estas mallas, aumentando ası´ la
robustez de nuestros algoritmos. En segundo lugar, la alta continuidad entre elementos de la malla
Euleriana alivia el problema de reglas de cuadratura subo´ptima que aparecen en me´todos inmersos
para interaccio´n fluido-estructura.
• Enfatizamos en la importancia de satisfacer adecuadamente la condicio´n de incompresibilidad cerca
de la interfaz fluido-so´lido. Creemos que este problema requiere ma´s atencio´n en la comunidad de
me´todos inmersos para interaccio´n fluido-estructura ya que puede dar lugar a errores no despreciables
en simulaciones.
• Nuestro co´digo basado en NURBS fue desarrollado sobre PetIGA [36, 22, 123], PetIGA an˜ade fun-
ciones para trabajar con NURBS a la librerı´a cientfica PETSc. Como paso inicial, un co´digo serial
fue desarrollado para validar la formulacio´n [8, 7]. Luego, el co´digo fue extendido para poder realizar
ca´lculos en paralelo utilizando MPI. El u´ltimo paso es no trivial puesto que estos me´todos tienen
varias mallas Lagrangianas movie´ndose libremente por encima de una malla Euleriana y estas mallas
tienen que comunicarse entre sı´. Se ha probado que PetIGA es muy eficiente [36] y es capaz de man-
tener la alta continuidad de las funciones base entre procesadores. Sin embargo, todas las estructuras
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de datos utilizadas para ensamblar el sistema esta´n desarrolladas para mallas estructuradas. Por lo
tanto, si la malla es no estructurada como en el caso de ASTS, PetIGA no ofrece ningu´n tipo de apoyo
al usuario. En consecuencia, para todas las simulaciones utilizando ASTS presentadas en esta tesis,
un co´digo serial fue desarrollado directamente sobre PETSc sin utilizar PetIGA.
Los me´todos inmersos de interaccio´n fluido-estructura basados en splines presentados en esta tesis
pueden ser aplicados a una amplia variedad de problemas en biomeca´nica y otros campos. En esta tesis,
nos hemos centrado en flujo sanguı´neo a escala celular. Los principales resultados de simulaciones son los
siguientes:
• Ca´psulas hiperela´sticas, modeladas utilizando elementos NURBS, son utilizadas como imitadores
celulares de glo´bulos rojos. Siempre que la condicio´n de incompresibilidad sea adecuadamente im-
puesta cerca de la interfaz fluido-so´lido, nuestras ca´psulas experimentan los mismos movimientos
y formas que se han encontrado para glo´bulos rojos en experimentos. Adema´s, varias propiedades
reolo´gicas de la sangre son reproducidas en nuestras simulaciones.
• Modelos para ce´lulas con nu´cleo tales como, por ejemplo, glo´bulos blancos y ce´lulas cancerosas
en circulacio´n, esta´n actualmente mucho menos desarrollados que los modelos para glo´bulos rojos.
En esta tesis, presentamos ca´psulas compuestas hiperela´sticas para modelar este tipo de ce´lulas. El
comportamiento de las ca´psulas compuestas en flujo de corte se estudia en dos dimensiones. Con
el objetivo de analizar la influencia del nu´cleo, consideramos ca´psulas compuestas con diferentes
taman˜os de inclusio´n y la misma membrana. Consistentemente con los resultados para vesı´culas
compuestas [120], a medida que el taman˜o de la inclusio´n aumenta, el a´ngulo de inclinacio´n y la fre-
cuencia de “tank-treading” de la ca´psula compuesta disminuyen. Adicionalmente, aprovecha´ndonos
de la flexibilidad geome´trica de nuestros me´todos inmersos, estudiamos co´mo una ce´lula cancerosa en
circulacio´n es capaz de pasar por estrechamientos de canal. La simulacio´n revela que la deformacio´n
ma´s alta de la ce´lula cancerosa en circulacio´n y la velocidad ma´s alta de fluido surgen cuando la ce´lula
sale del estrechamiento.
E.5 Futuras lı´neas de trabajo
El trabajo realizado en esta tesis deja varias lı´neas de investigacio´n para el futuro:
• Hay varios feno´menos interesantes tales como, por ejemplo, marginacio´n de ce´lulas con nu´cleo en
flujos parabo´licos y separacio´n de ce´lulas con nu´cleo a partir de muestras de sangre, que implican la
interaccio´n de glo´bulos rojos con glo´bulos blancos o ce´lulas cancerosas en circulacio´n. En algunos
de estos feno´menos, los efectos inerciales juegan un papel importante [59, 129]. Nuestros me´todos
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inmersos tienen en cuenta efectos inerciales los cuales tienen que ser despreciados en otros tipos de
me´todos inmersos como aquellos que se basan en el me´todo de integral de contorno [49]. Por lo tanto,
nuestra formulacio´n parece muy adecuada para afrontar estas aplicaciones y esperamos hacerlo en el
futuro pro´ximo.
• Diferentes modelos pueden ser considerados para representar la membrana de las ce´lulas. Por ejem-
plo, vesı´culas, las cuales esta´n basadas en una representacio´n de superficie, necesitan calcular la
curvatura y por tanto necesitan evaluar derivadas segundas. El uso de NURBS o ASTS para repre-
sentar estas superficies serı´a muy apropiado ya que son capaces de construir espacios de funciones
con continuidad global C1 o superior. Adema´s, parece que una comparacio´n precisa entre vesı´culas y
ca´psulas para establecer las principales diferencias en su comportamiento no existe en la literatura.
• B-splines que satisfacen la condicio´n de incompresibilidad punto a punto [44] pueden ser consideradas
para resolver la ecuacio´n de balance de momento lineal y la ecuacio´n de conservacio´n de masa en
lugar de usar la te´cnica VMS. En general, esta alternativa resulta atractiva para aplicaciones con
nu´meros de Reynolds bajos, lo cual es el caso de flujo sanguı´neo a escala celular. Adicionalmente,
esta formulacio´n podrı´a ayudar a satisfacer la condicio´n de incompresibilidad cerca de la interfaz
fluido-so´lido. Sin embargo, la convergencia del residuo, la cual es siempre complicada en problema
del tipo punto de silla como el de [44], sera´ todavı´a ma´s difı´cil de obtener a medida que so´lidos son
inmersos en el dominio.
• Desarrollar mallas Eulerianas basadas en splines con capacidad para realizar refinamiento local adap-
tativo de tipo h con el objetivo de aumentar la resolucio´n cerca de la interfaz fluido-so´lido es una
direccio´n de trabajo prometedora.
F Extended summary in Galician
F.1 Introducio´n
Nas u´ltimas de´cadas, o desenvolvemento de metodoloxı´as de modelacio´n e simulacio´n para problemas de
interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura atraeu enorme atencio´n na comunidade da meca´nica computacional. Un me´todo
computacional preciso, xeome´tricamente flexible, robusto, e eficiente e´ crucial a´ hora de resolver compli-
cados problemas de interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura, os cales esta´n presentes en enxen˜arı´a biome´dica [15, 16],
enxen˜arı´a aeroespacial [116, 117], enxen˜arı´a civil [86, 118, 98, 45], enxen˜arı´a marin˜a [130, 127] e enxen˜arı´a
eo´lica [12, 13] por nomear uns exemplos. Ate´ a data, non hai un me´todo de interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura que
poida ser utilizado en todos os tipos de problemas de interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura. Por tanto, diferentes tipos
de me´todos de interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura foron desenvoltos para aplicacio´ns de interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura
con distintas caracterı´sticas.
Os me´todos de interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura baseados en mallas poden ser clasificados en dous grupos
principais, en concreto, me´todos axustados ao contorno e me´todos inmersos. Nos me´todos axustados ao
contorno, unha malla axustada ao dominio do fluı´do utilizando a descripcio´n arbitraria de Euler-Lagrange e
outra malla e´ axustada ao dominio do so´lido utilizando a descripcio´n Lagrangiana, estas du´as mallas son ha-
bitualmente conformes na interface fluı´do-estrutura de maneira que a imposicio´n de condicio´ns cinema´ticas
poida ser realizada de forma exacta. A malla do fluı´do ten que ser actualizada en cada paso de tempo
resolvendo un problema de valores de contorno onde as condicio´ns de Dirichlet aplicadas son os despraza-
mentos do so´lido na interface. A medida que o se move o so´lido, a calidade da malla do fluı´do diminuira´
e acabara´ chegando un momento onde o fluı´do necesitara´ ser remallado. Para unha explicacio´n minuciosa
dos me´todos axustados ao contorno e exemplos de aplicacio´n, o lector interesado pode consultar [17]. En
me´todos inmersos, unha malla Euleriana abarca todo o dominio computacional e unha malla Lagrangiana
e´ axustada ao dominio do so´lido. Por conseguinte, a necesidade de remallar a malla axustada ao dominio
do fluı´do desapareceu. Non obstante, obtense esta vantaxe ao prezo de asumir que o campo da presio´n e´
continuo na interface so´lido-fluı´do e isto e´ especialmente problema´tico cando se consideran so´lidos moi
delgados [67].
O movemento do so´lido e´ o factor clave para decidir se utilizar un me´todo axustado ao contorno ou
un me´todo inmerso. Se utilizamos un me´todo axustado ao contorno nunha aplicacio´n onde o so´lido experi-
menta grandes translacio´ns ou rotacio´ns, a malla axustada ao dominio do fluı´do distorsionarase moito cada
poucos pasos de tempo, afectando a precisio´n da simulacio´n. O remallado pode ser utilizado para combater
este problema, pero, ademais do seu alto custo computacional, necesitaranse proxeccio´ns da velocidade e
da presio´n entre a antiga e a nova malla, o cal introduce imprecisio´ns na simulacio´n. Estas dificultades
amplifı´canse cando hai varios so´lidos e estes so´lidos mo´vense por todo o dominio, por exemplo, en fluxos
de partı´culas [52]. Ademais, nos casos onde a topolox´a da rexio´n ocupada polo fluı´do vai cambiar durante
a simulacio´n debido ao contacto entre diferentes so´lidos, a aplicacio´n dun me´todo axustado ao contorno e´
aı´nda un problema aberto. En todas as situacio´ns mencionadas anteriormente, os me´todos inmersos emerxen
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como unha alternativa adecuada aos me´todos axustados ao contorno posto que as mallas Lagrangianas aso-
ciadas a cada so´lido poden moverse libremente por riba da malla Euleriana.
Os dous principais obxectivos desta tese son o desenvolvemento de me´todos inmersos para interaccio´n
fluı´do-estrutura usando splines e aplicar devanditos me´todos ao fluxo sangun´eo a escala celular, o cal e´
un dos fluxos de partı´culas que recentemente recibiu ma´is atencio´n debido a´ su´a conexio´n con diferentes
enfermidades como o cancro [77]. Funcio´ns spline desenvoltas no campo do desen˜o asistido por computador
como, por exemplo, NURBS [106] e T-splines [113], foron empregadas por primeira vez en meca´nica
computacional en [63] e [10], respectivamente. A alta continuidade entre elementos, a non negatividade e
flexibilidade xeome´trica das funcio´ns spline orixinaron importantes avances tanto na meca´nica de fluı´dos
[2, 11] como na meca´nica de so´lidos [38, 81]. Por tanto, a aplicacio´n de splines a me´todos inmersos de
interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura baseados en mallas parece unha forma interesante de mellorar a precisio´n, a
robustez e a flexibilidade xeome´trica das versio´ns actuais dos devanditos me´todos.
Esta tese estende a estado da arte en me´todos inmersos de interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura baseados en
mallas desenvolvendo os avances que se resumen a continuacio´n:
1. Un me´todo inmerso baseado en NURBS para interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura. Presentamos unha formu-
lacio´n hı´brida que combina un enfoque variacional cun enfoque de colocacio´n, inmersa e completa-
mente implı´cita para interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura. Esta te´cnica traballa con fluı´dos que son viscosos e
incompresibles e con so´lidos que son non lineais e incompresibles. O ana´lise isoxeome´trico baseado
en NURBS empregase para a discretizacio´n espacial e o me´todo α-xeneralizado empregase para a
discretizacio´n temporal. A transferencia de datos entre a malla Euleriana e as mallas Lagrangianas e´
levada a cabo usando tame´n as funcio´ns NURBS, o cal evita o uso das denominadas deltas de Dirac
discretizadas que son a miu´do empregadas en me´todos inmersos. Validamos o me´todo comparando
as nosas solucio´ns nume´ricas con datos teo´ricos para velocidades de corpos rı´xidos en caı´da libre en
du´as e tres dimensio´ns. Ver a Seccio´n 4 e o Ape´ndice A para detalles adicionais.
2. Colocacio´n isoxeome´trica baseada en T-splines adecuadas para ana´lise de orde arbitraria. Co obxec-
tivo de estender o noso me´todo inmerso de interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura a T-splines, tivemos que desen-
volver primeiro me´todos de colocacio´n isoxeome´trica baseados en T-splines adecuadas para ana´lise
de orde arbitraria, o cal representaba un problema aberto en meca´nica computacional. T-splines ade-
cuadas para ana´lise permiten realizar refinamento de tipo h ao mesmo tempo que manten˜en tanto
o custo de so´ unha avaliacio´n puntual por grao de liberdade como os ı´ndices de converxencia dos
me´todos de colocacio´n baseados en NURBS. Ademais, T-splines adecuados para ana´lise (a partir
de agora denominadas ASTS polas su´as iniciais en ingle´s) son capaces de crear mallas altamente non
uniformes sen introducir elementos con cocientes de forma altos, o cal evita inestabilidades nume´ricas
que aparecen en problemas con regularidade reducida cando condicio´ns de contorno de Neumann son
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impostas en forma forte en mallas con elementos con cocientes de forma altos. Ver a Seccio´n 5 e o
Ape´ndice B para detalles adicionais.
3. Un me´todo inmerso baseado en ASTS para interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura. Os nosos me´todos inmer-
sos para interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura son xeneralizados para traballar con ASTS. Validamos os nosos
resultados nume´ricos compara´ndoos con solucio´ns teo´ricas. ASTS posu´en du´as vantaxes principais
cando son comparadas con NURBS, en concreto, ASTS permiten realizar refinamento local de tipo
h e son desestructuradas. Estas propiedades ten˜en o potencial de aumentar a eficiencia e flexibili-
dade de discretizacio´ns espaciais baseadas en NURBS. Ver a Seccio´n 6 e o Ape´ndice C para detalles
adicionais.
4. Ca´psulas e ca´psulas compostas como imitadores celulares en fluxo. Realizamos simulacio´ns con
ca´psulas en fluxos de corte e fluxos parabo´licos co objectivo de reproducir os principais movementos
e formas que adquiren os glo´bulos vermellos nestes fluxos. Tame´n medidos e comparamos con exper-
imentos varias propiedades reolo´xicas do sangue en pequenas escalas. Ademais, presentamos o con-
cepto de ca´psula composta como un imitador celular para ce´lulas con nu´cleo como glo´bulos brancos
e ce´lulas cancerosas en circulacio´n. Realizamos simulacio´ns con ca´psulas compostas hiperela´sticas
en fluxo de corte co obxectivo de estudar o seu comportamento en du´as e tres dimensio´ns. Final-
mente, mostramos a habilidade das ce´lulas cancerosas en circulacio´n para atravesar un estreitamento
dunha canle, esta propiedade esta´ actualmente sendo empregada para separar ce´lulas cancerosas en
circulacio´n en mostras de sangue [134]. Ver a Seccio´n 7 e o Ape´ndice C para detalles adicionais.
F.2 Obxectivos
Os obxectivos desta tese poden ser clasificados en tres categorı´as:
• Desenvolvemento e validacio´n de me´todos nume´ricos. O obxectivo e´ idear me´todos inmersos para
interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura baseados en NURBS e ASTS. Devanditos me´todos debera´n aproveitarse
da alta continuidade entre elementos das funcio´ns spline co fin de aumentar a precisio´n e robustez
con respecto a anteriores me´todos inmersos como o me´todo de elementos finitos inmersos [131].
Ademais, o uso de NURBS e ASTS permitirı´a a representacio´n exacta de curvas co´nicas e superficies
cuadra´ticas que aparecen a miu´do en problemas de interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura. Os me´todos propostos
deben ser validados resolvendo problemas con solucio´n teo´rica con˜ecida.
• Aplicacio´n a biomeca´nica. O obxectivo e´ estudar o comportamento de diferentes tipos de ce´lulas
sanguı´neas en fluxo sanguı´neo en pequenas escalas. Varios autores mencionaron que os polinomios
de Lagrange non son capaces de manexar as grandes deformacio´ns dos glo´bulos vermellos en fluxo
de corte e fluxo parabo´lico [90, 91], propon˜endo me´todos alternativos baseados en partı´culas [88, 87].
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A maior robustez das funcio´ns NURBS e´ utilizada para superar este problema. Co fin de avaliar os
resultados das nosas simulacio´ns, estes deben ser comparados con experimentos de glo´bulos vermel-
los. Ademais, pretendemos desenvolver modelos para ce´lulas con nu´cleo como os glo´bulos brancos
e as ce´lulas cancerosas en circulacio´n. Finalmente, exemplos en xeometrı´as non triviais deberı´an ser
considerados para ilustrar a flexibilidade xeome´trica dos nosos me´todos inmersos.
• Implementacio´n dos algoritmos propostos. A maiorı´a dos me´todos inmersos para interaccio´n fluı´do-
estrutura baseados en mallas foron so´ implementados en co´digos seriais. Nesta tese, o obxectivo e´ ir
un paso ma´is alo´ e realizar implementacio´ns en paralelo dos nosos algoritmos.
F.3 Definicio´n do problema a resolver
A continuacio´n proce´dese a enunciar o problema matema´tico a resolver nesta tese. Sexa d = {2, 3} o nu´mero
de dimensio´ns espaciais. Sexa Ω ft e Ω
s
t ⊂ Rd dous conxuntos abertos que representan os dominios ocupados
polo fluı´do viscoso incompresible e o so´lido hiperela´stico incompresible, respectivamente, con Γ ft e Γ
s
t os
seus correspondentes contornos. Estas du´as rexio´ns ten˜en parte do seu contorno en comu´n, a este contorno




t ∩ Ωst ). Sexa Sea Ω ⊂ Rd un conxunto aberto que
representa o dominio ocupado por tanto o fluı´do como o so´lido, e´ dicir, Ω = Ω ft ∪Ωst . Sexa Γ o contorno de
Ω. Sexan v : Ω × (0,T ) 7→ Rd, p : Ω × (0,T ) 7→ R e u : Ωs0 × (0,T ) 7→ Rd a velocidade Euleriana, a presio´n
Euleriana e o desprazamento Lagrangiano, respectivamente, onde (0,T ) e´ o intervalo temporal de interese e
Ωs0 e´ a configuracio´n de referencia de Ω
s
t . Sexan X ∈ Ωs0, x ∈ Ω, x ∈ Ω e ϕ : Ωs0 × (0,T ) 7→ Ωst un punto
material, un punto espacial, e o mapeo ϕ(X, t) = X + u(X, t), respectivamente.
As tres ecuacio´ns que definen o noso problema son a ecuacio´n de balance de momento lineal, a ecuacio´n





+ v · ∇xv
)
= ∇x · σ f + ρ f g + F in Ω × (0,T ) , (44)
∇x · v = 0 in Ω × (0,T ) , (45)
∂u
∂t
= v in Ωst × (0,T ) , (46)
con:
F =
0, x ∈ Ω
f
t(
ρ f − ρs
) (
∂v




σs − σ f
)
, x ∈ Ωst
, (47)
σ f = −pI + 2µ∇symx v , (48)
σs = −pI + FSFT/J , (49)
onde ρ f e ρs son a densidade do fluı´do e do so´lido, respectivamente, σ f e σs son o tensor de tensio´ns de
Cauchy do fluı´do e do so´lido, respectivamente, g e´ unha forza de volume externa actuando no sistema,
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A denota o tensor identidade Rd×d, µ e´ a viscosidade dina´mica do fluı´do, ∇symx (·) e´ o operador gradiente
sime´trico definido como ∇symx v = (∇xv + ∇xvT )/2, F : Ωs0 × (0,T ) 7→ Rd×d e´ o gradiente de deformacio´n
definido como F = ∇Xϕ = I + ∇Xu, S e´ o segundo tensor de tensio´ns de Piola-Kirchhoff do material
considerado e J = det(F) e´ o determinante do Jacobiano o cal e´ exactamente igual a 1 a nivel continuo xa
que o so´lido e´ incompresible.
Adecuadas condicio´ns de contorno e iniciais deben ser impostas a´s ecuacio´ns anteriores para obter
un problema de interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura ben definido. Co obxectivo de impor condicio´ns de contorno,
dividimos o contorno Γ en dous conxunto Bs = Γ ∩ Γst e B f = Γ ∩ Γ ft de maneira que Γ = Bs ∪ B f
e ∅ = Bs ∩ B f . e´ importante darse conta que Bs , Γst posto que polo menos parte do so´lido ato´pase
inmerso no fluı´do. Na interface ΓIt , du´as condicio´ns de contorno son impostas, en concreto, igualdade de
velocidades e compatibilidade de tensio´ns entre o fluı´do e o so´lido. A igualdade de velocidades imponse
por medio da ecuacio´n (40) e a compatibilidade de tensio´ns imponse na forma de´bil da ecuacio´n (38). En
B f , distinguimos entre condicio´ns de contorno de Dirichlet en B fD e condicio´ns de contorno de Neumann
en B fN de maneira que B f = B fD ∪ B fN e B fD ∩ B fN = ∅. En Bs, consideramos condicio´ns de contorno
Dirichlet homoxe´neas. Con respecto a´s condicio´ns iniciais, a posicio´n inicial do so´lido, o desprazamento
Lagrangiano e a velocidade Euleriana deben ser especificadas.
F.4 Contribucio´ns da tese
Esta seccio´n resume as principais contribucin´s e ideas desta tese. Esta tese propo´n me´todos inmersos basea-
dos en mallas para interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura coas seguintes caracterı´sticas:
• Asu´mese que tanto o fluı´do como o so´lido son incompresibles, o cal e´ un caso de especial interese
en varios problemas de biomeca´nica [50]. Ademais diso, traballamos con fluı´dos viscosos Newtoni-
anos e so´lidos hiperela´sticos non lineales. Non obstante, outros modelos de material para o so´lido
poderı´an ser fa´cilmente considerados posto que os algoritmos desenvoltos nesta tese son amplamente
independentes do material particular empregado para o so´lido.
• As tres inco´gnitas da nosa formulacio´n son a velocidade Euleriana, a presio´n Euleriana e o despraza-
mento Lagrangiano. Estas tres inco´gnitas esta´n asociadas coa ecuacio´n de balance de momento lin-
eal, a ecuacio´n de conservacio´n de masa e a ecuacio´n cinema´tica que relaciona o desprazamento
Lagrangiano coa velocidade Euleriana. As du´as primeiras ecuacio´ns reso´lvense usando unha te´cnica
multiescala varacional e a u´ltima reso´lvese usando colocacio´n isoxeome´trica, o cal leva a un me´todo
hı´brido que combina un enfoque variacional cun enfoque de colocacio´n.
• Con respecto a´ discretizacio´n espacial, unha malla Euleriana defı´nese en todo o dominio computa-
cional e unha malla Lagrangiana axu´stase a´ rexio´n ocupada por cada so´lido. Estas mallas son inicial-
mente construı´das empregando NURBS, que poden ser empregadas en du´as e tres dimensio´ns, pero
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non permiten realizar refinamento local de tipo h. A continuacio´n, os algoritmos son xeneralizados
para empregar ASTS como funciones base, as cales soportan refinamento local de tipo h, pero so´
esta´n definidas en du´as dimensio´ns polo momento. Con respecto a´ discretizacio´n temporal e estra-
texia de axuste, utilizamos unha te´cnica en bloque iterativa baseada no me´todo α-xeneralizado, o cal
nos permite obter un me´todo completamente implı´cito e con precisio´n de segunda orde. Validamos a
metodoloxı´a comparando a velocidade terminal dun so´lido en caı´da libre calculada nas nosas simu-
lacio´ns co seu valor teo´rico, o valor teo´rico obtense con total exactitude se as mallas empregadas son
suficientemente finas.
• A transferencia de datos entre a malla Euleriana e as mallas Lagrangianas realı´zase sen introducir
funciones delta de Dirac discretizadas. As funcio´ns base das mallas empre´ganse para transferir de-
vanditos datos. Ademais, procedemos de tal maneira que non se necesita ningu´n tipo de proxeccio´n,
evitando ası´ os erros asociados coa devandita proxeccio´n.
• Os polinomios de Lagrange, que son as funcio´ns base esta´ndar no me´todo de elementos finitos, ten˜en
continuidade C0 entre elementos para todas as ordes. Pola contra, NURBS e ASTS son capaces de
obter continuidade Cp−1 entre elementos, o cal ten polo menos du´as importantes vantaxes nos nosos
me´todos inmersos. En primeiro lugar, a alta continuidade entre elementos das mallas Lagrangianas
permite soportar deformacio´ns ma´is grandes nestas mallas, aumentando ası´ a robustez dos nosos algo-
ritmos. En segundo lugar, a alta continuidade entre elementos da malla Euleriana alivia o problema das
regras de cadratura subo´ptima que aparecen en me´todos inmersos para interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura.
• Destacamos a importancia de satisfacer adecuadamente a condicio´n de incompresibilidade preto da
interface fluı´do-so´lido. Cremos que este problema require ma´is atencio´n na comunicade de me´todos
inmersos para interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura xa que pode dar lugar a erros importantes en simulacio´ns.
• O noso co´digo baseado en NURBS foi desenvolvido sobre PetIGA [36, 22, 123], PetIGA engade
funcio´ns para traballar con NURBS a´ librarı´a cientı´fica PETSc [8, 7]. Como paso inicial, un co´digo
serial foi desenvolto para validar a formulacio´n. Logo, o co´digo foi estendido para poder realizar
ca´lculos en paralelo empregando MPI. O derradeiro paso non e´ trivial posto que estes me´todos ten˜en
varias mallas Lagrangianas move´ndose libremente por riba dunha malla Euleriana e estas mallas ten˜en
que comunicarse entre si. Probouse que PetIGA e´ moi eficiente [36] e e´ capaz de manter a alta con-
tinuidade das funcio´ns base entre procesadores. Con todo, todas as estruturas de datos utilizadas para
ensamblar o sistema esta´n desenvoltas para mallas estruturadas. Por tanto, si a malla e´ non estrutu-
rada como no caso de ASTS, PetIGA non ofrece ningu´n tipo de apoio ao usuario. En consecuencia,
para todas as simulacio´ns empregando ASTS presentadas nesta tese, un co´digo serial foi desenvolto
directamente sobre PETSc sen empregar PetIGA.
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Os me´todos inmersos de interaccio´n fluı´do-estrutura baseados en splines presentados nesta tese po-
den ser aplicados a unha ampla variedade de problemas en biomeca´nica e outros campos. Nesta tese,
centra´monos en fluxo sanguı´neo a escala celular. Os principais resultados de simulacio´ns son os seguintes:
• Ca´psulas hiperela´sticas, modeladas utilizando elementos NURBS, son empregadas como imitadores
celulares de glo´bulos vermellos. Sempre que a condicio´n de incompresibilidade sexa adecuadamente
imposta preto da interface fluı´do-so´lido, as nosas ca´psulas experimentan os mesmos movementos
e formas que se atoparon para glo´bulos vermellos en experimentos. Ademais, varias propiedades
reolo´xicas do sangue son reproducidas nas nosas simulacio´ns.
• Modelos para ce´lulas con nu´cleo como, por exemplo, glo´bulos brancos e ce´lulas cancerosas en circu-
lacio´n, esta´n actualmente moito menos desenvoltos cos modelos para glo´bulos vermellos. Nesta tese,
presentamos ca´psulas compostas hiperela´sticas para modelar este tipo de ce´lulas. O comportamento
das ca´psulas compostas en fluxo de corte estu´dase en du´as dimensiu´ns. Co obxectivo de analizar
a influencia do nu´cleo, consideramos ca´psulas compostas con diferentes taman˜os de inclusio´n e a
mesma membrana. Consistentemente cos resultados para vesı´culas compostas [120], a medida que o
taman˜o da inclusio´n aumenta, o a´ngulo de inclinacio´n e a frecuencia de “tank-treading” da ca´psula
composta diminu´en. Adicionalmente, aproveita´ndonos da flexibilidade xeome´trica dos nosos me´todos
inmersos, estudamos como unha ce´lula cancerosa en circulacio´n e´ capaz de pasar polo estreitamento
dunha canle. A simulacio´n revela que a deformacio´n ma´is alta da e´lula cancerosa en circulacio´n e a
velocidade ma´is alta de fluı´do xorden cando a ce´lula sale do estreitamento.
F.5 Futuras lin˜as de traballo
O traballo realizado nesta tese deixa varias lin˜as de investigacio´n para o futuro:
• Hai varios feno´menos interesantes como, por exemplo, marxinacio´n de ce´lulas con nu´cleo en fluxos
parabo´licos e separacio´n de ce´lulas con nu´cleo a partir de mostras de sangue, que implican a inter-
accio´n de glo´bulos vermellos con glo´bulos brancos ou ce´lulas cancerosas en circulacio´n. Nalgu´ns
destes feno´menos, os efectos inerciales xogan un papel importante [59, 129]. Os nosos me´todos in-
mersos ten˜en en conta efectos inerciales os cales ten˜en que ser desprezados noutros tipos de me´todos
inmersos como aqueles que se basean no me´todo de integral de contorno [49]. Por tanto, a nosa for-
mulacio´n parece moi adecuada para afrontar estas aplicacio´ns e esperamos facelo no futuro pro´ximo.
• Diferentes modelos poden ser considerados para representar a membrana das ce´lulas. Por exemplo,
vesı´culas, as cales esta´n baseadas nunha representacio´n de superficie, necesitan calcular a curvatura
e por tanto necesitan avaliar derivadas segundas. O uso de NURBS ou ASTS para representar estas
superficies serı´a moi apropiado xa que son capaces de construı´r espazos de funcio´ns con continuidade
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global C1 ou superior. Ademais, parece que unha comparacio´n precisa entre vesı´cuas e ca´psulas para
establecer as principais diferenzas no seu comportamento non existe na literatura.
• B-splines que satisfa´n a condicio´n de incompresibilidade punto a punto [44] poden ser consideradas
para resolver a ecuacio´n de balance de momento lineal e a ecuacio´n de conservacio´n de masa en lugar
de usar a te´cnica VMS. En xeral, esta alternativa resulta atractiva para aplicacio´ns con nu´meros de
Reynolds baixos, o cal e´ o caso do fluxo sanguı´neo a escala celular. Adicionalmente, esta formulacio´n
poderı´a axudar a satisfacer a condicio´n de incompresibilidade preto da interface fluı´do-so´lido. Non
obstante, a converxencia do residuo, a cal e´ sempre complicada en problemas do tipo punto de cadeira
como en [44], sera´ aı´nda ma´is difı´cil de obter a medida que so´lidos son inmersos no dominio.
• Desenvolver mallas Eulerianas baseadas en splines con capacidade para realizar refinamento local
adaptativo de tipo h co obxectivo de aumentar a resolucio´n preto da interface fluı´do-so´lido e´ unha
direccio´n de traballo prometedora.


